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FOREWORD 

Mr. Coster first came to Tanganyika in 1927, where, except for short breaks while working 
in neighbouring Territories and one year in Canada.., be spent his working life before retiring 
In 1958. For the last twenty years he was employed by the Tanganyika Government as an 
Engineering Geologist . 

It was recognized by Government that Mr. Coster's knowledge of the underground 
waters of Tanganyika was uniguc and should be recorded in permanent form for the benefit 
of all those interesled in the Territory's water supplies. He was accordingly asked as his 
last official task before retirement to place on record the wealtb ofbis unrivalled knowledge 
and experience in a form suitable for publication. 

This book is tbe result. It is an important contribution which will be of the greatest 
value to those concerned, both now and in the future, with the development of Tanganyika's 
waler resources. 

February, 1960 
A. E. TRoTMAN, 

Minister {or Natural ResouruJ. 
Dar es Salaam 
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TANGANYIKA 

UNDERGROUND WATER IN TANGANYIKA 

CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Tanganyika occupies some 341,000 square miles of land area, and witb its rapidly 
increasing population and consequent expansion of agriculture and Livestock husbandry, 
commerce and industry, tbe demand for more and better water supplies has become 
increasingly urgent. To meet such a dem:and and to plan for future expansion a general 
reassessment of all v.ater resources, including underground water, is required. 

The aim of this work is to give an outline of the present knowledge of the occurrence and 
distribution of underground water in relationship to tbe hydrology and geology of the 
territory. and to summarise the writer's experience gained during nearly eighteen years of 
work in charge of underground water development as Engineering Geologist to the 
Tanganyika Government. The quality and the quantity of the water obtained so far in all 
known boring operations and from other ground water sources and the methods at present 
used by the Water Development and Irrigation Department in the search for water are also 
surveyed and evaluated. The facts presented are based on the results of the investigations, 
surveys and successes and failures in the field to find and develop underground water. These 
results have mainly been achieved by the various Government departments, individual 
officers, private persons, companies and corporations concerned with the development of 
water supplies. 

It is not possible to enumerate or mention in the text, or here. even by name, all the 
individuals who, in one way or another, have contributed to the accumulated knowledge of 
underground water in Tanganyika, and therefore only those who have made outstanding 
contribution are named below. 

The former Directors of the Tanganyika G,eological Survey, Sir E. O. Teale, 
G. M. Stockley and C. Bissett; the former Chief Geologists. F. B. Wade, the founder of the 
Water Boring Section, and D. R. Grantham; the late C. GiIlman, tbe well·known Geographer 
and Engineer and at one time Water Consultant to the Government of Tanganyika; 
A. Cawley, Director of Geological Survey, Uganda, formerly Engineering Geologist of the 
Water Boring Section. Tanganyika, and D. Orr, formerly Geologist, Geological Survey, 
Tanganyika. Of the German geologists working in Tanganyika before the 1914-1918 War, 
Koert and Tornau should be named. 

Much valuable information has also been collected by the geologists, surveyors and 
Laboratory staff, past and present, of the Geological Survey and by the geologists and 
engineers of the Water Development and Irrigation Department, particularly H. Liddle, 
K. Klirnacki and M. T. Avery. 
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The Ministerial Secretary, D. W. Malcolm. 

The Minister for Lands and Mines, A. K. Pike. 
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The Director of Water Development and Irrigation, W. A. Guthrie and staff . 

The Government Cbemist, W. E. Callon and staff. 

The Secretary oflhe Sisal Grower's Association, A. L. Le Maitre. 

The following officers of the Geological Survey have frequently given advi"" on technical 
matters; D. A. Hark.in, Deputy Director; H. G. Burks, Chief Research Omcer; A. W. Aitken, 
Paleontologist; 1. R. Harpum, Petrologist; T. C. James, Geologist; J. S. Dunhar, Chief 
Draughtsman and H. W. Hale, Records Oflicer. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

HYDROLOGICAL CONCEPTS 

The occurrence and distribution of underground water cannot be readily understood 
unless the fundamental processes by which water reaches the soils, rocks and other deposits iD 
which it is generally found are briefly explained. Such an explanation is attempted in tbis 
cbapter. 

\Vater is classified by geologists as a mineral and. as such, it is in aD exceptional position 
iD SO far as it is renewable while all other minerals are \vasting assets. 

Underground water, as found in geological deposits and rocks in Tanganyika, is derived 
from two main sources, and is classified according to its source: 

(a) Grouodwater or Meteoric 'Valer. 
(bJ Juvenile Water or Magmatic Water. 

Groundwater is by far the more important of these two, and the majority of the facts 
dealt with in this work refer to groundwater. 

<aJ GROUNDWATER 

The general process of water circulation, including groundwater renewal or recharge. 
is often referred to as the hydrolngical cycle. This cycle is divided into a number of stages, 
ODe ofwhicb is the ground water stage. 

For the present purpose GROUNDWATER IS DEFINED AS WATER DERIVED FROM PER

COLATtON, irrespective of the depth at which it may be encountered. Under this definition 
the perennial flow or base flow of rivers, streams and seepages would be groundwater, but 
the scope of this work is limited and does not permit the inclusion of this category of ground
water. The hydrological cycle encompasses the whole process of water circulation from 
the evaporation of water from the oceans, condensing to form clouds from which water in tbe 
form of snow, rain, hail or mist may be precipitated, until its return to the sea by many and 
varied routes. The groundwater phase is only Qne integral part of this larger cycle and can be 
regarded as starting at the stage when precipitation r,,",ches vegetation or the ground and 
continues untillhe water again issues OD the ground surface or finally reaches the sea. 

This process of renewal or recharge which takes place during the ground water cycle can 
be expressed by the simple equation: 

Precipitation = Ru,,·off + £.·opolronsp;rorion + Recharg~. 
Evapotranspiration and recharge, which both depend on percolation of precipitation 

into the ground. and its delivery to the groundwater zone, are treated under the sub-heading, 
<iii) Percolation. 

(i) Precipitatfon.-The annual amount aDd distribution of precipitation in the form of 
rain is the only factor iD the equation which is reasonably well investigated in the territory. 
Intensity of rainfall is, however, little known, and long period records from intensity gauges 
are probably available from only a few localities. Records of snow, mist and dew appear to 
be lacking at present. 

There are two main distribution belts ofrainfaU in the territory; tbe Northern, similar to 
the Kenya rainfaU, with the so-called "short rains" in November-December and the "long 
rains" from March to May, and the Southern belt. where tbe rain starts in November
December and ends in April·May, similar to tbe Nonhem Rhodesian rainfall. Between 
these two zones is an intermediate belt, covering most of the Central Province, in which 
a break in the rains occurs, varying in duration from a fortnight to over three weeks. This 
break may fall at any time between early January and mid March. The break is often 

l 
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disastrous from an agricultural pOint of view. Large variations in rainfall distribution and 
total rainfaU over the years are common. Many localities. such as Bukoba District west of 
Lake Victoria, and Rungwe District oorth of Lake Nyasa, have local rainfall conditions. 
The lowest rainfall areas, 10 inches to 20 inches, are situated in the centre of the territory. 
Precipitation increases towards the coast and inland towards the three great lakes. 
The highest annual precipitations are recorded from the northern end of Lake Nyasa in 
Rungwe District, with over lOO inches a year. and over tlle southern part of Lake Victoria 
with a similar amount. Many high ranges, amongst tbem the eastern parts of the Uluguru 
and Usambara mountains, also show rainfalls up to lOO inches a year or perhaps more. 

Twenty-follr-hourly maximums are kept by the Meteorological Departmeot. Eight-inch 
falls arc rare but occur in many districts, Seventeen inches fell within lwenty~four hours 
in April, 1955, over a limited area in Rungwe District, causing landslides, washaways and 
loss of human lif •. (I) An intensity gauge record of 6 inches in just uoder three hour. was 
obtained io 1935 in Dodoma in the CenITal Province. For reliahility maps of rainfall see 
the Royal Commission's Report on East Africa, 1953-1955. 

(ii) RUfI-0ff.- The terms run-off, direct run-off or surface run-off and overland run-off 
are here used exclusively for the part of the rain which flows on the surface of the ground. i.e. 
does not infiltrate. Very liltle is known about direct run-off io the territory. The main 
streams and river systems that have been gauged give the combined total of ground water 
flow and run-off and thus these figures canoot be applied to direct run-off, as defmed above. 
Some run-off statistics have been obtaioed by the Geological Survey Department, Dodoma, 
the Veterinary Department at Mpwapwa and the Water Developmeot and Irrigation Depart
meDt. Most of the figures come from the dry Central Province, but were obtained under 
varying conditions. Dodoma run-off figures were collected during the years 1930 to 1939(2) 
from the catchment of the hold" dam, approximately one square mile io extent. 
The catchment contains bare granite rocks, sandy soils aod badly eroded loamy soils covered 
by low bush vegetation and the grade of the slopes is approximately 4 per cent. The highest 
annual run-offwas 7'7 per cent, the lowest 4'45 per cent. The average rainfall for nine years 
was 20·19 inches. The average effective rainfaUs, i.e. rainfall which produces a run-off. was 
14·61 inches and the average run-off for nine years 5·3 per cent. Run-off for individual 
showers was also recorded from February, 1935, to January, 1936, (a complete rainfall year). 
The highest run-off recorded was just over 20 per cent for a 2'5 inches storm of ao intensity 
of 0·30 mm. per minute. Short sharp showers of 0·79 inches gave only 1·86 per cent run-off 
and showers of 1 inch an hour intensity are known to have produced no run-off at all. 

Mpwapwa: Run-off experiments were carried out by R. Staples(3), formerly Pasture 
Research Officer, Veterinary Departmeot, during the years 1933 to 1937. The experimeDts 
were made on field plots of 6 ft. by 90i ft., '/80th of aD acre with the longest side of the plot 
down a slope of 6-6 per cent. Water was collected io tanks of from 300 to 600 galloD 
capacity. The results showed that seasooal run-off rates for a 26 inch rainfall were as high 
as 50 per cent on bare, hard uncultivated ground. On cultivated soils tbey reached 
30percent but under East African grass cover the TUn-off dropped to 2'8 per ceot and below. 

Run-off figures collected during the rainfall seaSOD 1956-1957 (total 26 inches), from 
a recently constructed dam at Ikowa, between Dodoma and Mpwapwa. with a catchment 
of 180 square miles showed the low run-off figure of 1'35 per cent.(') Scanty as tbese run-off 
figures are, and obtained from a relatively smaU semi-arid area. iL is considered that they give 
some indication as to the actual process and order of run-off rates. The Mpwapwa 
experiments indicate what takes place 00 small plots under varying conditions of cover, and 
the Dodoma and Ikowa figures show what occurs in large areas, both with bush cover and, 
in the case of lkowa mbuga, cultivated ground and over-grazed pasture and hills. 

(1)H..uDDCANN. E. G. 1956. Tangtmyika Nolez and Records. No. 45. 
Cos'ru. F. M. 1955. UnpUblished preliminary report. 

(2)Annu. Rep. 8001. Surv. Tanganyika, 1930.1939. 
(3)Supus, R. 1933-1938. Annu. Rep. Dept. Vet. Scien. and Animal Husbandry. 
(")MACWlLLlAM, R., Water Development and Irrigation Dept. Verbal communication. 
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The main regulator of ruD-<Jtf is the rainfall intensity, and as there are very few inteDSity 

gauges in operation, this vital information is Dot generally available. The second most 
important factor is vegetation, which vari~ according to the season. High ruo-otf rates 
occur mainly before the grass cover bas been re-established by the precipitation. and run-off 
rates, therefore, in general, decrease as the wet season progresses. Slope and soils exercise 
contributory influence OD run-()ff, largely as a function ofrainfaU intensity. 

(iii) PeTColalion.-Hydrologlsts recognise three main divisions iD the prOCC!S of grouod
water recharge by the precipitation percolation into the ground. Part of this process is little 
known iD its details and requires further investigation and research. The three main divisions 
are, from the surface downwards: 

BELT OF SOIL WATER. 

lN1rRMEDlAIT BELT. 

ZoNF or SAl1JRATION OR GROUNDWATIR ZONE. 

Between the two latter there is a sub-belt called the capillary fringe. The two first-named 
belts and the capillary fringe are often grouped together under the zone of aeration. BrieOy. 
the type of water mo ... ements which take place in the ZODes can be summarised as follows. 

10 the soil waler belt infiltration and cvapotranspiration occur. In the intennediate belt 
water moves downwards mainly under the force of gravity. In the capillary fringe wat.er 
moves mainly towards the surface under the influence of capiIJary forces, due to surface 
tension, which is opposed to the force of gravity. In the zone of saturation water movements 
are governed by hydrostatic pressure. 

BELT Of SOIL WATER. 

Infiltration. The uppermost part of the belt of soil water. the top soil itself and a small 
part of the subsoil collect and store the precipitation. Soils in general have a large water 
storage capacity. An average 6 ft. soil profile at Kongwa in the Central Province will stor. 
about 22 surface inches of water before becoming saturated.(I) The top soil at Kongwa can 
probably absorb about one-third of its volume. soils in other areas probably up to 40 per cent 
or more. 

The rate of infiltration is, however, an important factor and varies with the type of soil. 
Sandy soils absorb water at a far quicker rate than clayey soils. On the other band. the total 
storage capacity of a clayey soil may be much higher than tbat of the sandy one. Investi
gations into the process of infiltration which have been carried out recently in Europe with 
the help of certain dyes. show that tbe soil sections into which water infiltrates are very 
unevenly distributed. Root, ant and animal holes, as weU as size of pore space, all contribute 
to the random way in which water infiltrates. The total amount of infiltration during 
a rainfall season, olher factors being equal, depends on the intensity of the rainfall and is 
directly complementary to run-off. Infiltration is also largely dependent on whether the rain 
water remains clear or contains matter in suspension or in colloidal form. High intensity of 
rainfall and "dirty" water from cultivated and bare soils slows down infiltration rates. 
Sce under Run·off, field plots. When water has infiltrated. part of it is permanentJy retained 
and held round the mineral grains of the soil; the holding force may be large but is at any 
rate higher than the force of gravity. How much is retained depends on the type of soil and 
soil profile itself. It is estimated that in a Kongwa soil about 7 surface inches of water can be 
added or accumulated from one rainy season to the next by keeping a clean fallow for one 
rainy season and a dry season. The depth of the soil profile holding the 7 ins. of water would 
probably be approximately 6 ft(l). 

(I)Baorrovul. Kongwa Research StatiOD. Verbal communication. 
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Water which is not being retained in the upper soil profile moves downwards into the 
ground and evemuaUy reaches the zone of saturation and becomes groundwater. The roots 
of the vegetation, bowever, take a heavy toll of both the water whicb has been absorbed 
and held by tbe soil, and the part that moves downwards until tbe Jalter water has peoetrated 
beyond root level. There is, in addilion, in the rainy season and tbe early dry season also 
a considerable evaporation from tbe soil surface. These two water losses are oftcn combined 
into one term called Evapotranspiration or ET. 

Evapo/ranspiralion. As stated above, ET. equals Ibe combined water losses caused by 
the evaporation from the soil surface and the transpiration from the vegetation until the 
wilting point is reached. It presumably also includes thc amount of water which is necessary 
to build up all the new leaf and greenc,)' of tbe vegetation. Water losses eaused by 
Evapolranspiration constitute the major factor governing grouDdwater replenishment aDd 
recharge from the moment the precipitation has reached Ibe ground. Tbe magnitude of ET. 
ean perhaps hest be judged by quoting the est ima ted figures for the U.S.A. which ase given as 
21! ms. per year or 72 per cent of the total rainfall .(t) Greal difficulties have been 
encountered in the scientific dctennination of tbe ET. rates or factor and a vast amount of 
lilerature exists on the subject. The most helpful approach appears 10 be to determine what 
is known as the potential Evapotranspiration, tbe PE. The PE. is tbe maximum amount 
of water lost under natural climatic conditions when waler in surplus is available to tbe root 
system of the plants. This subject has been treated in detail by Thornthwaites in a most 
inleresling and, in many ways, revolutionary paper.(2) According 10 Ihis paper tbe PE. factor 
reaches a relative maximum at a temperature of approximately 26' Scc. when the PE becomes 
13·5 cm. a monlh and trns maximum appears to be biologically controlled by the whole 
process of assimilation. As far as large parts of Tanganyika are concerned it is clear that 
the ET. rates must fall well below the PE. rates, in other words, tbe vegetation could consume 
far larger quantities of water were it available. This leads to the conclusion that for certain 
types of vegetation in Tanganyika the plant association and the species thereof indicate tbe 
minimum ET. under which such associations can exist. There are in Tanganyika two types 
of vegetation in the drier areas which are of interest in this respect. The first (No. I) is a 
deciduous and semi-deciduous and occasionally evergreen thorn or scrub vegetation which 
covers large areas of MasaiJand. the Central Province, the Wembere Depression and the 
Ruaha Basin. In tbese areas the average precipitation is less than 20 ins. and Ouctuates 
belween 8 ins. and perhaps 30 ins. 

The second (No. 2) is tbe Brachystegia open woodland which is deciduous and covers 
a large tract of country in the Southern Province and from tbe Central Province westward to 
Northern Rhodesia and Angola. The average rainfall in this type of woodland varies in 
Tanganyika between 30 ins. and 40 ins. 

It should be mentioned that some of the deciduous vegetation of the type mentioned 
above, particularly of the Bracbystegia species, sbow tbat the wilting point is not dependent 
OD the amount of water available in the ground. The power of the root system to extract 
water from the soil varies as the dry season progresses. Soon after the rains cease most of 
the ,,'egetation dries up and loses its foliage. The soil, at tbis period of the season, must still 
contain appreciable quantilies of water available to the roots. Tbe vegetation, in general, 
remains IcaOess until just before the rains when many trees come out in new green leaf. 
These trees must, therefore, be capable of extracting the last residue of water from tbe 
parched soils. The exact scientific eJtplanation of this phenomenon is not known to 
the writer, but the overall effect on the recharge of groundwater must be appreciable, adding 
as it does perhaps several weeks of water depletion of the soils by transpiration. 

As regards type No. I it is considered that about 12 ins. to 15 ins. a year is available for ET. 
and that tbe vcget.ation reflects this type of moisture condition. 

(l)THOMAS, HAROLD E. 1951. The Conservation ofGroundwat.e::r. MAcGRAW Hn.L. p.21, 

(2)THOIlNTlIWAITE, C. W. 1948. Geogr. Review. Juoc. An approach towards a rational cla.s.sificatioQ of 
c:limaw. pp. 54-94. 
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For type No. 2, the Bracbystegia woodland, the ET. figure lies somewhere near 25 ins. 
a year. This type of woodland docs Dot thrive in areas with less than 20 ins. a year rainfall 
under temperature conditions prevailing in the territory. In Tanganyika an investigatioD(l) 
was made regarding percolation and moisture conditions which has a distinct beariog on 
Ihe ET. rates. Soil moislure conditions were investigated all Ihrough the year by auger 
holes to a depth of 24 ft. in the three types of vegetation; deciduous thicket and grasslaDd, 
altitude 3,500 ft. and evergreeD forest woodland and grasslaDd al 5,800 fi. The annual 
rainfall for Ihe lower altitude was approximately 776 mm. and for Ihe higher, 939 mm. 

The deciduous thicket showed Ijule or no moisture at any time beyond 4 rt. depth, i.e. 00 

percolation, but the root system is stated to reach 15 ft depth aDd some moisture must, 
therefore, reach to this level. Natural grassland at the same height showed moisture to 12 ft. 
and a root system to a bout 10 ft. There was moisture depletion during Ihe dry period 10 12ft. 
The evergreen forest at 5,800 ft. altitude, showed no moisture below 14 rt. at any time, 
the roots penetrating to about 18 ft. There were periods of complete moisture depletioD 
to the full depth oflhe holes, 24 ft. 

In mouDtain grasslaDd (indigeDous vegetatioD) it would appear that the soil below 9 ft. 
remains permanently moist. Above this level tbe soil dries out considerably during the dry 
SeasOD, when little moisture is available for grass growth. 

The woodland (Brachystegia Spicifonnis and Dombeya Mupangae) showed moisture 
to 24 ft. depth at all times, with depletioD zones duriDg the dry season to approximately 14 ft., 
which is also the depth of the root system. 

The results obtained from tbe deciduous thicket 3rc borne out by drilling in similar areas, 
borcholes having been unsuccessful, but the resuh in the evergreen forest, where no moisture 
appears to have penetrated below 14 ft., does Dot agree with tbe fact Ihal maDY perennial 
streams start in the evergreen forest. The failure to find moisture caD, however, easily be 
accounted for by the very uneven distribution of surface infiltration. 

11re Intermediate Belt. The intennediate belt is encountered from below the general 
depth to which the roots of vegetation penetrate to the upper surface of tbe next lower bell, 
Ihe capillary fringe, with which the intennediate bell integrates and co--exists. Io higb 
water-table areas Ihe capillary fringe and the belt of soil water meet and Ihe iDtennedialc bell 
disappears. Water movements in the intermediate belt are, in general, controlled by gravity 
The exact routes taken by the water and tbe devious ways. in which it can reach the zone of 
saturation are little known in detail, but will ~ referred to in the chapter on Hydrologic 
Properties of Rocks. 

The Capillary Fringe. Water movements in the capillary fringe are supported by forces 
opposed to gravity, and Iherefore the study of capillary actioD is a specialised subject whicb 
is of great importance to irrigation engineers and agriculturists in general. As far as ground
water is concerned capillary action under avid conditions decreases recharge by vast amounts 
of water and also greatly increases the salinity of ground water. The circumstances UDder which 
Ihis takes place arc connected with a high grouDdwater table and hence a bigh upper capillary 
fringe surface. The capillary forces, which are considerable, are smallest in coarse alluvium. 
In the Central Province water will rise 2 ft. to 2 ft. 6 ins. above the water table in sandy river 
beds. In silts derived from Basemcnt rocks, such as in thc Mkomasi valley, the capillary 
rise is about 6 ft. to 8 ft. Higher figures are known from fine clayey malerial (the finer the 
material the greater the rise), but in very fioe sedirnents or soils it Dlay take years before the 
maximum capillary rise is established. The effect of a capillary water surface rising to near 
tbe soil surface, is mainly increased evaporation, the rate of which in dry areas largely depends 
on how much water can be supplied by tbe capillaries. The evaporation is accompanied by 
concentrations of groundwater salts in the upper soil profiJe. If these salt concentrations are 
not removed during the rainy season which particularly is tbe case in areas of sluggisb 
drainage or 00 drainage at all, salts in the groundwater may soon reach brine concentrations. 

(I)STA .. PLES, R. 1933-1938, Annu. Rep. Dept. Vet. Scien. and Animal HusbaDdry. 
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The process of salt concentration is rapid as evidenced by the destruction by salt of 
growing sisal, ma'limum age five to six years, in the Mkomasi Valley, Tanga Province. 
The rise of the groundwater table in the Mkomasi Valley has been attributed to the removal 
of the natural vegetation and its replacement by sisal (Coster), combined with the silting up 
of the valley by the Mombo River (Milne). Other examples can be found in the mbugas and 
swamps of the Central Province which have a high water-table during the rainy, and part of 
the dry season. A continuous build-Up of salts takes place here and concentrations of from 
5,000 to 10,000 p.p.m. of total dissolved salts in the shallow groundwaters from such areas is 
known. It is possible that such saline shallow ground water may prove an obstacle to 
irrigation io the Ceotral Province and elsewhere, as inevitably some of the salt will find its 
way into reservoir water impounded by dams. 

Zone of Saluration or Groundwottr Zone. Groundwatcr available and suitable for 
human consumption is always on the move, the movements being controlled mainly by 
bydroslatic pressure. The laws governing such movements have been summarised by 
Dare), in the general fundamental equation: 

V=PxH 

L 

V = Velocity of water. 

P = Constant dependent 00 the character of the material through which the water moves. 

H = Difference of head althe ends ofthe column of material. 

L = Length of the same column. 

RECHARGE. From the smalt amount of information existing for ruo-off and Evapo
transpiration the genual conditions for recharge can be surrunarised as follows, using the 
equation: 

Precipitation = 

Precipitation = 

Run-off 

Run-oO' + EvapotranspiratioD + Recharge. 

100 per cent. 

4 per cent to 6 per cent. 

ET. Minimum 72 per cent, Average 85 per cent, Maximum possibly 90 
percent, which would giveama"imum for rccharge of24 percent and a minimum of4 percent. 

From boreboles sunk on a fault line in the Dodoma area, tbe catchment of which can he 
estimated with some degree of certainty, and other facts in relationship to vegetation 
catchment and yield of boreholes, it is ~timated that a 10 per cent groundwater recharge 
in many areas is the maximum that can be expected, but that in other localities the percentage 
recharge many we)) fall to 4 per cent or even below. 

Before leaving the subject of the groundwater cycle it should be made clear that the 
amount of ground water which is available for recharge is, apart from the rainfall conditions, 
to a "'ery large extent dependent on human activities. Oearing of tbe natural vegetation on 
the lower altitudes, particularly in areas of flat topography will undoubtedly increase the 
amount of water available both for run-off and groundwater recharge. The primitive agricul
ture and livestock husbandry which is wide-spread in the territory. however, soon destroys tbe 
capacity of the soil to absorb the rainfall. Accelerated soil erosion follows, which may 
altogether remove the top soils wh.ich further reduces infiltration rates. The final result is 
tbat rain water which should have gone into the ground flows uselessly away. It has been 
Doted that in recent years even large perennial rivers and streams, such as the Ruaha and 
Ngerengere, have dried oul for the first lime in their history. For the same reason wells 
and water-boles in the semi-arid Central Province have become more aod more unreliable 
and some have drled up allogelher. F100ding during the rainy season is another result which 
has become more and more nOliceable (in recent yea~). 
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An example of Ihe effect of dcno;c \cgetalion c3u'\ing depittion of w;lIcr (,uppiies ~h(luld 
31 ... 0 be mentioned. Some years ago a w.!ter ~ur\"c)' of certain rubber planlJlio"'. 10 the Tanga 
area \\.3S undertaken. These planl31ions were ~larted by the German"i hefore 1914 and 
abandoned in the fir~t World War. The second World \Var Gealcd a demand for rubbtr and 
the plantations v.ere again cultivated. During the survey. German wells were discovered 
with remains of pumps ncar small disused rubber facloTic" and Europran houses, but none 
of these well, "'ould yield ,ufficient water in the 1940s to supply such installations. During 
the inlcn-ening years the rubber trees had grown lall and the foliage had become dense. 
The rainfall in this area is approximalely 50 ins. a year and temperatures high. ET. ratcs had 
apparently increased to such an extent that groundwater replenishment had become almost 
negligihle. 

Not all ground water is available for human consumption for several reason", Some i5 
lInrlllabl~. 'iome is locked up in fine silt" and clay" which will not yield their surplus water. 
and cenalO quantities must be absorbed in the natural process of weathering or be lost by 
deep percolation beyond economic extraction depth. 

The tOlal amount of ground water in cxi'itence in Tanganyika is. however. very large, and 
in the following chapters a description ofilS distribution and qualit), and the search for water 
~ III be given in relation,hip to the geology and hydrology of the terrilOr)' as a whole. 

(b) JUVFNILE WATER 

A short summary of the occurrence of juvenile water will be found in the chapter devoted 
10 Springs. The total amount of water derived from this source cannot even be estimated. 
but in comparison with ground water it is very small. The main effect of juvenile water is the 
widc·sprcad contamination of groundwater by the introductioo of fluorine, and. to a lesser 
degree. of sodium carbonate and bicarbonate. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

GEOLOGICAL FORMATIONS IN TANGANYIKA 

A very brief de"~rirtion of the main geological formations found within the boundaries 
of the territory is presented below. For practical reasons connected with the occurrence 
of groundw3ter these formations have been classified under the following main headings. 
Each heading ma) encompass sc""cral geological sy"lems or a mullitude of rock types. 
SpJce. ho\\('\cr, doe" not permit detailed dc,;,cnption of each system or (Vcn of the main 

roc' types('). 

CIa.:; .. No. J Non-metamorphic c"cdlmcntary rocks and unconsolidalcd ~cdlments. 

A Sl'dimLlltJr) rocks in gen';fJ.1 and uncon\olidalcd sediments of the coastal region 

in p.lrliclllar. 

"1 hie, ('11~-cl3C;" includes all geological sy~lcms from the hcbinning of the Bukoban period 
w the RCI.:cnt eroch The age of the BukobJn j~ at pre ... ent considered late Precambrian 
for lad. of ro~sd e\idencc. Fossils may. ho\\cvcr. be found in the Bukoban rocks and so 
dClclminc the age "f this system. 

B. Lale ~edimcnts, /\fhugn dcpos-ilS (sce Page 
dcpmlls ranges from Plci"tocenc to Recent. 
"ith CCrlaint\'. 

16) and alluvium. The age of these 
Pliocene has so far not been recorded 

\la<.,s No. 11. Metamorphic sedlments of the Karagwc-Ankolean formation and of 
the Karagwe-Ankolean type, Prccambrian. 

\lac;, No. Ill. Older supracrllstal rocks belonging to the Nyanzian. Kavirondlan and 
o.~C'r formatIons of the same type and origin. Exact age unknown but Precambrian. 

Cla.,,'; No. IV. All rClcls which can be grouped "ilhin the granite clan including some 
gllC'I,,,ose granites, palingcnclic and migrnatitic granites of the granilOid shield. mobilized or 
analcetic granites. As far as is known, the granites are all Precambrian. but the exact 
age of most is still unknown. 

Cl." No. V. The Ba;ement System (often referred to as the Ba<ement). This sy'tem 
i" made lip of highly metamorphic para- and ortho-gneisscs of mixed and uncertain ongin, 
graphite 5chists. crystalline limestones and dolomites and quartzites; some gneissose granites 
amphtbohtes and eharnockites. Included in the Basement System is the Konse Series 
cor.,\j"ting of quartzites. limestones. etc. This series is known to over-thrust other Basement 
rocks which appear to be older. The Basement System is Precambrian and some of its 
CO'lpOnCnlS are among the oldest rocks found on earth. 

C1a<.,~ No. VI. Intrusi\c rocks of many kinds including acidic and basic types, forming 
d,h.c". sills. and ultraba.'iic intrusions. 

Cia'i'i No. VU. Younger ntru'iivc rocks. mainly la vac:. and pyroc1astics. 

If a<~('nln,r:ical map of the lcrrilcH), be c>.amincd it will be seen that thc rocks and geological 
dl.'rCt<.ils cla'isificd abovc, hroadly speaking, have the follov"'ing distribution:-

(,)Some of the ... ie ...... rut forward, panicularly reg;1rding the formation or (he granitoid shield 
and '5upracrust31 rod,!> in Tan~anyik:l, are the "riter's own. For detailed information regarding the 
qral1~,arn) of Tani!an)lka the reader is referred 10 Quennell A M, A C. M. McKinlay and W. G. 
Allken. "Summary (If the Geolog~' ofTanganvika. Pan I. I mroduction and Stratigraphy; M~m. G~ol. Sur ... 
Tangafni/..a, t. Pt. 1". Information re[l.:lrdlng retrology and slructures will be found in the many 
ruhlic31inns and unpublishe,1 repllrLS of the GeoloSical Sur\lcy of Tanganyika. 
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The non·mctamorphic .. edimentary rocks and unconsolidated deposits (Oa'is I A) occur 
in two main belts, the Eastern and the Western. The two belts converge in the south-west 
corner of the territory. Between these sedimentary belts lie the large areas of granite and 
Bao;;cment rocks. The granites (including the granitoid shield) are concentrated in the centre 
of the territory and in the Lake Victoria region and, in general, aTC surrounded by Basement 
rocks. The )ounger volcanics occur in two main areas, to the north of Lake Nyasa in the 
Rungwe and Mbcya di'itricls, approx.imately 1.200 square miles in extent, and on the Kenya 
border. The centre of the latter area lies about half way between the eastern shores of Lake 
Victoria and the Indian Ocean and the voJcanics extend over about 10,300 square miles. 
The Karagwe·Ankolcan rod.s Occur exclusivel), to the west of the non-metamorphic 
scdimcnts in the Lake Victona- L1ke Tangan),ika- L.1ke Nya'ia region, and to the south 
and \\c<;t in the Lake Y'yao;;a region. 

rinall). the main lake beds arc sitllJlcd in the Rukwa depression, co .... ering about 5,600 
square miles. and the \\'ernbere dcpres'i ioll, wc,t 01 Lake Evasi. approximately 4,800 square 
miles in e\lent. ¥ 

(a) Cl ",SS No. I A - Nm'd.fETAMORPIIIC SEDlMENTS 

In greater detail the rocks classified in I A have the following distribution. 

(i) Tlte Ea".rn Bc/to--The eaSlern bell is bounded by Ihe Indian Ocean and slrelches 
from the Keny~1 border in the north to the Ruvuma River in the south. This river is also 
the houndary between the terrilory and Portuguese East Africa. In the south the belt is 
diyidcd by a corridor occupied by older metamorphic rocks of the Basement. These rocks, 
as far as IS known, al"o underlie the older sedimentary rocks found in the eastern belt. 
1 he Basement corridor and. to the north. the Rufiji alluvium, separa te a more or 
le~" cresc~nt·shaped coastal strip of o:;edimentary rocks and unconsolidated sediments from 
the large interior sedimentary areas of the eastern belt. At its broadest part between Oar cs 
Salaam and the Uluguru Mountains the crescent is about 100 miles wide. The deposits 
found in this strip range in '"age from Karroo (Permo-Carboniferous) to Recent. 

The KaTfoo rocks of the strip arc exclusively of continental origin. the Jurassic marine 
and e"lUarinc and the Cretaceous. both marine and continental. The conventional 
geological classification of the sedimentary rocks or Class I has been adhered to in this 
paper. There are, ho\\evcr. great practical difficulties entailed in distinguishing between 
Ihe younger Tertiary and the Pleistocene and R~nt rormations along the coast and in the 
inl:md lake areas. from the Mioccnc upwards. therefore. these formations have been 
c1;.ts~ificd as Ncogcne (after Morley Davies and Ne-averson) unless otherwise specified. This 
conform" with the nomenclature adopted by the Geological Surveyor Tanganyika. 

11,(, CnClSral Strip.· - In the most northerly pan or the crescent·shaped coastal strip 
Karroo sediments outcrop resting on the rocks of the Basement System. The basal conglo
merales and conglomerJ tic sand~tones(l) are followed, as far as is known rrom borehole 
rC(,Nds. by black . po!'sibl), indurated, shales in the Mjesani·Gombelo area of the Tanga 
hll11crbnd . The middle Karroa beds (sub-division used for Tanga and Mombasa) are 
shales and naggy sandslones. The higher Karroo beds, medium to coarse sandstones 
y, hiel1 outcrop in the Kilulu Ilills and which have been struck in boreholes near Kilulu 
itnd towards the coast at Moa. are directly overlain by the Neogene clays to the east. The 
shnre depmits in the Moa area arc sandy. A small faulted area of presumed Karroo rocks 
8.1'0 oc('urs al the Pangani falls. The western boundary of the Karroo in the Tanga area 
"rpci.lr<; mainly to be due to unconformity. but fauhs occur within the Karroo in the Kilulu 
area and north to the- Kenya houndary. 

To the south of the Sigi Ri..-er a large area of partly oolitic limestone of Jurassic age 
Ol'curs. This is unevenly developed and ha" perhaps a maximum thickness of 650 to 700 
rl'CI In places. !'uch as Pongwe. it is interbedded with a grey calcareous shale or mudstone, 
\\ hich is an Btjuicluoe. In the Kwamkcmbc area this calcareous mudstone, underlying 

(')I·iA.lLlG"'1. R. In the press. The geology of the Tanga are3. Rf'c. gt'ol. Sun'. Tanganyika. Vol. VI. 
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white Neogene clays, replaces the limestone and has proved to be dry to more than 700 feet 
iF boreholes. The northern boundary between the oolitic limestone and the Karroo is, 
8S far as is known, a fault. The Jurassic formation has not so far been found definitely 
resting on the Karroo. To the south of the Ngomeni area, borehole data indicates that the 
boundary between the Basement rock and the Jurassic limestones is either an overlap. 
whieh is the more likely, or a fault with a throw of not more than 150 feet. In general, 
the development of the Jurassic limc'itonc fonnalion in the Tanga area is irregular, and great 
changes in development can be expecled over shon distances. The north Tanga Township 
area is nol directly underlain by limestone, but by silty shales and calcareous sandstone, 
younger than the oolitic lim(.'stones. The south Tanga Township area is interesting from a 
ground"ater point of view. Narrow 53hd and pe bel)' beds are found in an old river bed 
system between 100 fect and 200 feet from the present surface. These deposits are Ncogene. 
Other Ncogene deposits explored south of Tanga and in the Pangani District indicate that in 
addition to the Recent coral reefs at least two transgressions or regressions of the sea have 
taken place, marked by coral reefs underlain by sands. The depth to these reefs is nowhere 
\cry great and their inland extent is not known. The oolitic Jurassic limestones of the Tanga 
area arc not exposed as far south as the Pangani River, whcre sandy and clayey estuarine 
beds occupy a large area in which sea-water penetration in places goes far inland. Down~ 
stream from the Pangani Falls. and below the small Karroo area mentioned above, Jurassic 
rocks outcrop for a limited distance. South of the Pangani, Neogene sands and gravels 
appear to extend from the coast to the Basement boundary as far south as the Handeni
Sadani road. To the south of these, however, a belt of Jurassic and Cretaceous beds occur, 
stretching to the Ruvu River between lhe Basement and the Ncogene deposits of the 
coast-line. 

The detailed geology of the Dar cs Salaam area is still imperfectly known, but, as far as 
groundwater is concerned, it is characterised by a system of old river beds and estuaries 
which are today mostly covered by clay deposits and interbedded with coral reefs. North 
of Dar es Salaam, at Kunduchi, the raised coral and chalk-like reef, which is about 50 feet 
thick, is underlain by fine sands and sandy clays, the grain size of the material decreasing 
with depth to at least 257 feet. In lhe Temeke-Ubongo area coral reefs are to be found at 
90 to 100 feet depth, below clays and sandy material. It is, at preseot, not known how far 
inland these coral reefs are to be found. Buried, sand-filled river channels are found at the 
Tanganyika Packers' factory and in the Gerezani Creek area. Inland from Oar es Salaam 
many sandy deposits contain kaolin, possibly derived from the kaolin sandstones of the 
Pugu Hills. Wells and boreholes at Ukonga struck running sands mixed with kaolin. 

The Pugu kaolin sandstone appears to have been formed by the depOSition of quartz 
and kaolin and is not, therefore, a weathered arkose, although decomposed feldspar is to be 
found in this sandstone. The content of kaolin varies, however, considerably. There i'i at 
about Km. 25 on the Railway a change of the dip in the sandstone from easterly to westerly, 
probably due to a fault or a ncxure at this point.(l) The kaolin sandstone is now considered 
to be of Miocene age. Some of the valleys of the Eastern Pugu Hills contain good brick 
clay. 

On the western slopes of the Pugu Hills in the Soga area, clays and unconsolidated 
deposits and running sands prevail to at least 480 feet depth. The solid sandstone outcrop 
at Ngeta is apparently only a thin surface occurrence, and does not persist iD depth, where 
it is replaced by kaolin and clay-bound soft sandstone. The unconsolidated deposits at 
Soga are considered younger than the Pugu sand'itone. 

In the neighbourhood of the Ruvu River alluvium takes the place of the unconsolidated 
deposits. but 10 the west of the river flats, fonnations apparently similar to those at Soga 
occur again as far as MSU3. At Msua sandy clays and clays. some yellow, some green, 
were encounted in a borehole to approximately 600 feeL deptb. Scattered over the surface 
of the flat country to the west of the Ruvu River, and reaching as far as 4 to 5 miles west of 

(I)STOCKLEY, G. M. 1928. Diagramatic Cross Section ofcutUnp aloog Railway from Morogoro to Pugu. 
W.tcr Supply Map 28. 
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the Nhese-Chalmz< road, are pebbles of quartz and Bao;emcnt rocks and some substantial 
deposits of gravels and large pebbles have been found near the old Ruvu-Ngerengere road. 
The exact nature of these pebble deposits is not known. Tbe presence of unconsolidated 
deposits, including deep sandy-clay beds, however, over a large fiat area from the new 
Oar es Salaam-Morogoro road to the old Ruvu Rivcr-Ngerengere road, and rcaching 
approximately as far as to the eastern boundary of the Jurassic formation, will make it 
difficult to find ground water in this area. 

About 4 miles west of Msua on tbe Central Railway line the Jurass;c is encountered. 
The rocks exposed are largely silrstoncs with thin irregular limestone and calcareous 
sand,lOne bantis showing a low easterly dip approximately 5 degrees east. A borehole 
sunk at Magindu station to over 700 feet encountered only siltstones and onc narrow 
limestone bed. 

In the neighbourhood of Kidugallo the lithology of the Jurassic has changed and a thick, 
shalloy, -y, ater, oolitic limestone is encountered dipping more steeply 15 to 20 degrees east. 
The beds immediately underlying the oolitic limestone ncar the Railway are coarse, 
calcareou~. sometimes pebbly, sandsLOnes containing muscovite and graphite derived from 
poorly weathered Basement rocks. Still further west, finer clastic scdiments occur with thin 
oolitic bands with a massive arkosic sandstone beneath them. Oose to the faulted junction 
with the Basement at Ngcrengere the dip is westward(l) near the Railway line, but further 
north between Ngerengere and Kizuka, outcrops of a thin marine limestone occur, dipping 
40 to 42 degrees east. The structural relations are here obscure, but the thin limestone 
bed evidently marks an earlier marine transgression than that in which the oolite at KidugaUo 
was found . West of Ngerengere the Basement rocks prevail. but to the east of the Uluguru 
Mountains down-faulted areas of Karroo rock occur which. at ooe lime, were unsuccessfully 
explored for coal. 

Between Oar es Salaam and the Rufiji River the geology of the coastal belt or strip is 
still imperfectly known. The delta deposits and alluvium of the Rufiji R,ver cover a large 
part of this region. Elsewhere, except in the Mancromango area, there appears to be few 
outcrops or older rocks below the extensive Neogcne sands. 

Between the Rufiji and Mbcmkuru rivers large areas are covered by Jurassic and Creta
ceous rocks. In the Matumbi highlands marine Jurassic beds ha\e been raised to a height 
of 1.600 to 1.700 feet above sea level, the highest poSition of any marine beds within the 
territory. 

In the Kilwa area, Paleogene marine deposits occur extending in a narrow belt to the 
south. The Paleogenc does not appear on the coast line to the north of Kilwa. To the 
east of the marine deposits and in places over~srepping them, is a belt of Neogene to which 
the sand-hills near K'ilwa and on the Kilwa Peninsular belong. To the west of the Neogene 
there is a narrow belt of essentially argillaceous Cretaccous rocks, followed westward by the 
"coastal plateau", consisting of lower Cretaceous limestone and terrestial Cretaceous 
"Makonde beds." Jurassic rocks occur at lower elC\illions in the vicinity of the coastal 
plateau, especially in the south near the Mbemkuru River. but also in the two anticlinal 
structures flanking the eastern and western sides of the Ngara\'a plateau to the north of this. 
Only one borchole sunk for water is known in the area between the Rufiji and Mbemkuru 
rhcrs . Its approximate position was 24 miles south of KII"a on the old military Kilwa
Llndi road. The borehole was successful and supplied the military forces during the 1914-18 
\'·ar. The southern part of Kilwa Di~lrict has recently been surveyed in detail by 
W. G. Aitken. and the results will be published shortly. 

South of the Mbemkuru River there is an arrangement of formations rather similar to 
that which occurs to the north. A narrow strip of Neogene consisting of coral limestone and 
sandy limestone follows the coast line. backed by a belt of Paleogene marls and clays capped 
by limestone. These rormations make up the coa~tal ridge wh ich stretches from the lower 

(I)WADE, F. B. 1934. Unpublished report. 
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Mbemkuru valley to Lindi Bay. To the west of this ridge marine Cretaceou, rock! OCCI 

the valleys and the lower ground and at least the eastern edge of the Likonde plate. 
Juraso;ic is known from the lower levels in the Mbcmkuru River depression. and probat 
also occurs in the Wangawe valley. 

At Lindi itself the Paleogene limestones and clays have beeD subjected to folding ( 
faulting, possibly both, and some layers of limestone and clays here have shoreward dip: 
On the fringe of the sea in Lindi lown, sands have replaced Recent coral limestone dcposiu 
Limestones are, ho",c\o'cr, found at depth in boreholes there. South of Lindi Bay in th, 
Kitunda area. 01igoccne limestones and sandslones have been down·faulted in relation 
to the Eocene by a fault along the line of Lindi Creek. Miocene deposits, clays and lime
stone<; cap the Kitunda headland and to the south overlap the Paleogene. In the inland 
parts of the Lindi Creek marine Cret3ceous(1) clays occur, in places covered by sandy surface 
deposits. and in the Lukuledi estuary salt \\ateT penetrates far inland. 

Drilling in the area nonh of Sudi Bay indicates a nexure or "cliff" stretching in a north
westerly direction. The "cliff" consists of calcareous sandslones and mudslones overlain 
to the east by younger lime~toncs. sand), in parts, and clays. The younger deposits seem 
to reach 245 feet above ,ea level. the older rocks are to be found at 300 feet. Thick deposits 
of limesLOne, presumably of Neogene age, continue southwards from Sudi Bay to near 
Mikindani Bay. where estuarine deposits occur containing gravel beds. clays and at least 
one coral limestone. Inland estuarine deposits give place to Mikindani beds, largely 
fluviatile sands. 1n the Mtwara region, the Mitisu creek is occupied by sandy and clayey 
deposits with some limestone layers followed by the younger coral reefs of the Mtwara 
lagoon area. The age of the sandy and clayey surface deposits is not known with certainty, 
but the strata encountered in boreholes probably belong to the older Neogene. South of 
Mtwara. Mikindani beds reappear, except in the "alleys, the deposits of which mny belong 
to the Ruvuma estuary beds and are older. 

The Makonde plateau. which forms the hinterland of the coastal sedimentary strip to the 
south-west of Mikindani, has been explored by drilling. The borehole samples show that 
the Makonde sandstone is thickest at the south and south-western edge of the plateau, and 
either dips or thins out towards the centre. In the boreholes at the centre of the plateau, 
clays and sandy clays, some red, were penetrated and only one borehole reached the sandstone 
at a depth of 500 feet below surface at Matopwa. The Makonde sandstone is considered 
to be of Cretaceous age and terrestial in nature, but no fossils have been found so far. except 
silicified fossil wood. The Rondo plateau to the north is of similar formation to the 
Makondc. 

rite inland non-metamorphic Sediments of the eastern Bell.-The extensive inland region 
of sedimentary rocks (the "inland plateau"), stretching from the Tunduru and east Songea 
area in the south to the southern part of the Morogoro and Kilosa districts in the north, 
is separated from the coastal sedimentary strip by a corridor of Basement rocks in the south 
and by the Runji alluvium in the north. Over large areas the age of these rocks is Dot 
definitely known. though elsewhere fossils have been found and a Karroo age is established. 

North of the Great Ruaha Ri"er the Karroo is partly marine.(2) In the Rufiji basin, 
funher known Karroo beds occur, reported to be folded in the east.(l) The margins of the 
Karroo outcrops are determined by faults in many cases. down-faulted blocks of this 
formation having thus been protected from erosion. The marine Karroo is found to a 
height of approximately 1,300 feet above sea level. The rocks of the area west of Liwali, 

(I)SToct..Ln·, G. M. 1931. Unpublished report; Hennig and Spath, 1931. Ocr sedimenutreifen des 
Lindi-Kilwa Hinlerlando;. Pafot"onlogrophico, Suppl. VI1. 

(2)STOCKL£Y. G. M. A further conlrihul;on on the Karroa rocJ...s of Tanganyika Territory. Quart. J. 
I~ol. SOL Lnnd .• Vol. XCII. pp. 1-31. 

(l)SPENCE. J. 1957. The geology of p:::art of the Eastern Province. Tangan)'iJ..a. Bull. ,,01. Sun. Tango. 
fl)'ika, 28. 
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as far south as the Tunduru District, are of uncertain age. but arc presumed to be late 
Karroo. Further south in Tunduru and Songca districts. known Karroo rocks occur in 
the inland eastern belt. The sedimentary rocks of the inland eastern belt are of importance 
as far as ground water is concerned. The sandstones (some of which contain kaolin) and 
marly strata and the overlying soils are pervious, so that many perennial streams occur iD 
this large area which. at present, is uninhabited or very thinly populated. The soils io 
general are probably poor. When these perennial streams reach the corridor of Basement 
rocks they usually dry oul. 

(ii) The Weslern Bell,-The non-metamorphic sedimentary rocks of the western belt 
belong, in general. to the following formations: the BUKOUA.N, the KARROO and the 
CRLrAcrOUS. 

The most widespread. and also the oldest. of these formations is the BUKODAN which 
occurs in two main areas. The larger area, ill..e the coastal sedimentary rocks. presents a 
crescent-shaped outline on the map. The northerly tip of the crescent reaches the Uganda 
border near the Karema River at the ""'estern shores of Lake Victoria. The most southerly 
roim lies aPPf(l:\imately 25 miles west-north-west of Njombe in the Southern Highlands 
Province. The centre of this crescent is bounded in the west by Lake Tanganyika, and in 
this region the formation reaches its greatest development with a width of outcrop ofapproxi
mately 100 miles in an cast·west direction from Lake Tanganyika to south of the Usinge 
Swamp. The second main area in which the Bukoban rocks occur is to the east of Lake 
Victoria in the Musoma and east Maswa districts, and possibly also in the western parts of 
Loliondo District. A relatively small area of rocks suspected to be of Bukoban age has 
also been located in the Kisigo River basin of the Central Province. 

The Bukoban rocks of Tangan)'ika have mainly been e'plored by Sir Edmund Teale, 
G. M. Slockle) and the late A. D. Combe. Work is still in progress by officers of the 
Geological Survey. 

In the Mpanda-Kigoma-Kasulu area of the \Vestero Province the sequence of the 
Bukoban rocks at present is considered to be as follows:-

UHA SERlf5 . 

MALAGARASI SANDSTOK[ FORMATION.- The Maia2arasi !'andstone formation is about 
3,000 feet thick and comprises alternating. thick, pu~e sandstone and shale beds. A basal 
conglomerate is sometimes present. Vertical jointing is conspicuous in the upper members. 
The shales often contain sandy and slaty bands and the colour ranges from red to brown 
and yello". 

Overlying the Malagarasi sandstones is the Uha Series, which is threefold, viz., 
Manyovu Red Beds 
DoJomilic LimeslOne 
Amygdaloid.1 Lavas (Uha Volcanic Series). 

As yet, the lavas have not been seen in contact with the sandstones, but an unconfonnity 
is very likely. 

The lavas (total thickness about 2,000 reet(l» which extend from south of lIagala, near 
the mouth of the Malagarasi River. to beyond Kibondo in the north, are fine-grained. 
dark-green or greenish-grcy. frequently amygdaloid basalts. 

The Dolornilic limestone is also a widespread formation, extending from nortb of 
KIJ:'Iondo to south of lIagala. It lies "ith unconformit)' upon the lavas. 

The Manyovu Red Beds are best developed south of the Malagarasi River, but c"tend 
northwards through Manyovu into Ruanda Urundi. The rocks consist of fine-grained 
red, grey-wacke sandstone. and are sc\'eral thousand feet thick. 

(I)TEALE, E. O. 1928. Short Pop. groJ. Sun. Tanganyika. 4. 
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In general the Bukobao is flat-lying iD this area, with only low regional dips. Towards 
the sQuth·west, however, the Malagarasi series i~ closely folded ioto a synclioe. and uncon~ 
formably overlain by the Red Beds. In the southern part of the Bukoban area, iD Njombe 
Dislrict, Bodesitic lavas take the place of the basaltic. The Bukoban rests 00 tbe 
old metamorphic Basemeot rocks. 00 the granites and 00 rocks of the Nyanzian system. 
In Ukinga rocks of presumed Karagwe-Ankolean type underlie the Bukoban.(I) The 
boundaries of the Bukoban in certain localilies in north Kigoma and west Bukoba districts 
are outlined by faults, but in other areas, particulary between Uvinza aod the Luika RiYcr 
in Chunya District, the boundaries are positioned by erosion and in many places show 
cliff-like oUllines. This indicates that the old pre-Bukoban land surface is now being 
exposed by erosion aDd removal of the Bukoban sedimenls. It would seem, therefore, 
that in the drainage systems of the lake Tanganyika and Rukwa depressions the present 
erosion is about to complete the full circle and has in places reached the same depth as in 
pre·Bukoban times. If this conjecture is correct, one consequence would be that the high 
fe~idual hills in the southern part of the granitoid shield and the old Basement rock areas 
are remnants left behind on the prc·Bukoban land surface. 

Another consequence would be Ihat in Tanganyika Ihc presumably Plcistocene(2) land 
surface of the Nile basin and the pre-Bukohan surface in the Congo drainage region are 
now in juxtaposition. 

11 should be added that the nalure aDd weathering condilions of land surfaces have a 
profound influence on the possibility of striking groundwater in the hard rock formations 
of the Congo and Nile drainage basins respectively. 

Economically. the most important system of the western belt of sediments is the KARROO 
"hich conlains all the coal deposits of the territory. 

The distribution of the Karroa rocks is, to a large extent, governed by systems of block 
faulting: and, as in the eastern belt, the Karroo has been protected from erosion by down
faulting. Overlap of the Karroo rocks on the Basement. however, occurs in the Songea 
District and in other southern areas, and gives rise to contact boundaries which are not 
faults but conditioned by present day erosion. The main outcrops of the Karroo rocks 
and the major coalfields are situated in Njombe and Songea districts. Other scattered 
outcrops are found along the Western Rift escarpment from the Nyasaland border in Rungwe 
District. along the western escarpment of the Lake Rukwa depression. to the Karema gap 
in Ihe neighbourhood of Lake Tanganyika. An outcrop of rocks, possibly of Karroo age, 
also occurs on (he eastern shore of Lake Tanganyika at Kipili. The Karroo rocks consist 
mainly of conglomerates. shales, marly beds, coal shales, coal seams and sands tones. 

The third sedimentary rock formation in the western belt is the CRETACEOUS, which 
occurs to the east of the Karroo on the Nyasaland border and in the Songwe River area of 
Mbe)"" Distric!. It is also possible that the sandstones underlying the lake deposits of 
Rukwa and found in boreholes in Ivuna salt pans belong to the Cretaceous. The extent 
of these sandstones is at present Dot known. 

(b) CUss I B 

Lake Deposits, Mbuga Deposits and Alluvium.-These non-metamorphic sedimcnts are 
so widely scattered throughout the Lerritory that only some of the major occurrences can 
be menlloned. The largest tracts of country covered by known lake beds are the Rukwa 
and \Vembere depressions, the basins of Lake Manyara and Natron and the Buhoro Oats. 
Whether lake deposits are to be found in the large Upper Malagarasi Basin is not known. 

(I)H.ARPUM, J. R. 195.5. Some problems of pre.kanoo geology iD Tanganyika. Reunion de Nairobi, 
Sept., 1954. 

(l)Tbe dating as Pleistocene is based on the fact thllt 110 feet of so-called tetTestial o.xidised pvcb of the 
land surface overlie 380 foet of limeslone, sandstone! and clays which, iD all probability, belong to 
the Wembc:re lake beds (Pleislocene); locality, Isaka, Shinyanga District. 
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Smaller lake deposit areas of 150 square miles or Icss are to be found in the East Serengeti 
Plains. in south-east Masailand and in the Kikuletwa and Upper Ruvu basins in Mosh i 
and Same districts. The total area occupied by lake beds within the territory is probably 
12.000 to 15,000 square miles. 

The lithology of the lake beds varies considerably from clays, marls and limestones to 
sandy deposits, ash beds and water-lain tufTs. The marls and limestones are usually to be 
found in lake basins which lacked drainage or overflow during their development. Such 
lake basins were the Wembere and Bahi depressions and, in a later stage, the Lake Manyara 
Basin. 

TilE \VrMDERE LAJ..:E DEPOSITS have a minimum total thickness of 400 feet and include 
large cluanlitics of marls, limestones. calcareous sandstone and at least onc strongly oxidised 
series of clays. A similar series of oXidised clays occurs in the Bahi lake beds which also 
comain large quanlitics of lime. THE BAIII LAKE DrPOSITS reach a minimum thickness of 
150 fect in the south of the depression. The maximum lake stage is indicated by sandy 
beach deposits at no great height abo'te the present level of the swamp and lake. 

TIIf·. MANYARA DfPRfSSION. The lake beds found in the Manyara depression vary 
conc;iderably according to the position in the basin. Large areas of calcareous deposits 
arc to be found to the east of the present lake. but at the north-east end of the depression, 
tuffs. sa ndstones and ash were deposited, and at the northern cnd, 500 feet of pyroclastics 
and thick clay beds were encountered in a borehole. The lake may have r""ched 300 reet 
above its present level at its maximum extension. The total thickness of lake deposit is 
not known. out may be over 1.200 feet. At present Lake Manyara is a soda lake. 

LAKE NATRON. Little is known of the lake deposits in the Natron area. Ashes, 
cvaporites and impure diatomitcs do occur. 

THE RUKWA DEPRESSION. The lake bed deposits in tbe Rukwa basin can be divided 
into two types. The older were deposited in the basin itself and, as far as is known, consist 
of clays, some of which are green, and sandy clays and diatomite clays. These deposits 
are connected with a long period of stable lake conditions, when drainagc of the lake was 
adequate. The latcr deposits were formed when the lake rose some 500 ft. to 600 ft above 
the present fiats and are to be found at the mouth of the gorges oftbe Lupa-Sira rivers, the 
Songwe. Rungwa and other rivers. The Lupa.Sira and Songwe lake beds contain sand and 
ash beds. The Rungwa deposits(l) are sandy on top and contain clay shales and 
diatomaceous clays at the base. The maximum lake stage, at approximately the 3,300 n. 
le ... I, was relatively shortlived and drainage took place to Lake Tanganyika through the 
Karema gap after the sand bar at Hinde had been breached.(2) The middle Songwe valley 
lake beds cannot be considered part of the true Lake Rukwa beds unless they have been 
uplifted b)' block-faulting. The older lake beds below Sau Falls have an estimated minimum 
thickness of 400 ft. The younger lake beds in the Lupa-Sira valle), could reach a thickness 
of 600 ft. if fully developed . The Rungwa deposits (Pleistocene) arc estimated to be at least 
180 ft. thick.(I) 

OTHER AREAS. Among~t the smaller areas of lake deposit ~ is the Makami pan in south· 
r-ast Masailand, approximalely 140 square miles in extent. As far as is known these deposits 
are entirely calcareous and of a total minimum depth of 100 ft., probably much more. 
The Rm·u-Kikuletwa beds are often calcareous and appear in places to overlie some of 
the Kilimanjaro pyroclaSlic deposits. (Parsons E.). Diamond drilling has penetrated 50 ft. 
of caJcarcous lake beds without reaching Basement rocks. The full extent of the Ruvu· 

(I)STOCKLE'I", G. M. 1938. The gcology of the country around Mwanza Gulf. Short Pap. g~ol. Sur.". 
Tanganyika. 29. 

(!)TlMfrRLH. B. H. Unpublishl!'u reports. 
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Kikuletwa lake beds is not known. The Buhoro Hats are partly unexplored. but remains of 
old lake deposits are found to approximately 3.800 fl. elevation. These beds are known to 
contain watcrlain tuffs (Guest). Lacmtrine beds also occur in the Rungwe District north of 
Lake Nyasa(t). 

Mbllga Deposits. In the following chapters such deposits will frequently be referred to 
and an ex.planation of the term Mbuga is, therefore, necessary. Mbuga is a name used by 
the African population of the territory to describe an open or sparsely tree-covered flat 
slretch of country. If trees arc to be found they arc usually thorn trees. The soils of the 
Mhugas arc commonly found to be of the black, clayey variety, often miSl1amed black cotton 
soil. with which latter soil there is no connection. The Mbugas are, in general, but not 
alway!'. situated within draina£e lines, and during the rains large quantities of water move on 
the surface through these Mbugal, u ... ually as slow moving sheets. Actual drainage channels 
arc uncommon and often die out \I, hen a true Afbuga is reached. During the rains, pools and 
s\\amps are commonly formed and lush grass and other vegetation springs up. During the 
dr) ~ea<.;on the A1hugm offer excellent grazing. but they cannot be so u~d during the rains. 
The cla)ey soils at the cnd oflhe dry season contain a network of often large and deep cracks 
\\ hil.:h close up during the first showers of rain. The black clays arc often as much as 20 
to 25 fl. thick. 

Geologically Mhllga deposits can conveniently be di,idcd into clay Mbllgas·and limestone 
Afhugas. although all gradatiollfj arc found between the two. The main formations occurring 
arc clays. often grey and sandy. maris. limestones and often layers of concretionary, more or 
less solid, limestone. Impure limestone with sand or precipitated silica and diatomitc beds 
also occur. Sandy beds are rare. Mbuga deposits may reach a thickness of 400 ft. or more. 
Geologically speaking, the true Mbuga occurs mainly in the Central Province, south..east 
Masailand, the Lake Province and the part of the Western Province which is more closely 
associated \I, ith the Nile drainage. Many of the Mbugas in the Central Province are 
connected with blockfaulting and the clays and limestones have filled the greater part of the 
hollows created by the faulting. Others are to be found in areas of old, sluggish, draina£e 
systems connected with widespread peneplanation. Sand deposits are sometimes found 
(Kongwa) and on a bedrock which appears to have been broken up into sharp·edged block< 
later cemented by lime. A1buga limestones may have been formed in pools. ponds, lakes 
or in oxbows of the old, sluggish. drainage channels. Characteristic of some Mbugas is that 
the clays and marls carry diatomiles. Some Mbuga limestone beds also carry precipitated 
silica (Pror. H. Bassetl, unpublished report). The presence of diatomites and precipitated 
silica leads to the belief that some Mbugas were laid down in the Pleistocene during periods 
of high rainfall, when silica w~s freely leached from soils and superficial deposits. This 
period can also be connected with the formation of the latcritic hardpans. The very large 
quantity of lime locked up in the Mb/lgas of the more or less purely granitic areas P9ses 
a geological problem. as an adequate source from which all this lime could have been denved 
has fjO far not been found. No natural deep cross~sections have been discovered in Mbugas 
and practically all information regarding these deposits is derived from boreholes samples. 

The thickest 300 to 400 ft. Mhllga deposits have been encountered in the Lake Manyara 
drainage in eastern Kondoa District, in Kongwa District and in south-cast Masailand. 
Indi\idual Mbllgas covering 200 square miles or more are to be found within the territory. 

It should perhaps be stated here that the word Mbuga. used in its geological sense, is not 
synonymous with the Northern Rhodesian expression, Dambo. A Damho is, in general. 
a treeless, fairly Rat, grass~covered tract of country developed by a definite type of drainage 
often called dendritic on account of the pattern which the water courses present on a map, or 
viewed from the air. The actual outlines ofthc Dambos themselves resemble "frostblooms" 
when secn from an elevaled position. The drainage pattern varies according to the size, age 
etc .. of the Dambo. Often two arms of a stream are developed at the opposite edges of the 
Dambo. and the arms eventually unite down~stream. A good ex.ample of this can be seen 
ncar Uleie on the main road from lringa to Mbeya. Trees and bushes commonly grow 

(')DI)o.U'. F. 1927. The tertiary and post-Iertiary Iacusuine ~diments or the Lake Nyasa Rifl VaUey. 
Quart. J. &tol. Soc. LDnd., LXXXIII, p. 432. 
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on the han!..s of the streams runn ing through the Dambos. These streams may be perennial 
or only seasonal, but frequently contain watcr·holes in the stream·beds, even at the height 
of .he dry season. In .he rains Ihe Dambos may be flooded; Ihe drainage is slow and very 
gradual. A Dambo, therefore, conserves water and should not be over-cultivated or drained. 
The soils are onen peaty and .he depth of superficial deposits above bedrock is nol "usuaUy" 
very great. The Dambo system of drainage occurs in Tanganyika in large areas in the 
Southern Province. the Southern Highlands Pro\'ince and part of the Western Province. 
The word Dombo should here be used '0 indicate .his particular type of drainage and geolo
gical conditions. 

AlIlII'ium. Allu\ ial deposits can be expected. and do, occur, sca ttered everywhere 
throughout the terrilOry. Most of these deposits are, however, small and of no general 
impoltance as far as groundwatcr is concerned. There are, however, elltcnsive areas in 
J\.ilosa District. in the plains as far out a'" Kimamba. in which alluvium occurs which has 
been ~ucces'iful1y developed for groumJwatcr. Other large areas in which water-bearing 
allU\-iunl may be found are si tuated in the south Kllosa and Ulanga districts. These have so 
far nOl been exrlorcd. In the well-watered Rungwe District, close to the shores of Lake 
NY3"a. there are further extensive deposits of alluvium. 

(c) CLASS 11 

hfetamorphic SedimenU 0/ the Karagwe-An kolean and of Karagwe-Ankolean type. 
The type local ity in Tanganyika of these rocks is situated in .he western part of Bukoba 
and Biharamulo districts. south of the Uganda border. The formation is mainly made up of 
phyllites, schisls, 'juartzitcs and, in one locality. a conglomerate has been found(l). 
The Karagwe·An~olean is folded and in the type area intruded by younger tin-bearing 
granites. Other areas where rocks of similar type and metamorphic grade occur are in 
K igoma and Mp.nda districts of the Western Province. and in the Ukinga area of Njombe 
District in the Southern Highlands Province. The Karagwe·Ankolean is the youngest 
Precambrian rock known to have been intruded by granites. The granites brought with 
them cassiterite, wolframite and tantalite. 

(d) CLAss III 

TIle older supracrustal rocks encountereQ in Tanganyika are of both volcanic and 
sedimentary origin, and were originally deposited on the surface of the earth . Outcrops of 
rocks of this type are to be found in widely separated areas within the territory. but these areas 
are all confined 10 regions where granitic rocks occur, and are particularly common where 
intrusions of younger anatectic granites are concentrated. Rocks of this type have been 
assigned to various periods and systems, foremost of which are the Nyanzian and 
Kavirondian . The 11unga fel sites and porphyries. the Ndembera Series and the Upper Lup. 
volcanic rocko; at rrescnt cannot be included in the older supracrustal fonnations. It seems 
prohablc that these rock suites arc genetically connected with mobilized granite magmas; 
in fact the) may be the extrusive forerunners of granitic intrusions, and in the areas in which 
they occur were probahly derived from the same magma chambers as the granites. Under 
such circumstances. variations in the rock type of the supracrustal formations could be due to 
difference in composition and differentiation orthe mother magma. 

The N)'an:.ian S)'U£,I1I, including the Kavirondian, is the most widespread of the 
surracrustal formations and is to be found within the limits of the mobilized or anatectic 
granites outlined on the geological map of the territory. mainly south and east of Lake 
Victoria. The Nyanzian rocks consist, according to Stockley G. M., D. R. Grantham, 

(I)STOCKtH. G f\.1. and G. J . WtLll"MS 1938. E"planouion of the geology: Degree Sheet No. I Bur/. 
gl'ol. SI/n. Tangan)'iA.(J, 10. 
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B. H. Tempcrlcy and R. B. McConnell, (I, 2, J) of basic aDd acidic volcanic rocks, including 
some pillow Javas. the banded ironstone suite compo-~d of quanz.banded ironstones, tuffs, 
aCidic volcanics and possibly some sedimenLS. Furthermore, the weathering products of 
thc~e rocks. quartzites. feldspathic grits and conglomerates are often placed in the 
Ka\ irondian sys tem. In the Kahama District the whole of the above rock system has been 
eSllmated to have a thickness of 25.000 n. The dip of the rocks found within the Nyanzian 
formation is often steep, and the outcrops now lO be found occur as outlines of eroded 
cupolJ.s. Structural conditions are. in consequence. "cry complicated. Th\! Nyanzian 
rocks in the Kahama region were eroded and folded before the formation of cupolas. a 
dc\clopmcnt which has been connccted with the yo unger granites, The metamorphic 
trade or the Nyanzian is relatively 10\\ . The relati\'e a£C' of the S)Sh:m is uncenain. but in 
the K.thama region raft" of high ly metamorphic rocks uccur in the old!!r migmali\ic glJ,nih', 
and o;;uch r(\c\...~ are ('Ir':ao;;ionJlly found in ju~taposition with the Nyanzian rods. This\\ould 
indic;!I~ that the Nyanziar. i .. d:linitcl) )1\u:1l:;c r than the highly ;1,~,.1Iilvrphl c rlle\"'" wh .. : h arc 
coO\lllUl.'nClrs of the pallOg~nelic gra;l ilc" , and thus thal the Nyanzian is In all probahility 
younger than the main rJlinb~n~:;c p"x\.''':'s Itself. 

Co) CLASS IV 

(,WII/I;C Rod,s. It IS not pU':!Ilblc h~re to Je<;cribe or cnum..:rJte lh<: mJny ano \a r~ ing 
l)J11.:<; ot" grani tic rocks found \\ilhin the territory. It should, howe\~r. Ix made clelr thal 
a grea t Illilny granites. parti,.;ularl) lhose outlined ae; granitoid :!Ihidd on thl! £<:ologiCJI map 
01 the tlTrilOry, are contaminated by indu510nl:; of the older me~.lmorphlc rOl:k'i. 
Tb: llh-Iuo;;ions "aTY in 'iizc from small xcno(ith" to I..trg~ rarts. or e\..:n JTe.lS. of lhe~~ olt.!t:r 
r(lck'\. Th..: inclusions. irrespt!ctive of ..:,i7e. may be hignly mi ~tn.lt i"t:'J t.'f remain undi~~'s ted 
\\It!, ·.h;u p comaet oo'mdarit!s. l-rt., m the racl .. 411lHCd J.""nve i t_ \,-,uld o;c~m Ihat 
tlte ~rariwiJ shield must be cf)nsiJ\"r~d onc \ \.;1 outcrop or ra li ngt'nelll" ~ranil':. m.li nly 
COnl~l(h.:d uf rocks of the Basem ... r: t s}'s t~m. "hich ha\c atl'l1t.. time been lowered to o;;uch 
( cl11r~r.lIure and pressure regIOns that a transformaiion . "iIh the aid of introdLlceJ :sranlllc 
m:ltJ.:r!.ds. has laken place. and which c,'cllt!Jally has resuh~d in a. rock of gr.lIlile t~ pe. 
Tht: sranitoid o;; hield occupies :t larg,,: area in the centre of the lcrriLOry. but ou.crops of 
pa!1,'!:!cn':'ic graOltes l)f great ::;t:nt.' ral interest a lso occur in the St'ngea District. South~rn 
PrO\l;lcr. TI:e older r(ld,s of 111; .; arc.} \\~re gwnulitr:s and ch:J.rl'ockilc<; and in one locality 
the \Jrhll.S .. tages of Ir.1I1Sforl11JllOn can be fvllowed.C"') from th~se rocks hto a pJ.lingen~tic 
gral1l1c. Th~ Ooundaril' o;; of th .... granltoid \hield arc occupied by \\id~, often crushed. zonei 
of Illifmatic rocks \ .. hich "how the \ariotl') stages (If transformatiDn from a rock of B3.5ern<:nt 
t~ re 10 a palill£enctic granite. Inliers (X:cur, ho\\e\cr , scattered thmU!;hoUllhc shidd and 
nlay !:"Ic part of the uprer undigcst..:c.1laycrs of lh~ old metamorp!: ~ TO(ks. ;\Iorc dillicult tl) 
explain io;; the presence of area" of schists of a relatively 10\\ metamorphic grclde in 
the ral inl:;cn':lic gra nitc.;; of Ih~ Dl,doma. "oUlh Singida and Tabora regi\lOs. These schists 
han:-. in the Tabora regiun. been inlruded by pegma titcs which al .. o cri"5-~ro,s the palingenelic 
granite in that localit),. In addnion to the paling'l!netic granite. a great number of anatcctic 
or intrushc granites arc to be found. particularly in the Lake Victoria region, but also in 
the Singit.la District, lh~ Lupa Goldfields. Uruwira mineral fields. Ihe Uflpa plateau and in 
the M!'arali River area of the Southern Highlands. These granites are often gold-bearing 
and connected \, ilh other mineral depos its. The intrusive tin-bearing granites of the Bukoba 
and Biharamulo districts are con.')idered to be the youngest granitlts so far found in the 
territory. The oldest of thc anatectic type may be represented in the residual mountains 
of south-east and north-east Masailand. which rise 3.000 to 4,500 fr. above the general level 
of the surrounding country. The rocks encountered in these mountains vary from grey 
gnci'.ie;ose granites and charnockitic intrusions in Longido Mountain 10 grey or pink gneissose 

(IJSTOCKLEY. G. M. 1935. Outline of the geotogy oflhe Musoma District. Bull. grol. Sur". TOlIgOJlyiJ..a. 7. 
(:)GRA'lHAM. D. R .• B . H . TEMPERl.EY and R . B. McCONNELL. 1945. Eltplanation or lhe geology 

or Degree Sheet No. 17 (Kanama). Bull.lrol. SUn". TtmlollyikD, IS. 
(I)STOCKLfY. G. M. 1947. The geology or the country around MwanLa Gulf. Short Pop. grol. $u". 

TanganYika, 29. 
(·)h\lES. T. Geologist. Verba l communication. 
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granites in the Lossogonoi and Rotian mountain areas. No pegmatites have so far been 
found connected with the above granites. It is possible that Longido Mountain is of a type 
known as a gneiss dome, as the gneisses at the base of the mountain to the north-west and 
north seem to wrap round the outlines of Longido Mountain. Other rocks of the granitic 
clan. such as syenites, occur 10 the south of Smith Sound in the Lake Victoria region. in 
Maswa District and in the Rungwa area of Chunye District; the latter syenite is porphyritic. 
Quartz porphyrics are to be found Over large areas in Sumbawanga District on the Ufipa 
plateau (McCo~nell) and minor outcrops ofporphyries are known from south-west Songea.(I) 
Both are connecled with granites. 

(f) CLAss V 

The Basement S)·Jtem. This formation covers by far the largest total area of any system 
or evcn group of rocks in Tanganyika. The true origin of the Basement rocks cannot 
aJ\\ays be dClermined. but wilhm the system there are to be found rocks of sedimentary 
origin slIch as quartzites, para-schists and para-gneisses, limestones and dolomites; other 
rods are of volcanic origin. A great number of basic dykes and sills also occur, and finally 
large areas of the Basement consist of rocks of plutonic or hypabyssal origin including char
nockites. Mica-carrying pegmatites of many types are also characteristic of the Basement. 
All these rocks. except the pegmatites. have, in greater or lesser degree. been transformed or 
metamorphosed by forces acting upon them within the deeper parts of the earth's crust. 
The accepted geological stages of the transformation process can briefly be described; 
1. dynamo-metamorphic, when schistose rocks have been formed; 2. regional metamorphic 
during which rocks sucb as gneisses and migmatites were developed; and, lastly. the 
palingenctic stage, when advanced melting took place and the granitoid shield came inlo being. 
The transformation as a whole was in the main e.ffected by the sinking. or perhaps rather 
down-bulging, of the earth's crust, which at the time was thin and had relatively little strcngth t 

under a load of rocks which has since been removed by erosional forces. In this manner 
the original rocks, were exposed to high temperatures and pressures and, in addition, received 
new material from the interior of the crust. The result is a complex pattern of rocks in places 
varying within a short distance in structure, texture and mineral composition. On the other 
hand, similar rocks of the Basement type are to be found in the Shield regions of the world 
and a rock outcrop on, for instance, the west coast of Greenland, may be very little different 
from onc found in the Uluguru Mountains of Tanganyika. Components of the Basement 
belong to the oldest rock fonnation on the globe and is classified as Precambrian; also 
called the Primitive system in South Africa. A short non-technical description of the more 
common rock types is given below, as these rocks will be referred to in following chapters. 

Rocks of Sedimentary Origin. 

Qllarl4ites. The Basement quartzites range from hard. white to grey, semi-translucent to 
types \\ hich superficially resemble sandstones, but no preliminary textures such as bedding 
or sorting etc., can be observed under the microscope in any Basement quartzites. In all 
probability. two, or even three, different age groups are represented by quartzites. 
The largest area covered by these rocks is situated in Loliondo District of the Northern 
Province. Othcr extensive, but smaller, areas are to be found in the north Iringa District, 
in Kondoa District and in Mbulu District. Minor outcrops of quartzite are found scattered 
throughout the Basement areas of the territory, except in south and west Songea District. 
The Guartzite may contain graphilc,(2) garnet, kyanile and a chromium mica, apart from 
mOTC common accessory minerals. 

SchisfS. These are of many kinds, the most common being mica and hornblende schisls~ 
Graphite schists are. as a rule, connected with the limestone dolomite rock suite. 

(1 )JAMES. T. Otologist. Verbal communication. 

P)GRANl"HAM, D. R. 19.55. The geology and ecology of the Nachingwea region. BIII/. reol. Sun. 
Tango".,Yik,a, 26 . 
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The crystalline limestone/do/amiit' rock suiI£'. These rocks occur in the eastern part of 
the territory in discontinuous. sinuous. lenticular bodies or bands. large or small, from below 
the Makonde Plateau through the Nachingwea District , Mahenge, Eastern Uluguru 
Mountains, Bagamoyo(l) District to Handeni, and from there into south-east Masailand. 
where outcrops of these rocks form big ranges of hills and mountains. The most northerly 
outcrop of the crystalline limestone/dolom ite is to be found at the north·westem foot of 
Kilimanjaro; over the Kenya border limestone is found north of Namanga. The crystalline 
limestone in the Southern Province is less dolomitic than the Masailand outcrops, which 
are pure dolomites. Accessory minerals such as tremolile and kyanite are found at 
Nga<iumet and south of Lossogonai Mountain respectively. The crystalline limestone/ 
dolomite rock suite, when exposed. often shows folding and contortion of the folds. These 
rocks may, therefore. be connected with the old lines of folding, In the western part of the 
territory there are crystalline limestones or dolomite outcrops in the Ruhuhu River basin on 
the border between Songea and Njombe districts, near Igawa in the northern Njombe 
DIStrict , possibly in the Lupa Goldfield, and in the north Ufipa and Mpanda districts of the 
Western Province. Calcareous rocks of a highly metamorphic type are also found on 
the Lupa and in the Kiboriani Mountains. Mpwapwa Dist rict. The Basement areas in 
the northern and western part of the Northern Province appear to be devoid of crystalline 
limestone. This also applies to the Pare-Usambara group of mountains, but north-west 
of Moa in the Umba flats largeoutcropsof crystalline limestone occur.(2) In the south-western 
Songea District no outcrops of crystalline limestone have so far been found. In general, 
crystalline limestones and dolomites are of great importance from a groundwater point 
of view. 

Gneiss. This rock name is used for a highly metamorphic quartz, biotite, feldspar rock 
with a definite strike. The feldspar is a potassium feldspar or an acidic plagioclase. 

Augen Gneiss. A gneiss with large eyes, usually of potassium feldspar, in which the 
feldspar shows a definite directional arrangement. 

The typical rocks show narrow bands from a few inches to perhaps 2 ft. of mica-hornblende 
minerals. alternating with quartz-feldspar material. The bands are probably formed by 
internal movements. exchange and concentration of the various minerals. This may be due 
to varying pressure conditions within these rocks during the formation of the bands. 

Granu/ifes. These an~ rocks of varied origin and mineral assembly. which have been 
subjected to high temperature and high uniform pressure conditions. The mineral 
composition, structures and texture are a direct result of these high temperatures and 
pressures. The texture is known as granulitic. 

Migmatites. The term migmatite. when used. applies to a rock consisting of older 
metamorphic rock material mixed with newly formed material which has reached a ftuid 
state. but not sufficiently advanced to destroy all the original characteristics of the older rock. 

Granific Gneiss is used to indicate a gneiss which has been allered by the introduction 
of granitic material. 

Gneissose Granite is essentially a foliated rock which has been formed during regional 
metamorphism but the character of which definitely shows it to be a granite. 

The age relationship between the integral part of the Basement is still uncertain and until 
the whole system has been mapped no definite classification can be made. Judging from 
over-thrusting and the occurrence of conglomerate-like beds. the quartzites of the Konse area 
of Iringa District appear to be younger than the other Basement rocks found to the west iD 
the same area. 

(I)SAMPSON. D. Geologisl. Verbal communication. 

(2)TEALE. E. O. 1922. Geological survey in the Tanga District. Unpubl. report No. 22. 
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(g) CLASS VI 

D)kes. Sills and ather Intrus;Ye Rocks. These rocks occupy only a relatively small total 
area, but are widely distributed in the Precambria(] rocks. True dykes are uncommon in 
the Karroo. The dyke described by Spence from the Rufiji(l) is, in all probability, a 
volcanic plug as other plugs are known from the same area. The dykes and intrusions vary 
from pure quartz-feldspar rocks, cOmmon in the Lake Province, to doleriles and meta-doler
ites, which are the most wide-spread type of dykes. and hydrologically the most important. 
Hornblende-carrying dykes, including appenites. occur in the Iringa District and in the Lupa 
area. Ultra basic rock" have been found widely distributed, but the larger intrusions of these 
rocks (and also of mo~t appenites) seem mainly la be concent rated in the Basement rock areas, 
often near the boundaries of the graniloid shie ld . Such larger intrusions have been found in 
north and south-east Dodoma District. in northern Iringa District and on the Lupa Goldfields. 
Diorilcs are also found on the Lupa, and are nOl uncommon in other areas. Gabbros are 
found in Ukinga. Njombc District and In the Musoma area. Connected with basic and 
ultrabaslc rocks are numerous occurrences oftaJcose rocks.(2) A number of other intrusive 
rocks are also to be found, amongst them the aegerine sycnite of the Mbosi area of the 
Southern Highlands Province. 

(h) CLAss Vll 

Younger I'o/canic Rocks and Pyroclastirs. Three main areas occupied by these rocks and 
deposits are to be found in the territory, namely in the Northern Province area, the Tukuyu
Mbeya area in the Southern Highlands Province and the North Mara area of the Lake 
Province. The Northern Province area is by far the largest, and the highest mountain in 
Africa. Kilimanjaro, over 19,500 ft .. is situated in this area , as well as many other high cones 
ranging from nearly 15,000 to 9,000 fl. Single cones, such as Mounts Meru, Kitumbeine, 
Gelai and Oldoinyo Lengai, as well as concentrations of cones, such as in the Oldeani
Ngorongoro highlands and the ranges of Monduli and Essemingor, arc to be found in the 
Northern Province. In addition. there are also extensive lava plains. Geologically. the 
volcanic areas of the Northern Province are very unevenl)' explored. 

KILIMANJARO has recently been investigated in detail by two expeditions from Sheffield 
UnilCrsity. The Ngorongoro-Oldeani highlands "ere explored before 1914 by German 
Geologists and Oldoinyo Lengai by Guest, but other mountains such as Essemingor. Burka 
and Monduli are little known geologically. From a groundwatcr point of view the lack of 
detailed geological information has been a great drawback. It is hoped that the result of 
the latest Sheffield University investigation will remedy the matter as far as Kilimanjaro is 
conccrned. Kilimanjaro was, according to .Wilcockson.(3) built up in stages by three main 
\olcanoes situated in line, prohably along a fracture. The three main cones and volcanic 
centres are, from the north-wcst. Shira, in the centre, Kibo and in the south-cast, Mawenzi. 
The la vas from Kibo, the highest point. have spread out over the lavas from both Shira and 
Mawenzi. thus the volcanic activities in Kibo were the youngest of the three. Parasitic cones 
on the nan", and cven in the plains arc also possibly of Ihe same younger date as Kibo. 
The core of Kilimanj<lro is nowhere exposcd. During the ice age Kilimanjaro was glaciated, 
the ice cap reaching down to Ihe 12,000 ft. levcl.(4) Traces or glaciation have even been 
found at 10\10 er le\cls. From the presence of glacial materials cemented by lavas it is known 
that Hdcanic activitic~ continued into the Pleisloccnc epoch. but apparently not to a large 
C\tC/lt after this timc. The main rocks in Kibo show. according to Wilcockson. seve~ 
different s("ries. starting with trachy-ba'ialts and changing towards more and more 
~oJium·rich 13\-as. until the lavas of the inner crater of Kiho became nephelinites and 

(I)~rf'n:. J 1957. The geology or p:1fI of the Ea~tern Pro\ !nce, Tangan) ika . Bull. KI''''. Surv. Tnnga-
,n l.l.o. 28. 

FJlt"'R"U~I, J R . 1957. Genetic c1a~ ... ir.ca tion of laic occurrences. Unrublished report. 
(IPAllnx:Io.So", . w. H. 1956. Preliminary Notes of the Ge-olog) of Kilimanjaro. G~ol. Mag., Vol 

XCIII No 3 

(. )NIl.MO', ERIIi. . 1940. Ancienl Chang~ of Climate in British [..a.\ol Africa and Abyssinia. G~ogrnfiska 
A'lUlrr, H.T. 2. 
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nepheline phonolites. It is at prcsentthought that most of the lower parts of the mountain 
are made up of trachy-basalt and other basaltic rocks. Pyroclastic deposits are found 
connected with some parasitic cones, and it is believed that the upper part of Mawenzi 
consists of pyroclastics and How breccias. 

MERU, the next important volcano from a groundwater point of view, is a composite 
volcano made up of pyroclaSlics including ash, pumice and lavas. The pyroclastic deposits 
seem greatly to predominate in the Meru Mountain area. In the 01donyo Sambu area there 
is at least 1,000 ft. of these deposits. Meru is heavily eroded on the nortb-east side; possibly 
a slide took place in this area while the volcano was still active. The Meru lavas have been 
described by Finkh, 1911; Oates, 1933 and latterly by Guest and Leedal.(l) The lavas vary 
in character. but are all of the sodium-rich type. Changing from basalt to Ifachytes and 
phonolilcs. Fumaroles are still active on Meru. During drilling at Loljoro to the south-west 
of Mount Meru, more than 1,000 ft. of vesicular lavas flows were encountered. Many oftbe 
individual flows were oxidised. These flows are probably older (han Mount Meru and were 
derived from deep fissures due to faults in a north/south direction. In the south~east Ardai 
plain. lava nows cover pyroclastic deposits of unknown origin and age. The pyroclastics rest 
on the Basement To the north of Mount Meru in the OJdonyo Sambu area towards the 
boundaries between the volcanics and the Basement rocks, thick (minimum 400 ft.) lava beds 
occur. Further north, south and south-east of Longido Mountain, small outcrops of tuffs 
and lavas can be found resting on the Basement. THE ARDAI PLAINS are covered by lavas 
to an unknown depth. but not less than 400 ft. These lavas are olivine basalts and were 
probably derived from fissure eruptions. Rising over the Ardai Plains to the north and 
in the west are the MONDlILJ RANGE of volcanic rocks, the BURKA MOUNTAIN and the 
EsSFMINGOR RANGE. The only known sample from Monduli lavas was described as an 
essexite. Some of the lavas from Essemingor are nephelinjtes. 

THE GRFAT HIGHLANDS of volcanic rocks to the west of Lake Manyara, reaching to soutb 
of Lake Nalron and in the west rising over the Sereogeti Plain, were geologically explored 
by the German Geologist; Jaeger, before 1914. A great variety of rocks occur in these 
highlands which were built up by lavas from many volcanic centres. Trachytes arc common 
in the Oldeani-Ngorongoro area, but basalts also occur and SOdium-carrying rocks, such as 
nephelinites, have been recorded. The Ngorongoro "Crater" is, in fact, a ca!dera formed by 
the destruction of the original cone and crater, probably by the sinking and slumping into the 
crater itself of huge portions of the crater rim along ring faults. This took place when 
volcanic acth ities were dying down in the original crater. 

THE RUl'o:G\\'E-MBEYA VOLCANIC AREA is much smaller than the Northern Province area; 
it encompasses about 1,200 square miles and stretches from Lake Nyasa in the south to 
Mbeya Mountain in the north. The area appears not to have been rift-faulted,(2) and the 
lavas both to the north-east and north-west transgress the sides of the trough. Volcanoes 
seem to be concentrated along tectonic lines. The maiD centres of volcanic activity are 
Rungwc Mountain, Kiejo Mountain and the Tukuyu dome. These centres are considered 
younger and Katete and Ngosi Mountains to be older. Smaller explosion craters, often 
containing lakes, arc numerous. Rungwe is a composite volcano, being made up oftrachytic 
lavas and pyroclas(ics; the latter have covered large areas of the surrounding country. 
Rungwe Mountain reaches a height of just over 9,700 ft. Kiejo is composed of basaltic 
lavas and phonolitic trachytes. Tukuyu is a dome and would Dot easily be recognised as 
a volcanic centre from which basaltic lavas once issued. The lavas from Tukuyu are wide· 
spread but often covered by pyroclastics. The Katete conc, just east or Rungwe Mountain, 
is the most heavily eroded of all the volcanoes and is of composite structure, made up of 
phonolilcs and tufTs with basalts at tbe base. Ngosi, which has a well-known crater lake, 
is built up of ph ono lites, phonolitic trachytes and tuffs. 

(l)GUEST, N. J. and G. P. LEEDAL 1956. The volcanic activity of Mount Mem. Ru. glOI. SUr'll. Tanga
nyika. Vol. m. 1953. 

(2)HA.RxIN, D. A. The Rungwe Volcanics. (To be published shortlv\ 
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THE NORm MARA volcanic rock area has been explored by Stockley,p) The area is 
comparatively small, perhaps 200 square miles. Lavas are trachytoid phonolites. In 
the west the thideDess .of the lava is from 250 to 300 ft. Faults with throws of 
more Ihan 1,000 ft. occur; some faults are ofoplhrust type. 

SoLITARY VOLCANIC CONES are to be found outside the main volcanic areas. The largest 
of these solitary cones is Hanang Mountain, over 11,200 fl. high, and Ufiome in the Northern 
Province. The Hanang cone has been nearly cut in half by erosion; possibly this part of the 
cone was blown out to begin with and was eroded afterwards. Some of the la vas from 
Hanang have been involved in rift movements.(2) The lavas of both Hanang and Ufiome 
are nephelinites and phonolites.. Pyrociastics are also to be found in the two localities. 
Subsidiary craters are common in the Ufiome area and west of Hanang in the Singida 
District. I n the latter area the craters are occupied by lakes. 

Craters of a different type occur in the Malagarasi Basin. The volcanic activity here 
seems to have been of Kimberhte type. In the Rufiji area of the Eastern Province volcanic 
plugs are known to occur. A small outcrop of phoDolilic lava is also found in the Tanga 
area(3). 

BEDROCK CEMENl'S, LATERITIC HARDPAm and other superficial deposits will be described 
in Chapter IV. 

(I)SrO::IC.LEY, G. M . 1935. Outline of the geology of the Musoma Distric( . Buff. r~ol. SurI'. Taflgofl)'iko, 7 

(Z)JAMES, T. Geologist. Verbal Communication. 
(l)HALLlGAN, R. In the press. The geology of the Tanga area. Ru. gM/. SurI'. TOfl~onylk(2. Vol. VI. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

HYDROLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF ROCKS AND OTHER DEPOSITS 

Before describing the hydrological properties of rocks and other deposits in TanganyiJca 
it must be made absolutely clear that there is no general croundwater table within the hard 
rocks and most of the sedimentary rock:":, and that even in the unconsolidated scdiments 
there is no hard and fast rule in this rcspect. There arc, therefore. Jarge regions which 
contain only small scattered areas in which groundwater can be found. In this chapter 
some rC3'iOnS for the existence of the'ic small water-yielding areas and an account of the 
progrec;s made in finding them will be given. 

The water-yielding properties of rocks. unconsofidated sediments and other deposits 
depend on the interstices and voids which exist within such formations. These spaces 
may be occupied by water and may also constitute the channels in which water can flow, 
either freely or impeded in its movements by friction caused by constriction of the channels 
or the roughness of the walls. To overcome this resistance, water moving in an aquifer 
must be under a pressure-head. Thus there is in nature, as in a man-made water-supply 
installation, a storage reservoir, a pipeline and a pressure-head. 

The intrinsic capacity of rocks and other deposits to store and transmit water is due to 
their texture, which is directly connected with the way the rock or deposits was first formed. 
Subsequently. this capaci,y can be increased or decreased by geological processes overtaking 
the forrnation and acting over immense periods of time. 

For practical purposes, when only the capacity to store and transmit water is under 
consideration, rocks and other deposits in Tanganyika can be divided into three main 
categories :-

<a) Rocks with interlocking grains; in general called hard rocks. 
(b) Rocks and deposits wi,h non.interlocking grains; which mainly consist of 

sedimentary rocks and unconsoJidated sedimcnts. 
(c) Rocks and depOSits of varying and indeterminate 'eXlure. 

(a) ROCKS wrrH INTERLOCKING GRAINS 

\\' hen a rock is said to have interlocking grains it means simply that there is no cement 
or mortar or appreciable voi.d between the mineral grains which form it. One mineral 
grain fits into 'he next like the pieces in a jigsaw puzzle. To this category belong 
all crystalline rocks such as granite. diorite, gabbros, etc., and most of the metamorphic 
rocks of the territory described as Basement rocks. Some lavas also fall within this group. 
From the very nature of their texture all these rocks possess few intrinsic voids and little 
porosity. and such spaces as may exist arc of capillary size and not always connected. The 
fac, 'hat rocks of 'his type frequently yield waler largely depends on complicated geological 
proces1)cs to which they have been subjected after their formation. 

When searching for water in areas covered by crystalline rocks in Tanganyika by geologi
cal and geophysical methods, the aim must therefore be to discover the exact nature of 
these geological processe'i or events and the limits of the areas in which they have acted most 
favourably from a hydrOlogical point of view. 

Thc geological events which may change an interlocking grain type of rock from a solid 
non-water-yielding formation to an aquifer can be divided into four groups. which may 
or may not form a sequence in time and location :-

(j) Rock deformation consisting of faulls,joillfs, folding. etc. 
(ii) H)·drolhermalalleralion . 

(iii) 1,,'rllSive rocks consisring of basic dykes and pegmarire and quartz inlrusions. 
(iv) Magmatic contacts, ttc. 
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Probably the most important factor in the transformation of aU rocks, particularly hard 
rocks of the interlocking grain type, into aquifers is weathering. which will be described 
under (c) Weathering. The rock deformation and hydrothermal alterations precede and, to 
• very large extent. regulate and localize the process of weatheriog. 

(i) Rork deformation.-Tanganyika is situated in a part of the African continent where 
the adjustment of stresses and strains in the earth's crust, during at least the later geological 
periods. have to a large extent been released by faults and fault bJoc~ movement in a vert ical 
direction. Horizontal movements have been recorded, but only those of small dimensions 3re 
common. The block movements connected with faulting are known to have occurred from at 
least the earl) Karroo period. and possibly even before then, up to the present day. The 
newest fault scarp, of a few fect only. was formed in 1927 in the north Rukwa region. It Is, 
therefore, not surprising that the older rocks of the territory aTe criss.crossed by fault lines 
of different ages and types. These fault lines do not occur only in the regions of tho 
spectacular Rift valleys, but are distributed over wide areas away from the rifts. 

r AUI TS . Faults are, by definition, fractures in the earth's crust and are always connected 
with a displacement parallel to the surface along which the break takes place. The outward 
sign of a fault is either the fault surface itself. which may be exposed, or the ground-up or 
altered rocks created by the dislocation. The grooved, striated, and sometimes polished. 
surface of an exposed fault is known as a slickenside and, as far as groundwater is concerned, 
is only of interest when locating a fault line along a fault scarp. The ground-up rock has 
been given various nam~ depending on the size of the particles found in it. Coarse material 
is referred to as a breccia; a fine, clayey material which fills cavities and is often sticky, is 
known in mining terminology as a gouge. There are many types of variation between a 
breccia and a clay gouge. The size, consistence and mineral assembly of the gound-up rock 
or other fault.filling material is of great importance from a groundwater point of view. 

When drilling in hard rocks e'en the smallest faults can often be detected by the coarsening 
of the sands produced by the impact of the heary percussion-drilling tools on the rock. The 
explanation of this is that the interlocking of the grains has already been partly destroyed 
by the Slresst"S and strains set up during fracturing. 

Cal'iries created by Fall/IS. When a rock fracture and a displacement takes place the 
two sides of the fracture. the walls, move relatively to one another. If the break surface is 
uneven cavities and voids wiU be created. Such cayities, their shape, possible extension 
and direction, have been carefully studied in mines and excavations connected with ore 
deposits related to structural features. Information is, thcrefore, available on the most 
likely results of the many and varied types of faults in hard rocks in respect of voids and 
C3\jlies which are, or might be, filled by valuable orc minerals. There is, however, very 
little exact information concerning voids and cavities filled by water. 

In r"'peet of Basement rocks in Tanganyika it would seem that a fault line crossing the 
general strike and/or dip of this formation yields more water than a fault parallel to the dip 
and strike. Examples of cross faults from the Pare·Usambara area will be given later. 
In granite and allied rocks the direction of the fault appea~ to have litlle influence on the 
)'Iclds of boreholes. 

Most faults in hard rocks are attended by subsidiary fracturcs which lead from the maiD 
fri.1cture at definite angles. depending on the nature of the rock and the direction and the 
'ype of stress \\ hich created the fault. Thus, in addition to the cavities and voids that may 
~\i .. t in the main fracture. a network of openings or porous crushed·rock material is formed 
In \\ hich water can be stored and move to lower levels. This network may cover 8 f.ll 
k,lr!;cr area than the actual main fault zone itself. Practically all boreholes in Basement, 
rrJnitic and allied rock~ show sub-artesian, rarely artesian, ri~ of the water level above the 
rt'inl \10 here water was first struck. This rise, or head, is probably mainly due to the water 
rrc,\ure YI hich is excned by water stored in the higher parts of the subsidiary fault channels 
and network or fractures. 
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Extension of fault Zones. The width of a faulL zone varies considerably from perhaps 
a few inches of strained, crushed and altered material in a minor fault to large. compound. 
fracture wnes, spread o\'er fifty to several hundred feet width, and which are connected with a 
major fault. The total extension along the strike can seldom be accurately determined, but 
fault lines have been traccd in a general direction without large deviation for many miles. 

There is little factual information in respect of the vertical depth to which cavities and 
minor voids remain open. On account of the downv,:ard increasing rock pressure it is 
unlll..cly that many fissures remain open to a great depth. Judging from the few mines in the 
territory that have reached a 700·feet level it would seem tbat water can be expected to this 
depth In connection with quartz reefs in fracture zones. On tl1e other hand, an overwhelming 
majority of boreholes in granite and Basement rocks strike water either at less than 300 ft. 
and 350 fL respectively. or not at all. h is, therefore, probable that in most cases small 
fractures and minor fault zones in hard rock arc liable to close up at those depths or that 
weathering conditions have become unfavourable. (See graph X). 

Location of falllt Lines. In general it is not easy to locate the exact position of even a 
major fault une, and in areas covered by heavy overburden and superficial deposits such as 
bedrock cements and laterites it becomes even more difficult. The age of a major fault has a 
considerable bearing on the actual present position of the fault in relationship to topo
graphical features such as faul[ scarps, rift walls and Sleep-sided or sloping hillsides. As 
an example the Rukwa escarpment, near Saza, may be quoted; here it has been found that 
iD fa\ourabJe positions the slid.enside may still be discerned, i.e. tbe fault scarp constitutes 
the original fault line. Along the Pare~Usambara Mountain range results from drilling 
indicate that one of the original fault lines is from half a mile to a mile distant from the foot 
of the steep Western escarpment. Further faults appear to be located at even greater 
distances. At Ngerengere station the fault is several hundred yards from the actual topo~ 
graphical scarp line. There are also many fault lines which are so old that no topographical 
features remain to indicate their whereabouts. 

When superficial deposits cover the ground i[ may be necessasy [0 survey a large area in 
[he neighbourhood of a borehole site in an endeavour [0 find outcrops of rock which may 
show indications or traces of a fa~lt line, and then to project the line of strike by compass
bearing to the vicinity of the borehole sile. Outcrops of quartz reefs, pegmatites and basic 
dykes may also indicate lines of weakness. Cross faullS can often be detected by deeply 
cut river valleys in a fault escarpment. When rocks of differeDt types are found adjacent 
to one another, it is possible to detect the existence of faults by careful geological mapping, 
but [he [race of the fault is often lost after having been followed for only a short distance. 

Borehole Location in faUlt Zones. In general the most successful boreholes located on 
fault lines and cross faults are found below the western escarpment of the North Pare, 
South Pare and Usambara mountains. The first results were obtained near the Bwembwela 
sisal estate; further successful boreholes were sunk on a cross fault soutb of Mazinde sisal 
estate "here the highest yield so far met with, 10,000 gallons per bour, was struck. Useful 
yields have also been obtained at Same Boma, while at Lernbeni, large cavities, tbe upper 
ones dry. were encountered when drilling on a cross fault and a good water~supply was struck 
at no great depth. A fairly large number of boreholes is situated along the Pare-Usambara 
escarpment. and large quantities of ground water are used daily for the decortication of sh.al . 

Other useful water supplies have been struck on fault lines in the Dodoma townShip area. 
The first fault line was encountered in a Railway borehole which gave 1,200 gallons per hour 
as against an average of 250 gallons per hour in the surrounding weathered granite. Another 
fault line in the same area was intersected at 300 ft. bUI was found to be dry. To the south of 
Dodoma a wide compound fracture, intersected at from 300 to 365 ft. depth, gave a steady 
yield of 3,000 gallons per hour over 18 months. This fracture was filled by calcite. cblorite, 
quartz and other hydrothermal materials. 
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In general it can safely be Slated that any borehole which has been drilled in granite 
co,'crcd by normal granite soils and which shows a yield of more than 1,000 gallons per 
hOUf ha!; intersected a fault line or fracture of some kind. The conditions as regards 
Basement rocks aTC more uncenain, but jf boreholes in these types of rocks yield morc than 
2,000 to 2,500 gallons per hour they have probably intersected some structural feature. 

Adverse Features. As described above. faults act as storage reservoirs and conveyors of 
water, but, in some cases, by their very nature they can also act as drains which empty large 
underground storage reservoirs. The visible results of such drainage are the many springs. 
some thermal. located along the major rift faults. During mining and drilling operations 
many areae; have been encountered where underground waler has been drained by fault 
lines and subsidiary fractures. In the Southern Highlands Province the Saza Mine was 
comparatively dry, at least to 400 or 500 fl., underground water having been drained to the 
Rukwa ... 'alley situated 400 ft. beloy. and three to four miles away. The Lossogonoi area of 
south-east Mac;ailand proved unprofitable as far as ground water was concerned; the under· 
ground drainage here is presumably to the Pangani valley. 

During drilling operations in the eastern part of the Ardai Plains area south of Arusha, 
large dry fissures were encountered in the Basement rocks below the 13\'3s. This region 
draino; to the Shambarai depression, a downfaulled block of Basement rocks. The throw of 
the fault is not less than 1.200 ft. North of Mount Meru the Basement ,:md lava rocks from 
north of Oldonyo 5ambu to south of Lake Natron appear to be drained to a deep hidden 
rift valley running north of the Monduli Mountains and the Kitumbeoi volcanic cone. 
In this area a number of dry fissures were met with in boreholes sunk to over 300 ft . depth 
in Basement rocks. All boreholes drilled in the lave formations were also dry to at least 
500 ft. 

A borehole sunk in a major fault line south-east of Oodoma yielded some water, but the 
~auJt line drained the water struck in the bore and the water level fell as the hole went deeper. 

Another location which proved dry is above the Iringa-Great Ruaha escarpment. 
Borehole locations immediately above escarpments are naturally avoided as far as possible, 
but sheer necessity sometimes requires an experimental bore hole. It is also impossible in 
most cases 10 decide beforehand to what distance from a major escarpment the rock has 
been drained and to what depth drainage has taken place. 

Dry fissures have also been struck during drilling opera lions in the Isanga basin, south of 
Smith Sound, Lake Victoria. ~ 

JOINTS. No generally accepted definition of this term can be quoted. A joint is, 
ho~ever. a rracture in which movements, which are always very small, have taken place at 
more or less right-angles to the break surface, not parallel to it as in raults. Joints are of 
many kinds and are best de\eJopcd in homogeneous rocks of the interlocking grain type, 
particularly in granites, hasalts and other solid lavas. 

The main division of joints can poc;~ibly be drawn between cooling joints which, for 
inc:tance, may be dc\cloped in basaltic Javas and ~hich give rise to the spectacular six·sided 
columnar la\'a found in Rungwe Di~trict. and st ructural joints y,.hich are of many kinds and 
will be dealt with under Weathering. As far as gfCIundwater in hard rocks. particularly 
1!.r<lnites. is concerned it i~ prohable that joints, in conjunction with weathering. are lI.t! most 
imrortant factor in transforr11lng thec;e rocks into water-bearing formations. 

FULDING. In the main this type of rock deformation has o\crtaken ani)' the older rock 
formations in the terrllory; the Basement, Ihe Nyanzian and the Karagwe-Ankolean 
formations. From Bukooan times onwards only restricted areas have been SUbjected to 
fOlding. The Bukoban formation is folded in the Kigoma, Njombe and Musoma Districts, 
the Karroo in the Rufiji basin, the Jurassic in Morogoro and South Kilwa DistriclS, and the 
Cretaceous in the South Kilwa DiSlricl. The Tertiary rocks of the Lindi and Dar es Salaam 
a'ca~ are disturbed, but whether by folding or faulting is uncertain, 
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Basement. Apart from the metamorphic processes which have altered plutoruc 
hypabyssal. intrusive, extrusive and sedimentary rocks to form the Basement System, the 
innuence of compression and foldmg and other stresses has left its mark on these rocks in 
Ihe form of schislosily and banding. Schislosily is highly developed in mica ",hislS, less so 
in the granitic apd banded gneisses and quartzites, and is nearly absent in the larger crystalline 
dolomite bodies in south-east Masailand. 

The folding of Ihe Basemenl is ofa very complicated nature and has been repealed during 
several periods, each folding period resulting in a differenl type of folding and rock 
defonnation. The most important in respect of groundwater are the periods of the forma
tion of the banded gneisses and the foldmg and contortion of the large bodies of limestone 
and dolomite ",hich occur intermittently from near the Ruvuma River in the south to the 
Kenya border in the north. A younger set offolding mo\<cments has overtaken the quartzites 
and biotlle gneisses of the Chungai area, Kondoa District, and those of the north-east 
Screngeti and Loliondo regions. 

The resull of Ihese folding proces.cs is a complicated pattern of strikes and dips of the 
Ba'\ement rocks, varying from locality to locality, and which have to be surveyed in detail 
for each individual borehole site. In general, the strike and dip of the schistosity, banding 
or any other sign of rock deformation. has a definite bearing on the possibilities of striking 
water in the Basement rocks. Both the strikes and dips prevailing in a borehole catchment 
area are, thererore, surveyed. If the strike is across the general drainage pattern the chances 
of water percolating into the rocks, in many cases, is greater than if it is parallel. A very 
steep dip is unfavourable from a drilling point of view. A dip directed against the general 
run of the surface drainage is also unfavourable. When a geophysical survey is undertaken 
in Basement areas, dips and strikes have to be ascertained, as the direction of the lay..aut of 
the resistivity traverses depends on these factors. 

There is little infonnation as to the general behaviour of the various rock types of the 
Basement formation under folding stresses. Some rocks, such as quartzites, and possibly 
crystalline limestone and dolomite, appear to be competent in relation to mica and graphite 
schisls and biotite gneisses, and thus cavities and voids could be created in synclines and 
anticlines of these rocks. As far as is known, only in two localities have boreholes been 
sited with the intention of intersecting certain folded beds. These localities are the Chungai 
area in eastern Kondoa District and the Nachingwea area of the Southern Province. 10 the 
Chungai area boreholes were sited on what is believed to be an anticlinal ridge of quartzite 
and at least three boreholes, four to five miles apart, intersected broken quartzite, and all 
sho"ed a yield of approximately ~.OOO gallons pcr hour. In Ihe Nachingwea area it is 
reported that a syncline of crystalline limestone was successfully explored for water. Other 
areas such as Longido, in the Northern Province, and Kingolwira in Morogoro District may 
show similar conditions. 

(ii) Hydrothermal AlterarioIlJ.- As the knowledge of the importance of wealhering in 
relationship to ground water occurrences in hard rocks increases, a connection between 
hydrolhermal alterations to granites and a subsequent higher rale of weathering in these 
areas seems to be established. The mineral epidole, which is one of tbe characteristic 
hydrothermal minerals, has been found in several basins of weathered granite located by 
geophysical surveys. Such locaUties arc tbe Dodoma fault zone and at Humweka, north of 
Dedoma, two borehole sites near Manyoni, some boreholes located in the Lake Province 
and in the Lupa granites. It seems probable, therefore. that in areas where the granite has 
been hydrothermally altered favourable weathering conditions arc created. 

(Hi) il1lrUsiw! Rocks consisting of basic d),kes, pegmatite and quartz Intrusions. 

BASIC DYKES. The importance of doleritcs and other basic dykes in relationship to 
groundwater has for long been recognised in South Africa and ~tber parlJi of the African 
continent. So far such dykes have played 8 very small part ID the search for water 

in Tanganyika. There .are several reasons for this. Many borehole locations are tied to 
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certain limited areas iD which no dykes have been found oU!cropping or been observed by 
geophysical means. The number of boreholes sunk in granite, in which most of thc dykes 
occur, is relatively very small. The Karroo formation does not, in Tanganyika. carry basic 
dykes except in one small area. Superficial deposits cover most dykes and, as a result, the 
number of undetected dykes is vcry large. This fact was clearly shown by a recent geophysi, 
cal survey of the Tabora region, where many dykes not visible on the surface were detected 
by variomcter su n 'eys, 

The salinity of bore hole waler struck in or near a dyke has so far proved to be rather high; 
considerably higher than in an average granite borehole. The Dumber of bore holes adjacent 
to, or in, basic dykes, is, however, small and no definite conclusions can be drawn from such 
slender evidence. The question of the importa nce of basic dykes as indicators of 
underground water supplies in Tanganyika must, therefore, be left to future exploration. 

P[GMATlTE DYIoas. Many pcgmatite and quartz veins have been struck during drilling 
operations. and in the majority of cases were found 10 carry useful water supplies. 

The best and most consistent example is the Tabora region where practically all water 
supplies struck in boreholes have as a source a pegmatite vein. The yield of these boreholes, 
some originally over 1,000 gallons per hour, depends entirely on the Dumber of pegmatites 
intersected. In some borehole~ pegmatile veins were struck at intervals of about 100 ft. 
In this region not only the granite but a quartz chlorite sch ist. which. as a rule, ~upies the 
valleys, was also found to have been intruded by pegmatite veins and dykes. 

When prospecti ng for water in granite areas the size, direction and dip of pegmatites 
should be observed . 

Except in mining a reas fc", instances of quartz reefs a rc known from boreholes, but in 
such areas yields are high, over 2,000 ga llons per hour where reef zones have been intersected. 

(iv) Magmatic contact Zones, etc.-Major granite contact zones have proved difficult 
when explored for water. One example is the granite Basement contact zone in the Kongwa 
area where borehole failures were high. Contact zones between granitic gneisses and more 
basic gneiss or schis t should also be avoided , if possible. Since geophysical surveys became a 
routine mea,\ure many inliers of older rocks in granite areas have been detected on account of 
lower resist ivity. These inliers of, for instance, Basement rock in granite, have been proved 
to carry water. provided the size of the inlier is la rge enough. Small inliers in many cases, 
particularly at Urambo. have been found barren as far as water is concerned. This is due to 
a more or less complete alteration of a small inlier by the granite; in such cases the inlier 
becomes part of the granite and cannot, therefore, be ~xpected to yield water. 

(b) NON-INTERLOCKING GRAlN TYPES OF RocKS AND D EPOSITS 

The material of these types of rocks and deposits is derived from the decomposition and 
weathering of older rocks , particularly lhe hard rocks, and the size of the grains may vary 
between fine clay or lime particles to large cobbles. The grains themselves can be hard rock 
minerals, wea thering products such as kaolin. or fragments of large pieces of older rocks. 
The gra ins may be held together by a cement or mortar of lime, silica, or even clay, or only 
compacted by pressure without mortar or cement. In the unconsolidated sed iments the 
I;rains are arranged at random with open spaces between them. At present knowledge 
of the texture of sedimentary rocks in Tanganyika is nOl complete and a number of these 
rocks, particularly the limestones and coral reef limeslOnes along the coas t. may not fa ll 
\\. ithin the strict terms of non-illlcrlocking grain texture, but for the sake of brevity of treat
ment all sedimentary deposits have been included under this heading. The material in most 
sedimentary rocks of the territory has been graded to a certain degree which distinguishes 
them from the eluvials. cements and other surface deposits . They also contain voids which 
in most cases give them a degree of porosity which is characteristic. The intrinsic amount of 
void and other hydrological properties depends on the following main factors: the shape, 
size and nature of the material; the degree of sorting; the spacing and lype of the original 
bedding and the bedding planes. 
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(i) Sedimentary Rocks and unconsolidated Sediments.-There is at present very little 
factual information regarding the pereentage of porosity or voids either in sedimentary 
rock or unconsolidated sediments occurring in Tanganyika. Only a few examples indicating 
possible trends in the porosity of these can be given. 

The K.RROO sandstone north of Tanga does Dot show a high degree of porosity, judging 
by yields of boreholes sunk in un deformed sandstone. This also applies to KarTOo rocks 
explored by drilling in the Ngerengere area of Morogoro District. On the other hand, 
Karroo slaty-black shales in the north-western Tanga District show fairly high porositi ... 

The JURASSIC limestone near Tanga has 1o,," porosity, and high yields can be expected 
only from solution channel~ and joint plains. Calcareous sandstones and limestones 
of Jurassic age in the Kidugallo area of Morogoro District probably possess medium 
porosities, but the Jurassic shales at Magindu. not far from Kidugallo, appear to have only 
-.cry low porosity at the surface and none at deeper levels down to over 700 ft. 

The CRETAC[OUS sandstoncs in the Ruk"'a Depression have a low porosity. The 
Makonde sandstone of the same period, judging from the large springs which issue from it 
below the Newala escarpment, must have a medium to high porosity. 

The TERTIARY and recent coral reef limestones along the coast show fairly high porosilies 
and, unless the pressure of fresh water from inland is considerable, penetration by sea-water 
is common and can be expected. 

The EOCENE limestone north of Lindi Bay has low porosity except in areas of solution 
channels. 

The Kitunda sandstones of OUGOCENE age outcropping south of Lindi Bay have high 
porosity in places. 

The TERTIARY calcareous sandstones north of Sudi Bay 3re of low to medium porosity. 
The reef limestones north of Mikindani show high porosity but are penetrated by salt water. 

'The INLAND LAKE deposits, except limestones. diatomites and sandy layers, have low 
porosities. 

The UNCONSOLJDATED SEDlMENTS vary in porosity to a large degree, which is to be expected 
from the nature of their fonnation. Large porosities have been found in gravel and sand 
beds in the Tanga township area and in the fluviatile deposits in the Dar es Salaam region 
also show high porosity unless kaolin has been deposited with the sands. 

As in the case of hard rocks with an interlocking grain texture geological processes 
transform the sedimentary rocks and change their hydrological properties. The processes 
which, in the main, bring about such changes are: ROCK DEFORMATION; SOLUTION; both 
these processes aTe favourable; WEATIJERING, which can be either favourable or unfavourable, 
(sec (c) Weathering); CoMPRESSION and CEMENTATION; the two latter both unfavourable. 

ROCK DEFORMATION. Only a few instances of rock deformation due to faulting are 
known from boreholes sunk in sedimentary rocks. In one locality in tbe Kilulu area of 
Tanga District boreholes situated in a faulled zone show good yields from Karroo sandstones. 
It is also possible that a high yield at Moa Sisal Estate, north of Tanga, also in Karroo rocks. 
should be attributed to the same cause. 

Folded sediments have so far only been explored by drilling in the Lindi Township area. 
Until recently a landward dip of the strata due to folding has been assumed in thi~ locality 
and the salinity of the borehole waters caused by sea-water penetration seems to bear out this 
assumption. A landward dip anywhere along the coast would create favourable conditions 
for penetration by sea-water. . 

SOLUTION openings and caves in Jurassic limestone are well-known in the Tanga region. 
Unless such openings are struck the limestone is a poor aquifer. Cavities up to 30 ft. in 
depth have been encountered at Maweni Prison; these were, however, dry. Long dry 
tunnels have been found in the Mkulumusi River area; this river flows underground for 
considerable distances. The Eoccnc limestone to the north of Lindi provides several springs 
which issue from solution openings. 
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COMPR[SSION of the Jurassic shales of the Magindu area may be the cause of the low 
porosily of these rocks. 

On the whole the yield of water from the sedimentary formation exceeds that from the 
hard rocks, and the maximum yields are considerably higher. Further information will 
be found In Chapter IX, Borehole Statistics. 

(c) ROCKS AND DEPosrrs:oF VARYJNG AND INDETERMINATE TEXTURE 

(i) Older slIpracrustal rocks.-The older supracrustal rocks of the Nyanzian and 
Ka\'irondian show great contrasts in texture due to the several origins of these rocks. The 
tc\!urc orthe basic and acidic lav3s is more akin to the "hard rocks". The banded ironstone 
rormation, on the other hand, may be hot spring deposits chemically precipitated in sea-water 
giving them a banded appearance and uneven texture. The Kavirondian rocks are, in 
man~ cao;;e<> sedimentary in origin and some could be ciaso;;ifled under the non-interlocking 
grain Iype. Many. hoYtcver, show metamorphic alterations. 10 general. the banded 
ironstone, rocks are conLOrted and tightly folded. which makes it extremely difficult to find 
correct sites for boreholes. The schists and the basic Javas will be referred to under 
\\feathering. The number of successful boreholes sunk in the older supracrustal rocks is 
relatively small and. therefore. no general conclusions can be drawn as to the potential 
water-bearing capabilities of these rocks. 

(ii) Karac»,e-Anko/ean rocks.- These rocks, as described in Chapter Ill, arc metamorphic 
se:diments. The texture of the schists, phyllites and quartzites varies considerably and, in 
consequence, the water-bearing capacity of the different layers is not uniform. In Bukoba 
District the Karagwe-Ankolean formation shows simple folding. and it has been found that, 
on the whole, only the quartzite beds carry water, not the interbedded schists. For topo
graphical reasons, however, the quartzites can only be intersected by boreholes sited on the 
slopes of Ihe ridges which form part of the anticlinal limbs. In the synclines the quartzites 
are beyond the reach of economic drilling. In east Bukoba District water does, however. 
occur in the schist. 

(iii) Younger /a~'as and p)'roc!aslics.-Many of the LAVAS 'Which fall within this group are 
\'esiclllar due to the presence of gas which could not escape from the molten lava and thus 
created cavities. Vesicles or cavili~ can be filled by minerals and such la vas arc known as 
amygdaloidal. Primarily, the vesicles are not inter-connected, but during flow processes 
and ",e31hering processes they may be joined up. The total amount of voids in a lava is 
very large and the facl that a number of these cavities In vesicular lavas must be connected is 
borne out by the "blowing" of certain boreholes sunk in such lavas. Several "blowing" 
boreholes have been encountered in the Arusha area. The alternate sucking and blowing 
of these boreholes is due to the changes in barometric pressure during Ihe day; this pheno
menon is well-known and has been studied in the Hawaiian Islands. The individual vesicular 
lava flows in the Arusha area are approximately 30 ft. thick, and many of these had been 
,,"ealhered before the next flow was erupted. The main difficulty in respect of groundwater 
in \e~icular lav3'ii is nOI the lack of voids but the absence of solid beds which would prevent 
the water from percolating below the economic depth for drilling. A borehole sunk at 
Loljoro. south of Arusha, did not strike waler until a depth of nearly 900 ft. had been 
rcached; Ihe lOlal deplh of thi' borehole was 1,063 ft., bUI the) ield could not be estimated as 
the waler did nol rise in the hole. 

Plroc!asrics. The pyroclastic deposits. in the sense used here, are of many origins. 
They can be \\aterlain ~y the condensed steam from volcanic eruptions. or formed by red-hot 
<J\hes or pumice having been blown out from volcanic vents or deposited during other 
volcaniC processes. The water-yielding capacity of such deposits is, therefore, generally 
unrrcdictablc. particularly tho<"c laid down in the Northern Province. Certain beds yield 
~mJII quantities of water and then dry out. The lack of impervious beds, such as 
af!glomeratcs, which would prevent water from percolating to unknown depths is the main 
dlfliculty. A criterion as to whether a borehole in lava or pyrocJastic deposits will provide a 
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permanent supply or not, is the rise of the water le\-CI after it is first struck. rf the ri~ is 
!<.tcadlly maintained after pumpmg ccat;e~ the chances that the supply is permanent are 
fairly good and indicates the presence of an impcrviow layer which holds up the water. 
Should the static water level drop, or if the rise is originally very small, the supply is uncertain. 
Many pockets of water which were soon c;\hausted have been struck in lavas and pyroclastics. 

(i\l) CemenlS rnoin0' produced by Rock Weathering.-From the pomt of view of texture 
th",e deposits cannot be cJa"ificd with the hard rocks or with the sedimentary deposits. By 
nature they are more akin to the preliminary stagcs of soil formation. In general they have 
been named cemcnts or, in particular, ealcretcs. if lime is part of the cementing substance 
or mortar; sikretes. if sil ici tied ; c1aycrctes are bound together by clay and ferricreles or 
ferrocreles if iron is the binding material. The rormity or voids in these rocks vary with the 
t}PC of the cement. In the Central Pro"illcC'. particularly in the ~'1anyoni area where the 
Kilimatinde cement is dC\elopcd, the porot;ity I~ c;,lightly higher than in weathered granites. 
In Irmga fairly large yields of water have been oblamed from the banded cements, including 
fcrricretes. 

(d) WEAT"'RING 

As stated earlier the proccs5es of \\<eathering are preceded by rock deformation and 
pwbably by hydrothermal alterations of granttic rocks. The influence of rock deformation 
is chicfl} due to one main factor; the faults, and particularly the joint planes, increase the area 
of eAposure to the attaCking forces of weathering. Thus with a well-developed system of 
three sets of joints the potential area of exposure may be increased by as much as five times 
in comparison wiLh an unjointed rock. 

The two main types of weathering are:
(i) Mechanical. 
(ii) Chemical 

(i) Mechanical Weathering. 

EXPANSION AND CONTRACfION. - This type of weathering is the more striking and more 
easily recognised by the general observer than the chemical one. Bare. rounded. granite 
kopjes or tors. pillars and rOCking-stones are met with everywhere in the central shield area of 
the territory. The shapes and outlines of these are in the final stages the result of mechanical 
weathering. During the day the sun and air heat the rock causing it to expand; during the 
night it cools down and contracts. Over long periods fine cracks and fissures known as 
joinl~ are thereby expanded and opened up. and eyen solid granite evcntual1y breaks up into 
small units. 

The various rocks rtacl in different ways to changes in temperature, resulting in the 
many t) pes of outlines and shapes of rock outcrops in general. As far as granite is concerned 
these depend to a large extent on the joint system. Many granitic outcrops in the Central, 
\Vestern and Lake Provinces show a rounded, egg-Shaped appearance. mostly due to the 
innuencc of expansion and contraction during heating and cooling. but in some cases due to a 
horizontal or slightly curved joint plane. In the latter case spheroidal slabs of rock with a 
hollo\\ underneath can be found, sprung from the underlying rock as if they had been under 
tension. The hollow sound which is often noticed when walking over a granite outcrop is due 
to these circumstances. Other joint systems. \-crtical, horizontal. or at acute angles to the 
surface. givc rise to various types of granite outcrops, monoliths and rocking-stones. which 
are common in Dodoma and Shinyanga Districts. and block·strewn hillsides such as in the 
Singida District. The best examples of the rounded type of mountam are found in south-east 
M"ailand. Mount Rotian is a large example of the egg-Shaped type of weathering often 
called exfoliation. 

Weathering followed by erosion is a continuous process and the hills and kopjes which are 
seen today were once covered by a mantle of decomposed rock and soil removed by water 
and wind action. In consequence, the shape and outline of granitic, metamorphic and 
volcanic rocks observed on hills and outcrops have a definite bearing on the type of joint. 
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or fissure. system and weathering which may be expected underground in boreholes. On 
many occasions when boreholes have been sunk in granitic or volcanic rocks the drillers have 
reported "boulders" of harder rock which. in shape and size. probably agree well with the 
type of boulders found outcropping in the hills of the neighbourhood. Before geophysical 
prospecting was introduced some successful boreholes were sited in granite areas with the aid 
of observations on the hills in the vicinity of the borehole sites. Beds of boulders of 
spheroidal outline which are sometimes encountered are, however, mainly the result of 
chemical weathering of basic rocks and have been found in the basic Javas of the Nyanzian 
formation in the Musoma District, in dolerite dykes and in the younger olivine basalts in 
Mbey. District. Several boreholes have been abandoned because of boulder beds of this 
type. 

FROST \Vr.ATHE.RING. which I'; more rapid. depends on the freezing of water in cracks 
and joints in rocks . 'When water freezes It expands and, in a short time, will destroy even 
the most solid rocks. frost y,C3lhcring does not play an important role in mechanical 
weathering in Tanganyika; only Kilimanjaro and a few other high mountains reach to the 
regions of the almosphere in which frost regularly occurs. 

DFSTRUcnO ..... BY EVAPORATION OF SAliNE \VATER may also play a part in mechanical 
weathering judging from the results of recent experiments by T. H. Hagerman(l) which show 
that when saline solutions pass through the capillary channels, of granites, limestones and 
sandstones. salts are formed by evaporation of the surface. When crystallising these salts 
destroy the structure of the solid rock. Examples of such rock destruction may be found in 
some of the salt·licks in the territory, and it is possible that this type of mechanical weathering 
is of far greater importance than may at first be assumed, particularly in connection with 
highly saline groundwater. 

VEGETATION. Apart from the sun and heated air, a great deal of mechanical weathering 
is performed or aided by vegetation. The rools of trees and bushes penetrate into fissures 
and crevices in the roch in search of water, enlarging them and breaking up the rock. The 
Ugogo fissure wells are sunk on such indications. Many residual hills are covered by 
vegetation and such hills must b.! considered as a more advanced stage in the weathering of 
the bare, treeless kopjes and 10rs . 

(ii) Chemical Wearhering . 

GENERAL. The final products of both mechanical and chemical weathering. aided by 
erosional processes, are the soils. A vasl amount of information is available on the formation 
and types of soils and their relationship to geology, climate. vegetation and age. Far less is 
known of the results of the chemical wC3thering of rocks below the covering of soils and 
superficial deposits. Thi 'i is partly due to the facts that these results are more difficult to 
observe and that the great majority of boreholes drilled for water, at least in Africa, are 
sunk by percussion drills, the samples obtained from this type of drilling consisting of a 
rock·powders which do not readily lend themselves to accurate and detailed examination 
and analysis. 

The soil·forming procco;,ses start with the weathering of the mineral constituents of rocks 
and the type of the end-product or individual soil depends on how far and for how long these 
proce .. ses have been allowed to continue. On the above grounds it can be assumed that 
rock-weathering below the manlle of soils and superficial deposits proceeds on similar, 
although not perhaps identical, lines as soil formation in its prelimillary stages. Of all the 
many agencies contributing to the wC3thering of rocks, water, with the solutes an~ gases 
contained therein, is the most important, and wherever w~ter can penetrate and find Its way 
chemical weathering starts. and water remains the prime mover and the most active agent 
from (he beginning to the final breaking up of the rock. 

(1)I-hGE.JUoIAN. T. H . 1956. Teknisk Tidskrifl . No. 13. Sail Movements in RoclCl. 
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The main cycle of the chemical weathering of rockforming minerals to soils is progressive, 
in so far as minerals unstable under the conditions prevailing during the process of chemical 
weathering are replaced by more stable ones. This replacement is accompanied by the 
removal of certain elements or compounds in solutioo or in colloidal fonn, base exchange, 
oxidation, reduction and hydration of the minerals that remain. The end products oflhe true. 
tropical, chemical-weathering and soilforming processes are deposits of hydrous aluminium 
and iron oxides. Such deposits have. in Tanganyika. so far only beeD reported from the 
east Usambaras and the west Mombo area. The bauxitic soils of the east Usambara 
Mountain are to be found in an area of high rainfall and presumably good drainage under a 
tropical rain forest. Similar conditions exist in the eastern Uluguru and Usagara mountains. 
and it is. therefore, possible that bauxi(ic soils may also exist in these localities. The old 
soils and other formations formed by weathering which are generally found in the granitic 
areilS of the Southern Highlands Province are of kaolin type. the thickest section, about 
150 ft.. found in the Malangali area consist' of pink kaolin clays. mainly made up of 
aluminium silicates and a subordinate amount of iron oxides. During the transition from a 
solid, un~,'eathered rock to the final end-product stage, which is seldom reached, a chain of 
reaction has taken place which results in the formation of a sequence of clays and hydrous 
minerals; this sequence under soil-forming conditions is well-known. The fundamental 
reason for the stability or non-stability of the minerals of the sequence is also known and is 
directly connected with their internal molecular or atomic structure. Broadly speaking the 
common rock minerals found in the hard rocks of the territory are susceptible to weathering 
in the following order. from highly resistant to less resistant; quartz. potassium feldspar. 
plagioclas.e feldspar, biotite, hornblende and other magnesia iron minerals down to limestone 
and gypsum, the last (wo being the most easily decomposed. Muscovite seems to be resistant 
and has been found together with graphite in calcareous sandstones of the Jurassic in the 
Kidugallo area. 

SIGNS OF WEATIJERING. The elements which are derived from the weathering of the 
above minerals and which are soluble or removable in colloidal form and are found iD 
groundwater are discussed below. 

Calcium, magnesium and sodium are the subjects of routine analysis and their occurrence 
is treated under the Geochemistry of Groundwater. Potassium, alumina and silica are not 
often found in quantity in ordinary ground water. It is, however, known that during certain 
periods, particularly the Pleislocene, a large amount of silica was deposited in the Lake 
Rukwa area and in the mbuga-type limestones and clays in the Dodoma District. The 
evidence of this is the presence of -the diatomaceous clays found in lake beds at Saza and in 
other localities of the Lake Rukwa region. In the Central Province, diatomites have been 
found in the I1indi, Makutopora and Goima mbugas, north and north-west of Dodoma. 
Furthermore, many mbuga limestones in the Central Province carry silica precipitated witb 
the limeslones; the nature of this silica is not perfectly known. It must, therefore, be 
concluded that a large amount of silica in solution or colloidal form was carried by overland 
drainage and possibly by ground water during the Pleistocene period. Silica accounts for 
about 8 pcr cent of the T.O.S. (total dissolved solids) in the Oodoma townShip water derived 
from lhe Makutopora mhuga. 

Iron is seldom found in colloidal form or in solution in borehole waters from hard-rock 
areas. The reason for this may be either that weathcring has not progressed far enough, or 
that iron has been absorbed into clay minerals, or occurs only as sands of Fe20j or F]04. 

Potass ium occurs in smaller quantities than might be expected from the amount of 
pota'isium feld spar present in metamorphic rocks and granites. However, potassium 
feldspars are resistant to weathering and the element is known to be absorbed in clay minerals, 
and these two circumstances may account for its scarcity in borehole waters. 

Most rock-forming minerals contain aluminium in the fonn of silicates, rarely of oxides. 
During the complete soil-forming process these aluminium silicates gradually lose silica, 
forming the various clay minerals and finally only kaolinites and hydrous oxides of aluminium 
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and iron remain as the end-product. Thus the total percentage of the clement aluminium 
remains fairly constant throughout the weathering and soil.forming process, but relatively 
the proportion of aluminium in the soil rises . This also applies to iron. 

Oay minerals are not frequently found in groundwater derived from Basement or granite 
rocks. Only a few boreholes remain cloudy arter 12 hours pumping, and the indications 
are th at, when a useful water-supply has. been struck in hard rocks, weathering has not 
advanced to the extent of forming colloidal clay minerals, or the clays as they are formed 
have been removed by groundwater in colloida l form; alternatively. the solutes in the water 
have nocculated the colloidal clay matter which remains uncompacted in the rock itself. 
Saline WJters, \I, het her surface or derived from boreholes. are invariably clear. 

There arc a number of other factors which may influence the trend of weathering in 
underground conditions. Groundwalcr. 3$. a Tule, contains more salt in solution than 
surface·watcr;; found in soils. The t rpe of salinity may affect the general progress of weather· 
ing: it is known that surface coatings of sa lt can protect minerals such as quartz and feldspar 
from further rapid decomposition. The presence in excessi\e quantities of Na, K, Ca and 
Mg in solution may influence base exchange both in minerals and in the water itself. The 
pH of groundwater has, in all probability. a decisive influence on many chemical reactions. 
FUrlhermore, below groundwater level the opportunity of oxidisation is not always present. 
As a rule iron ox.ides are not encountered in borehole samples from alluvium or hard rock 
below the dry·season water level. but perched and temporary groundwater reservoirs can 
sometimes be recognized by the prec;cncc: of iron oxides, and it is therefore advisable to 
examine borehole samples for signs of these oxides. 

Other vic;ible signs that can be observed in borehole samples from hard rocks is the 
clouding of the plagiocJase feldspars, which is but very rarely noticeable in potassium 
feld spars. The occurrence of a grecnish·blue chlorite formed from biotite is another sign 
of weathering. For visual examination, borehole samples should be washed and panned in 
a prospecting pan. The grain size of the rock-powder from hard rocks is, in many cases, 
a good indicator of the sta le of weathering and struct ural conditions of the rock, and potenlial 
drilling-speed can be judged fa irly accurately from such samples. Conversely, when drilling· 
speed is known the state of weathering can be estimated. 

The sedimentary rocks were originally formed from ma terial derived from hard rocks and 
thus their formation can be said to oppose, qr inhibit. the continuation of the process of 
rock.weathering and soil-formation. When such rocks are exposed to renewed weathering 
the normal weathering process is resumed at the stage where it was interrupted by the 
erosional processes. For this reason, elements and compounds not met with in waters from 
hard rocks have been found in sedimentary rocks and deposits. For instance, boreholes 
al M,,\ara and Pangani Districts carry iron and manganese salts in solution. Larger 
amounts of calcium may also be present in waters from sedimentary rocks. 

In general. the total rate of weathering of rocks is dependent on two major factors; 
TIl E EXTERNAL FACTOR due to meteorological conditions, rainfall, temperature. vegetation 
and time, and the INTERNAL i=ACTOR which depends on the structure, texture, state of 
deformation and mineral contents of the rock. 

EXTfRNAL FACTOR. Rainfall and temperature, particularly the former, influence the 
ralC of weathering, which appears to be speeded up under warm, humid condi tions. It is 
possible that in humid areas weathering of the bedrock has progressed too far; i.e. the voids 
originally opened up ha\'e subsequently been closed by more ad\anced weathered minerals. 
such as clays. Such excessive weathering may also be connected with major fault lines and 
saline ground water. 

It is not possible to ascertain how much innuence vegetation has on the rate of weathering 
of rocks below the soil...cover. The amount and type of water which is surplus to the demands 
of the vegetation and thus is allowed to reach bedrock must, however, have a profound 
effect, not only on the yield of boreholes, but also on the rate of rock weathering. 
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h'ITRNAL FACTOR. The innuence of the internal factor on weathering. Le. the type of 
rock. texture, structure and deformation, is hctter known and understood, and of greater 
importance as far as the search for groundwater i, concerned, than climate and vegetation. 
The order of susceptibility to weathering of rock minerals has been referred to above and, 
other conditions being equal, is a guide to the distribution and ratc of weathering that can 
be e'peeted in hard rocks, particularly the metamorphic rocks oftbe Basement, 

BaSl'menf rocks. When examining bore hole logs from these rocks it has been found that 
in a very high percentage of borcholes water was struck in the basic rock types of the system 
such as biotite gneisses. some hornblende gneisses, biotite-hornblende-gamet gneisses, 
amphibolites of many kinds. graphite hmc<;tones. calcareous rocks and dolomites. There 
are but few cases of water having heen found in the acidic types such as in gneissose granite. 
granitic gneisses or in granulitic rocks when undeformed. This is a direct consequence of 
susceptibility to rock weathering. The magnesium and iron-carrying rocks are more easily 
weathered than rocks richer in quartz. As far a~ the granulites are concerned, it is possible 
that the pressure and temperature conditions under which they were formed have some 
bearing on the fact that such rocks are poor aquifers when not fractured. Limestones and 
banded-graphite schists are the most easil) decomposed. 

Basement rock areas in which it appeared that weathering has progressed deeply and, 
from a watcr.yielding point of view, has become excessive, have been encountered in the 
foHowing localities; at Makutupa on the southern slopes of the Kiboriaoi Mountain in 
Mpwapwa District, where boreholes were sunk in weathered biotite gneiss to over 500 fl. 
w:thout striking a useful water supply (the water struck was saline), in the Busi Chandama 
area in eastern Kondoa District, where Basement rocks were weathered 10 approximately 
400 to 500 ft. from the surface (water supplies were small) and in the Lake Manyara region, 
"here a highly-shattered and weathered zone of Basement rocks was intersected in one 
borehole to a depth of more than 500 ft. (the yield, though small, was usable but the salinity 
was relatively high), 

Extensive Basement rock areas in which rock-weathering appears to be less than normal 
have been found in the Longido region, north to the Kenya border and in the northern 
Kongwa and south-east Masai cOllntry. The Basement rocks of the mountain valleys to the 
south-east of Mpwapwa also show IiHle sign of weathering. 

From statistics based on depth to water struck it appears that weathering does not, in 
general. penetrate beyond 350 ft. and, as a rule, is limited to certain bands or layen; of basic 
(Fe-Mg) rocks, but area weathering, in the shape of basins have been geophysicaHy surveyed 
in the Kongwa region and at Toronto sisal estate in Lushoto District. 

One rule of experience applying only to boreholes in Basement rock should be mentioned, 
whether it is directly connected with the process of ''''eathering or not. When drilling in 
Bafernent rocks il nearly alK'ays pais to go deeper once waler has been struck in rock, even if the 
9lJanlif)'firsl obtained is small. This rule o[ experience should not IN overlooked. 

Granitic Rocks. The rate of weathering in granitic rocks depends to a very large extent 
on the deformation to which such rocks have been SUbjected, particularly in the rorm of 
joint and fault systems. Unless deformation has taken place or the granite has been altered 
hydrothermally the weathering of the granitic regions of the central shield has not penetrated 
10 any great depth. A thickness of 30 ft. of weather cd granite below soils and cements seems 
to be the most common in this area. 

The boundary surface between weathered and un\l,eathered granite shows, when known, 
a very uneHn outline. This is particularly noticeable when only a shallow mantle of 
weathered rock occurs. In the more deeply-weathered areas which o\l,'e their existence and 
pOSition to a fault or joint systcm it has been found that the decomposed portion of the 
granite forms basin-shaped bodies. In some localities several of these basins are situated 
adjacent to one another but are not necessarily connected: often there are ridges of hard rock 
bet .... een the individual basins. Judging from geophysical surveys, the results obtained during 
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drilling and borehole-wau:r <Jnalyscs. individual ~eathered basins are not very extensive. 
but several basins may be inter-connectcd and thus cover an area of as much as one square 
mile of weathered rock surface. constituting a potential groundwater reservoir. Such large 
basins probably exist under the limestone mhugas in the Central Province and in some places 
in the Lake Province. In other regions where weJlhering appears to extend over a large 
tract of country. such as the Dodoma township area, many separate basins are known to 
exist. The water obtained from the basins varies considerably in salinity; some basins 
carry potable waler, others saline. 

The actual thickness of the decomp~ed granite in the weathered bao;;ins of the central 
shield varic'i considerably, not only" ilhin onc restricted area but alo;;o from district to district. 
In many CJo;;CS the weathered granite is covered by a bedrock cement. indistinguishable in a 
boreholc sample. and thus the boundary between the two rock types is uncertain. The 
cements 3re apparentl), not the re-suh of the present-day weathering conditions which are 
now proce~ding underneath them. To give a rough idea of the thickness of weathered 
granite below the soils and !'.upcrficials In the ba5ins explored by drilling a few figures are 
gi .... en below. 

In the Western Province in the Urambo, Kaliua and Nzega areas this thickness does 
not exceed 130 to 135 ft. of weathered granite. Thicknesses of 80 to lOO ft. are 
fairly common, but the average is considerably less. In the Central Province excep~lonally 
large thicknesses of weathered granite of over 300 ft. have been recorded in two boreholes 
north and north-west of Oodoma. 11 seems that in both these cases the deep weatherin g was 
connected with hydrothermal alterations. as cpidotc wac; found in the borehole samples. 
A third borcholc with epidote north of Dodoma showed a thickness of weathered gra nile 
of 163 ft. Two of the above-mentioned boreholes were complete failures and the third 
struck only a small quantity of water. It seems possible that weathering in these three 
cao;;es had proceeded too far. In areas outside the hydrothermally allered granite in the 
Central Province the weathered granite mantle rarely e'(ceeds 150 ft. in thickness, more 
commonly it is between 50 and lOO ft. The same figures seem also to apply to the /ringa 
granite area. 

The actual location of weathered basins in the areas of granitic rock does not always 
coincide with the topographic features of the country; in other words it is not always confined 
to valleys or depressions. An example is the Ubena Plain country in Njombe District where 
granite bedrock is outcropping in the valleys and river-beds but where the covering of 
superficial deposits and probably weathered rocks is fairly thick on the ridges between the 
drainage lines. In one valley in the granite area north-west of Iringa the southern slope 
of the valley is deeply covered by superficial deposits, but the northern slope has only a 
scanty cover; in consequence, boreholes on the southern slope were successful while those on 
the northern were failures. .In the plains region of the Central Province the covering of 
superficial deposits is vcry unevenly distributed and borehole sites have been largely confined 
10 valleys covered by Olbuga deposits. Only in the western Kongwa District have successful 
boreholcs been located in granitic rocks above the general level of the drainage lines. 

In the Iligi area the mbugas filled with calcareous deposits show a certain amount of 
"eathering below these deposits; other mbugas do not. West of Jtigi itself water is found in 
inliers of Basement rocks consisting of biotitc-garnet gneisses. These rocks are apparently 
more easily weathered than the surrounding granites and thus basins arc formed. In the 
Tabora region no major weathered hasins have so far been discovered in the granite. Geo
phy5ical exploration indicates that the rock underneath the valleys to the north and west of 
Tabora is a phyllite consisting of quartz and chlorite: the hills and rock outcrops are granite. 
The phyllites as well as the granites are penetrated by pegmatite and quartz dykes and 
\eins which weather and carry the only deep ground water present in the region. In the 
Lake Province weathered basins in granite are most I) confined to lower-I) ing ground. but 
no general rule exists. 
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Nyantian. In general. drilling in this formation has been accompanied by many failures 
particularly in the banded ironstone formation. This formation appears to be resistant to 
weathering in the Geita area and elsewhere and occurs in hills and mountains rising above the 
general level of the countryside. 

The volcanic rock series connected with the banded ironstone, particularly ash and tutT 
beds, weathers deeply and in mines where ground water has been struck in these beds "mud 
Rows" have been encountered and whole levels have collapsed. 

The lava flows of the Nyanzian in the Musoma area have weathered into boulder beds 
which have eau_ed difficultiC'< during drilling to a depth of approximately 120 ft. The 
Nyanzian schist formation in Singida District has, in some areas, weathered to 170 Ct. and 
yields water. In others, where weathering only reaches to 50 ft., no water has been found. 

KaragK'l'-Ankolrml. The quartzites of this forma}f6n arc resistant to weathering, but 
the schist weal hers deeply 10 bright yellow and red clays. , These clays are aquicludcs. 

Bllkoban. Very little is known regarding the weathering of the Bukoban fonnation. 
The water from one bore hole sunk in the Bukoban sandstone near Kigoma contains a 
quantity of colloidal alumina and iron. The sandstone is ferruginous and, from the presence 
of alumina in the water, it is probable that the material which forms the sandstone was 
derived from a highly wealhered hard rock. The eXlent of present-day weathering is not 
known. 

Karroo. In the north-west Tanga area a black slaty shale occurs towards the bottom 
of Ihe Karroo formation. This black shale is not highly weathered, but it is a good aquifer. 
probably due 10 a well-devcloped joint system and. possibly. solution openings. The Karroo 
sandstone from the same area seems to be solid and unweathered. No iron or alumina 
appears to be present. Other Karroo sandstones from the Southern Province are solid, well 
compacted and unweathered. 

Juranic. In the oolitic limestone area of the Tanga District weathering by solution and 
removal of calcium bicarbonate is fairly widespread. The area distribution of the solution 
channel and cave formation is still imperfectly known. but appears to be concentrated round 
the Mkulumuzi and Sigi river drainages. 10 this region long dry tunnels and caves are 
known to exist. Caves have also been encountered during drilling in the old Maweni Prison 
area. 

The calcareous mudstone strata below, or interbedded in, the limestones are not 
weathered. nor do these strata carry water.even at a depth of 700 ft. 

The Jurassic calcareous sandstones in the Kidugallo area are formed by weathered hard 
rock material from the adjacent Basement formation and show little sign of weathering 
except by solution of the lime cement. The oolitic limestone of the same area has so far not 
been found to contain any large solution channels or caves. 

The Jurassic shales of the Magindu area are slightly weathered to about 50 ft.; from this 
point (0 a depth of over 700 fL no weathering has taken place and no water was encountered 
during drilling. 

Cretaceous. The sands tones belonging to this formation, and found on the Makonde 
plateau, seem loose and fairly easily weathered, and solution or other openings must occur 
within the body of the sandstone as large quantities of water issue from the base of the 
plateau. These quantities cannot entirely be accounted for by vertical fissuring or bedding 
planes in the rock. 

Tertiar)' and Recelll formations along the coast. The Eocene limestone north of Lindi 
is considerably weathered, judging from the pink soils which cover the surface. Solution 
openings also exist which give rise to a number of springs situated fairly high above sea level. 
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The Oligocene sand'tone at Kitunda. ,outh ofLindi Bay. appears to be pervious; probably 
the cement or mortar has been removed by solution. The younger limestones, calcareous 
sandslones and coral reer limestones of the Sudi Bay area vary. The limestone and coral 
reef limestone must be channelled to a large e;c.tent as salt water penetration is common. 
Young alluvium in the south Mtwara region yields water containing iron and manganese. 
This alluvium must be derived from material produced by an advanced type of weathering. 
or the water from the alluvium passes through beds of weathered formation before reaching 
the point of extraction. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SPRINGS 

A great number of springs occur within the territory. but their geographical distributioD 
and local concentration is uneven. The main spring areas are to be found in the neighbour
hood of (he rift valleys and rift scarps and in the regions intersected by major fracture or 
fault systems. In other areas springs are tied to certain formations such as limestones, 
quartzites. lavas and sandslones. Large areas of the interior are, however, devoid of springs. 

A general c1a'isification of springs can be made;: according to many different systems. 
The system used in the following is a pan adartation of the classification made by the 
eminent hydrologist, Oscar E. Meinzcr, in his "0.111111e or Groundwater Hydrology," (U.S.A. 
Geological Survey. Water Supply Paper 494). 

The spring'i are cla'isified according 10 Ihe nalure of the force which brings the spring 
"'aler to Ihe surface. Only two main headings are used :-

(a) Gravity Springs. 

(b) Springs or deep-seated origin flowing as the result or agencies other than gravity 

This system of classification appears to be the most satisfactory for practical purposes iD 
th,s territory. The springs or category (al arc, in general, potable and userul. The category 
(b) springs are oflen saline or carry high amounts of fluorine, and, in many cases, contaminate 
large areas of groundwater with fluorine. 

(al GRAVITY SPRINGS 

The main areas in "hich such springs occur arc confined to the sedimentary rocks of the 
coastal belt, the Karagwe-Ankolean and Bukoban fonnations and the regions covered by 
volcanic rocks, 

SOllthern Province. Examples can be quoted from the Southern Province in the Lind 
area. In this region fairly large quantities of water issue from solution openings in limestones 
north or Lindi and north or the Mbemkuru Valley. South or Lindi Bay, springs rise rrom 
a sandstone and are probably oflhe type known as depression springs. i.e. due to a depression 
having cut into a local groundwalcr (able. The springs occurring at the foot oflhe Makonde 
Plateau may also fall into this group. The spring on Kilwa Peninsular issues from below 
a hill of unconsolidated sands. The water is brought up to the surface by an imperv ious 
laycr. This type is known as a contact spring. In the Kisarawe District in the Easlt!rn 
Prol'/·nu, several depression springs occur within an area of kaolin-carrying sediment in the 
vicinity of Kisarawc Boma. 

Tanga Province. Springs in the Karroo rocks occur on thc border between Kenya and 
Tanganyika. One spring is probably or the contact type. The mud-volcanoes at Moa 
close by are, in allli!..elihood, of the artesian type or springs. 

LAkt Prol"ince. In the Karagwe-Ankolcan of the Bukoba, Biharamulo and Nzega 
districts many springs issue on the contact betwC'cn the quartzite and the schist or phyllite 
formation. The Bukoban formation a lso shows a number of contact springs within the 
districts where this formation is to be found, such as in Bukoba, Musoma, Kigoma and 
possibly in west Loliondo. 

Gral"il)' Springs in I},(> BASUol[NT rocks are often tied to the crystalline limestone formations 
Such springs occur at Kijungu, below Talamai Mountain and also in Handeni District. 
The nature of the springs occurring at Mlali, Sagara and Kongwa in the Mpwapwa District, 
both to the north and south or Kiboriani Mountain, are difficult to c1assiry, but they possibly 
belong to the fissure type orsprings. 

From the NVANZIAN formation a spring at Jkoma can be mentioned; it issues from the 
schist belonging to thc Meta-volcanics. 
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Many small seepages occur throughout the territory, these are borderline cases and cannot 
strictly be classified as springs. Such seepages occur particularly in the high soIilary 
mountains ofMasailand and are by nature more akin to small effluent streams than losprings. 

The lAva Areas of the Northern Province and the Sout!uw, Highlands show numerous 
examples of contact springs. The largest springs in the territory are on the south-eastem 
slopes of Kilimanjaro at Miwaleni and in the Kikuletwa River bed. Other large springs, 
which probably also belong to this type, are to be found near Mbeya. below the north·westem 
Lake Manyara escarpment and at Mangola on the Lake Eyasi flats. At Oldeani the 
impcnious rock above which the springs issue is often a bed of agglomerate. and on Mount 
Meru a solid lava bed. The Impervious rock in the contact springs of Lake Eyasi is of 
Basement type. As stated above. the water from gravity springs is. as a rule. of low salinity 
and potable. 

Sprmgs in the U.S.A. have been grol1pcd in eight classes according to magnitude of 
discharge. The three highest ofthcsc classes arC' enumerated below:-

First 
Second ... 
Third 

100 cusec. or more. 
1(}-100 cusec. 
1-10 cusec. 

If this classification be applied to Tanganyika. this territory could possibly show one or 
two of the first magnitude situated south-east of Kilimanjaro and in the Kikuletwa River 
bed. three or rour of the second magnitude at Mbeya and Eyasi, and possibly also in the Lake 
Manyara region. but of the third magnitude there would probably be a great number from 
various areas. The springs of [he first and second magnitude in this territory all rise in 
volcanic rocks. 

(b) SPRI!'-IGS OF DEEP-SEATED ORIGIN rLOWING AS THE RESULT OF 

AGENCIES NOT CO~NEcrED WITH GRAVITY; ALSO TERMED JUVENILE 

SPRINGS 

Springs classified under this category are numerous within certain restricted areas of the 
territory. The water issuing from such springs has certain common known properties as 
enumerated below. It is slightly alkaline to alkaline and contains sodium bicarbonate. in 
some cases sodium carbonate. sulphate and chloride. Although in certain localities large 
deposits of lime traverline may occur around spring vents. and in the Lake Nalron area 
deposits of magnesite are to be found, the calcium and magnesium content of the water 
issuing from the present spring vents is relatively low. The silica content is relatively high. 
Fluorine is almost invariably present in toxic quantities. Potassium may. to a very restricted 
extent, replace sodium. but this is not common and the proportion is small, of the order 
of 0·1 per cent. In addition to the soluble salts the water contains gas and the springs emit 
bubbles of gas. This gas is. in general. carbon dioxide. but nitrogen can be the main gas 
present. Inert gases have also been found, both in cold and hot spring vents. The water 
issuing from the springs is often hot, i.e. of a higher temperature than the surrounding ground 
temperature. A spring or this type occurs in a hot spring area in the Songwe Valley, Mbeya 
District. This spring area was investigated by T. C. James of the Tanganyika Geological 
Survey and a short description is quoted from his report: 

"The vent is situated on the crest of a ridge of travertine limestone about 100 ft. above 
and 300 n. away rrom the Songwe River to the north. The bubbling of the gas in the 
spring is audible for a distance of 100 yards. The water level of the spring appears to be 
static. The temperature or the spring is that ofa hot bath. about 130 F." 

A full analysis of the water and the gas of this spring is given in the chapter on 
Geochcmistry of Ground water. 

A discussion of the known and unknown facts in respect of the hydrological conditions 
connected with the occurrence of non-gravity type of springs is given below. 

(i) Known FOC'IJ.-{I) The majority of springs. whether hot orcold. which contain gas, are 
encountered within the rift valleys or block-faulted regions connected with major rifts. but 
some are also found within other fault and fracture zones. Springs in such localities do not 
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necessarily occur adjacent to \'olcanic rocks, the outcrops of which are observable on the 
.urface. (2) A small number or springs occur in volcanic rocks. (3) Vents are Orlen round 
connected with basic dykes or intrusions (James). (4) Tbe springs, in many cases, do not 
issue rrom the rracture itself. The spring water can find its way througb devious channels 
and rise at points, tbe location or wbich conforms to the occurrence or gravity springs. 
(5) The presence or gas in tbe water, whetber hot or cold, is characteristic or a non-gravity 
type or spring. The dissolved total salts are not always high, but a fluorine content or 
4 p.p.m. and over points definitely towards a non-gravity origin or the spring water. B, Sr, 
Li, Ba and Fe arc absent or present in very small amounts. (6) The water is, in general, clear 
and contains no colloidal maller. (7) A normal spring temperature is approximately 130' F. 
with a ground temperature or 80°F. (8) Tbe flow rrom known springs varies rrom a mere 
seepage to a maximum yield orthe order or It-I~ cusecs. 

(ii) Unknown FactJ'.-How is the water forced to the surface in a hOI or cold gas-carrying 
spri ng? According to investigations carried out in the U.S.A.(l) and Iceland in connection 
with hot springs, certain rundamental racts have been established. (I) According to these 
investigations groundwater must be able to penetrate to a depth where it can be heated 
by steam of juvenile origin which, in the process, is condensed and releases its latent heat. 
The quantity nr heat which can be conducted through rock or by gas is not considered 
sufficient for the purpose. It is not known if the pressure of the steam is sufficient to force 
the waler to the surface. (2) The gases contained in the water, particularly when this is cold, 
may create conditions similar to those which are obtained in an air lift pump. but a gas 
lift, like an air lift, requires an unbroken pillar of gas-free ground water to surround the 
spring channel and vent. It seems most unJikely that such a pillar of groundwater can 
exist to the depth which is involved. In conclusion, the nature of the force which brings 
the spring water to the surrace cannot be established with any certainty. (3) What is 
the proportion of recirculated groundwater, Le. meteoric water, to juvenile water, in a 
non-gravity spring? Certain facts have been collected by the investigations mentioned 
abm'e. If the flow or ground water to a hot spring be interrupted by, ror instance, the drying 
up of groundwater in the summer or by artificial means, the temperature of the spring rises 
and, in extreme cases, the spring is transformed into a fumarole issuing only steam and gas. 
The temperature of the spring may thus, under certain circumstances, give an approx imate 
indication of the proportion between groundwaler and juvenile water in the spring. 
A calculation based on temperature consideration in Lassen Peak National Park showed 
a proportion or J 3 per cent juvenile waler to ground water. Great variations must, however, 
be expected as ver), many' unknown factors operate in the spring vents and channels. 
(4) The source of the heat, gases and certain of the elements in the non·gravity spring waters 
is, in all likelihood, a magma body at depth, either crystallisi ng (when large quantities or gas 
and vapour are released), or only cooling at some unknown stage in its intrusional 
development. 

The main known spring areas or non-gravity type are to be round in the rollowing 
localities:-

Southern Higlttands Province. 

Mbe)"a District. In the Songwe Valley issuing rrom below tbe western rirt escarpment 
the region is occupied by lake beds and Crclaceous sediment. In the Rukwa depression 
at Ivuna the spring water has broken through lake beds but also occurs in Cretaceous 
53.ndstones. The temperature in a borehole at approximately 200 ft. depth was 50°C. 
Further north in the Rukwa valley other thermal springs are to be found . Similar springs 
al'i(l occur neaT the Great Ruaha River west ofSao HiU. 

Rungwe District. Several hot springs occur in fracture zones near Basement rault 
contacts. 

lringa District. At Tosamaganga hot ~prings have been investigated; several others are 
known but ha\e not been explored. 

(I)The Volcanic Acth'ilY and Hot Springs of Las.sen Peak by Arthur L. Day aod E. T. AlIen . Camegie 
Inst. Washington. 1925. 
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"-'es/ern Pro~'inu. Uvinza is a well·known salt spring area; other springs are reported 
from the Rungwa River area. 

Lake Province. 

Shinyanga District. At lbadakuli and other localities of this area. 

Musoma District, and in North Mara District a number occur in granitic and metagabbro 
rocks. 

Northern Prol'ince. In the Lake Natron. Man}'a.ra and Balangida depressions and in 
the western part of the Serengeti Plains and, in all likelihood, in the eastern Mount Meru area. 

Tango Pro)'ince. There is a record of a fluorine.carrying spring. possibly of non·gravity 
type, at Msima in the Handcni District . 

Em/ern Prol';na. Hot springs occur in south Morogoro and in Rufiji District at Utete. 

Central Prm·ince. A number of hot or cold non-gravity springs issue along the 
block-faulted rift escarpment from east of Singida to well south of Manyoni. Nondwa in 
Dodoma District is the most southerly spring locality. The cold gas-carrying spring at 
Kondoa is well·known and has been used for many years for drinking and irrigation purposes, 

Two of the non-gravity type of springs are utilized for production of salt, namely the 
Uvinza and Ivuna springs. Many others are saline or un potable on account of a high 
fluorine content. The jU\lenile type of spring is also the source of fluorine contamination of 
large areas of groundwater in the territory. particularly in the Wembere and western Serengeti. 

Juvenile springs in Tanganyika are at present being investigated by T. C. James, Geologist 
of the Geological Survey, and fuller information on this type of spring must await the results 
of his survey. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

WATER-HOLES AND WELLS 

Water-holes and, to a veT)' minor extent, lined ... ells, contribute by far the largest 
proportion of ground water consumed by the rural population and its livestock. In arid 
districts where there are no perennial streams. or only solitary ones, such as in Oodoma and 
Singida districts. perhaps only )0 per cent of the total ground water consumed is derived from 
boreholes. The remainder, at the end of the dry season when rain ponds have dried out. 
is obtained from numerous walcr-holl.'$ and a few lined wells. 

Shallow groundwater occurrences accclisiblc ncar the surface or in extreme cases to 96 f1. 
depth hale. on the whole. been thoroughly explored during a great number of years by the 
rural nati\'c population and their predecessors in the territory who moved in from the north. 

A .... an c\ample of the results of nalive prospecting for shallow ground water may be 
mentioned the many so-called fis!'ure wells scattered throughout the \Vagogo country of 
the Central Pronnce. These fissure wells arc excavated in the most unpromising localities. 
but appear to find water in small Guantities in rock fissure'i and cavities in granitic and 
Bac;;emcnt rocks. Jt seems as if the natives in the early days had a definite knowledge of 
the types of trees and bushes which "ere capable of sending their roots down into cracks and 
fissures in search of water. During some thirty years search for shallow ground water by the 
Government and the Native Authorities very few major well sites or well-fields have been 
discovered. 

A division of the main shallow groundwatcr occurrences can probably best be made 
according to the geological formations in which this type of groundwater is to be found. 
A schedule of these formations is given below. The main headings are arranged in order 
of importance. 

(a) Alluvium 
(i) River-beds of non-perennial rivers. 

(ii) Fan deposits below mountains or scarps. 

(i) MIII/ga limestone. 
(ii) Lake limestone. 

(iii) Crystalline limes.tone. 

(b) Limestone Formations 

(iv) Coral limestone and marine limestone. 

(i) General. 

(c) Lateritic Hardpan (Ironstone, murram) 

(d) Eluvium 

(ii) In the vicinity of granite tors or kopjes. 

(e) Hard Rocks 
(i) Fissure wells. 

(ii) Vt'eathcrcd cavities, basins and pockets in hard rock. 

(f) Beach Sands 
(i) Sea-shore. 

(ii) Lake-shore or old shore lines. 

(a) ALLUVIUM 

(i) Rh-er-beds oj nail-perennial rh'er.f.-lt is possible that more water is extracted from 
this type of formation than from any other. In the arid and semi-arid parts of the territory 
a great number of sandy and "dry" river-beds occur where water can be found near the 
surface all through the dry season. The movement of water in the river-bed sands presents 
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Q complicated pattern. In the Central Province there is rrequently • clay layer below the 
sands whIch are seldom more than 20 n. in thickness. At the cnd or the rainy season 
the river-bed sands are saturated with water which reaches the surface or stands only a few 
inches below it. Evaporation is almost as high from the river-bed sands as from an open 
water-swface; as the water-table drops the evaporation decreased until it ceases at the 2 ft. 
6 ins. level below the surface of the sands. For a short period after the rains, waler in the 
sands is still being replenished by effluent seepage. Later, when this seepage ceases, the 
watc~ In the upper part of the fiver-bed moves slowly down stream leaving that section of 
the river-bed dry. Eventually. the river-bed will be divided into sections; where the sands 
ar~ d~cper it "ill still c.ontain ~valcr. other sections, possibly divided by rock bars, will be dry. 
Wlthm the water-holding seclJons. the water will still move down stream and eventually only 
a small area will be found carrying water; only these small areas contain permanent water 
holes. Many old river-beds hidden by 10 to 20 ft. or clays have also been explored by 
the nali\es in the Central Province and in such localities large concentrations of w3ter-holes 
may be found in restricted areas. The reason for the concentration of water-holes in one 
particular spot is not always immediately clear. but in most cases depends on the following 
circumstances: 

If a very shallow aquifer is struck, such as a thin gravel or sand layer. the rural inhabitants 
know from experience that the only way to extract all the water from this thin layer is to put 
the water-holes close together. Another reason is that there aTe definite tribal customs 
governing the use and ownership of wateT-holes. One group or household of cattle-owners 
often own or have a right over a water-hole they have dug themselves, and prefer to use this 
instead of a common one over which they have no control. 

Sandy river-beds are extensively utilised in all districts of the Central Province. In the 
Southern Highlands, in the Ubcna Plains orNjombe District, in parts of Iringa Districi and in 
Chunya, such river-beds are also to be found. In the Northern Province few sandy river-beds 
of this lype exist, except in Mbulu District. In the Western Province sandy river-beds are 
common and are extensiv'ely used in Nzega. Tabora and Kahama districts. In the Lake 
Province, in Mwanza, Shinyanga, Kwimba and Musoma districts they are also utilised. 
Groundwater of this type is, in addition, found in all other provinces. but the main areas 
arc the ones enumerated above. Many of these sandy river-beds can be regarded as a pipe
hne traversing the arid countryside and in the aggregate supplying large quantities of water 
at Ihe end of the dry season. 

(ii) Alluvial Fans.- Such deposits are of very minor importance as providers of surface 
groundwater. but exist below the Chenene Hills. Dodoma District, in the Chungai area of 
Kondoa District and in the Kibakwe area of Mpwapwa District. Other examples can be 
found in Kilosa and in Chunya District below the Rukwa escarpment. 

(b) LIMESTONE FORMATIONS 

(0 Afbuga Limestane.- In the Central Province a large number of water-holes arc dug 
in this fomlation which, in general, consists of clays, marls. siliceous limestone,concretionary 
limestone and limestone rubble. The deepest wells sunk in A-fbuga limestone aTe situated 
near the presentlkowa dam; they there rcached a depth or96 rt. and present the appearance 
of a spiral staircase. The stairs are simply sticks placed from wall to wall. In most cases, 
hO .... l,:vcr. water is struck at far shallower depths. not more than 20 or 25 ft. Many of the 
!dhl~~aJ are flooded during the rains and, in consequence, water-holes of this type may be 
lilkd wilh mud. sand. etc., in the rainy season. It was noticed that. to prevent this, the local 
population in a 'Wcll-field in East Singida District filled the deep, narrow wells with short 
plt.:'ces or tree-trunks and wood and put a lid on top. Examples of water-holes and wells 
~un\... in Mbuga limestone can be round at Itisu. Haneti and Ikowa in Dodoma District, at 
l'dizi in Singida District and in the disused well-shafts east of ltigi in Manyoni District. 
Others occur in Masailand. The aggregate number of water-holes or well-shafts sunk in 
}'flmga limestone is large. 
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(ii) LtJke bml!Srone.-The best c,""'plc< of wells sunk in lake limestone come from 
south-east Masailand, rrom the very large so-called Makami Pan approximately 35 miles long 
(north·south) by 4 miles wide, situated in a block-faulted area some 70 miles south of Arusba. 
The lake beds have a minimum thickness of 60 ft. probably rar more along the western 
fault line. The well-fields are known as Makami and Ndedo and from them 10 to 
12 thousand head of cattle are watered every second or third day in tbe dry season. 
Each field has probably between 25 and 30 wells. 

(iii) Cr)'slalline limestone and dolomite. -Well-fields excavated in this formation arc 
mainly found in south-east Masailand. A large number of wells arc concentrated in the 
two main fields at Namharera and Ngasumcl. but many others arc 10 be found in the same 
region, particularly at Londergess. At Nambarera and Ngasumet the wells are often 
pro\<ided with a ramp do"" \\ hich the caule walk to the watering troughs. The water is 
raised in leather buckets pa.'i'icd from hand to hand by four to six Masai standing in the 
narrow well shaft one abo\'e the other, the man at the bottom of the well standing to his 
waist in water. The history of these wells although imperfectly known, is interesting. 
Originally the wells consisted of a narrow chimney from 3 fl. to 3 ft. 6 ins. in diameter. 
Some years ago remains of these Chimneys could still be seen in the open cuts of the ramps. 
Water was reached in the dolomite at approximately 60 ft. depth. It is generally assumed 
that the people who dug these chimney wells were of non-Ban tu origin, akin to the HottentolS 
and that they came from the north where the knowledge of water in limestone and 
the construction of deep wells had spread from earlier civilizations. It is not known whether 
the poople in question were the same as those who buried their dead in a sitting position in 
the cairns found at Makami and at Kitwe in south-east Masailand. These cairns were 
found near the wells at Makami, and in Kitwe there are good reasons to believe that an old, 
now abandoned well-field existed. 

(iv) Cora/limestone and marine Iimestone.-Along the coast a number of wells have been 
sunk in this formation. The water found in the coral limestone wells is frequently 
slightly saline. 

(c) LATIRmC HARDPAN. (iRONsTO"E, MlJRRAM) 

Latentic hardpan occurs commonly in the western part of the territory and, to a certain 
extent, in the Iringa District. The hardpan consistc; of quartz, iron oxides and alumina and 
many different types may be encountered. The two main types are the vesicular and the 
more solid. In the latter the vesicles seem to be filled with weathering material. 
In consequence all lateritic hard pans do not carry water: whether they originally were 
pen-ious or only have become pervious through solution and leaching is not known. It is 
generally considered that these hard pans belong to old weathering surfaces. In the Eastern 
Province in the Rufiji similar surfaces have been reported. 

Hardpans may be found at varying levels and relationships to the position of the bedrock. 
At Tabor. the hardpan i< found at from 8 to J7 ft. depth and is from a rew feet to 5 ft. thick. 
At Urambo 20 to 30 ft of this type of rock has been reported from boreholes. Tbe Tabora 
water-holes and wells sunk in lateritic hardpan have given good yields. For instance, the 
old electric pO,wer station at Tabora relied for many years on such a supply. In the Nzega 
and Kahama districts the lateritic hard pan is extensively utilised by the population and 
Railway water supplies ha\'c been obtained in wells at lkusule from this source. 
Water-holes and small pond" are excavated in this formation and the water issues from the 
lateritic rock abo\"C a clay layer which lies underneath. These water-holes are often situated 
halfway bel,"een the watershed and the streams or drainage channels in this district. 
The number of water-holes found in the lateritic ironstone is large. In the Sumbaw3nga 
District the ~aterite lies directly on the bedrock and water is found on this rock in shallow 
water-holes. 
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(d) ELUVTUM 

(i) Gelleral.-Eluvium, in the sense used here. comprises a number ofweathering products 
of rocks and olher deposits which. in general. lack sorting. such as subsoils. rock rubble and 
non·lateritic bedrock cements. Many water-holes have been dug in these formations, 
and il can only be slated that water-holes sunk in eluvium are evenly distributed over the 
whole territory. 

(ii) In Ihe vicinity of granite lors or kopjes.- There is. however. a type of water-hole in 
eluvium which is confined to certain districts. This type is dug near or adjacent to a bare 
granile lor or kopjc and the waler supply depends enlirely on lhe large run-off from the 
bare granite which collects in the sandy eluvium at or near the foot of the kopje. The best 
examples can be seen in Singida and Maswa districts. 

(e) HARD ROCKS 

(i) Fissure JVel/s.-These wells have already been referred to above. The yield from such 
wells is, as a rule, small, but in many places is the only water available for miles. 
Good examples of these occur in the neighbourhood of Dodoma. 

(ji) Weathered ca~;ries. basins and pockets in hard rock.- In general, only a relatively small 
number of weUs sunk by Europeans in hard rock have been successful, and most obtain their 
water from the weathered zones of granitic and Basement rocks. One good native well in 
hard rock is found at Kisima. 76 miles south of Dodoma. 

(f) BEACH SANDS 

(iJ Sea-Shore.- Along the coast of the Indian ocean weUs have been dug in beach sands 
al suitable places from Lindi in the south to Bagamoyo District in the north. The fresh 
groundwater often rests on the underlying sea-water and the water-level changes 
with the tides. 

(ii) Lake shorts or old shore-lines.- These formations are not commonly utilised for 
obtaining surface water-supplies, but examples can be found in the Bahi depression region of 
the Central Province and probably south of Saza Mines, Chunya District. 

(g) PROSPEcrJNG FOR SH:'-lLOW GROUNDWATER 

Prospecting for shallow ground water has been carried out by the Dio;trict Administration 
from the time the territory came under permanent administration by the British Government 
after the 1914-18 war. From the middle 19~O's to 1940 the Geological Survey Department 
carried out a large amount of work on well-digging and prospecting for well-sites. Later, 
this particular type of work was handled by the various departments and executives dealing 
with water supplies in general. until the Water Development Department was fonned 
~hoflly after the last war. 

During the earlier stages wells were sunk in likely localities and water-holes were lined. 
From about 1947 prospecting for well-sites by Banka drilling was introduced. The Banka 
dnll is a hand-operated drill. originally designed for tin-prospe<:ting in the islands of Banka 
and Billeton . This type of drill. which can operate in water-logged ground. has been of 
~IC~lt help. nOI perhaps so much in finding water, as in aVOiding the digging of wells where no 
"';Her or little waler can be round. During the period 1947 to 1955 inclusive. approXimately 
13.000 ft . of drilling wa(, carried out in prospecting for well-sites by the Water-Boring Section 
operating Banka drills. The results bear out the statement made above that probably the 
majority or the shallow well-sites within the areas under cultivation or abandoned by the 
trihal population of the territory have already been located. In fact, cultivation has been, 
and is, tied to easily accessible shallow groundwater supplies. On an aggregate a very large 
[lmount of "'ork and capital expenditure has, however, been allocated to the improvement 
of and prospecting for shallow ground water supplies during the past 35 years. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

GEOCHEMISTRY OF GROUNDWATER 

Up to the present water samples in Tanganyika bave been examined for the followi ng 
main purposes:-

1. To ascertain whether the water is chemically suitable for consumption by human 
beings and livestock. 

2. For suitability for boiler-feed or for use in cooling systems, directly or after softening 
processes. 

3. For the total mineral content for saltworks or for rare minerals. 
4. Seasonal variations in sali nity. 
5. Pollution by sea-water. 
6. For use as irrigation water. 
7. From a bacteriological angle. (This type of examination does not fall within the 

scope of this survry). 

The water samples thus examined can be divided into four main categories. depending on 
the source of the sample. 

I. The deeper ground water as struck in boreholes at depths varying from 50 to 900 ft. 
and mine·waters. 

2. Shallow surface waters from wells and water-holes. 
3. Spring waters. 
4. River and lake waters. 
Of these categories only No. I and No. 2 fall within the true definition of groundwater. 

Certain spring waters, particularly the thermal type, must be considered as a mixture of 
groundwater and juvenile water, Juvenile has been defined by E. Suess as "matter which has 
not participated in su pracrustal cycles", True groundwatcr in Tanganyika is derived from 
precipitation in the form of rain, snow or mist which has percolated superficial deposits and 
found its way into the rocks themselves. Groundwater thus obtains its mineral contents 
from a particular set of soils, rocks, or other geological formations leached by rain·water. 
Rain-water itself contains varying amounts of chJorine, derived from the sea (cyclic), 
depending on the distance from the sea and other circumstances. Carbon dioxide is absorbed 
from the atmosphere, and rotting vegetation, etc., produces other chemical substances which 
may act as solvents. 

(a) WATER ANALYSlS IN GENERAL AND POTABILITY OF WATER 

(i) Main SailS in Groundwater.-]n the main, groundwater in Tanganyika contains only 
a small number of elements which combine to form salts in solution. The more common 
of these salts are listed below. 

Sodium Chloride ... 
Sodium Sulphate 
Sodium Carbonate 

Salts 

Sodium Bi--or H)"drocarbonate ... 
Sodium fluoride .. . 
Calcium Chloride .. . 
Calcium Bicarbonate 
Calcium Carbonate 
Calcium Sulphate ... 
Magnesium Sulphate 
Magnesium Carbonate 
Magnesium Bicarbonate ... 
Magnesium Chloride 
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Formula 
NaCI 
Na,SO, 
Na,C;O, 
NaHCO, 
NaF 
CaCl, 
Ca(HCO,h 
Caco, 
Caso, 
MgSO, 
MgCO, 
Mg(HCO,h 
MgCI 



Pota"ium, K, Alumina, AI,03, Silica, SiO" Phosphate, PO" and Iron in various forms 
also occur. Practically all other elements or compounds which may be found in the 
groundwaters of the territory are rare and are, therefore, not determined in routine analyses. 

Nitrates and nitrites are, in general, found only in water which has been polluted. This 
also applies to hydrogen sulphide, H,S, except in mine watcrs and water perCOlating through 
vegetable matter. The presence of nitrates is, therefore, important as an indication of 
pollution and when they occur the water in question has to be submitted for bacteriological 
and other tests . 

(ii) Units, and Symbols used in Water Ana~l'_fes.-When a \\ateT sample is analysed. the 
result of the analysis of the salt content is cxpre-;;sed in \arious units. For ground water 
in general. the elements and radicals. or salts. are expressed in parts per million (p.p.m.), 
or in grains per gallon (gr.p.g.). 1,000 p.p.m. equals 70 grains per gallon. Parts per 
100,000 (p.p. 10') is also often used ror boiler water analysis; grammes per litre (g.p.1.) ror 
more concentrated solutions. Concentrations of brine may be stated in percentages. 
Sea-water salinity is oftcn given as 350/00 which is equal to 3-5 per cent total salts. The 
symbol pH is rrequently round in a water analysis and rerers to the alkalinity or the acidity 
of the water. The symbol denotes the hydrogen-ion ex.ponent and stands in a certain 
rela lionship to the hydrogen-ion concentrations of the water. It is sufficient to state that the 
scale extends from 0 to 14 and pH 7 means, iD fact. a water which is neutral, neither alkaline 
nor acid. Higher figures. such as pH 8·5 and upwards. indicate distinctly alkaline waters. 
Lower figures from pH 6 to 4·5 indicate acid waters. Neutral to phenolphthalein denotes a 
pH of between 8 and 9'8, wit bin which range this indicator may turn from colourless to 
pink . Phenolphthalein does not react to NaHC03. but will turn raintly pink when Na,C03 
is present. Litmus paper will distinguish between neutral, alkaline and acid waters. 

TOlal Dissolved Solids. This means the weight after drying, at 105°C., 120°C. or 180°C. 
of residual salts obtained by eyaporation of a known volume of water. Water samples. 
arc filtered before being evaporated, 

Temporary Hardness. This is mainly due to the presence arCa and Mg bicarbonates in 
water. These salts are convened to carbonates during bo iling which have lower solubility 
(sort ,cale in boilers). Temporary hardness is now generally given as parts Caco, per 
100,000 or parts per million. The old scale degrees (Clark's soap method) was expressed 
in parts CaC03 per 70,000 or grains per gallon. 

Permanent Hardness. This is caused by calcium a~d magnesium sulphates and silica. 
(Hard scale in boilers is mostly CaSO.). 

Total Hardness. This is the sum or all the salts present that are likely to produce scale in 
boilers. 

Permanent hardness is often calculated as the difference between Total hardness and 
Temporary hardness. 

AI"alillit)" This. in analysis, is expressed as Ca(HC03h, CaC03, NaHCOJ or Na,C03, 
bur It i, rundamentally de. ermined as the sum total or HC03 and C03 found in the water by 
titration with dilute hydrochloric acid using either methyl orange or phenOlphthalein as an 
inJica lor. 

Conduclivily TeSI. During the earliest stages of groundwater development in the territory, 
unal)'\c' of \\ater for human use and for livestock aimed mainly at assessing total dissolved 
'\oll( .. h. "hich were determined by conductivity measurements, i.e. by passing an electric 
l'um:"1 through the water to be analysed and recording the conductivity in reciprocal ohms 
from the instrument. The main salts present were then ascertained by qualitative analysis, 
und thc T.O.S. read from empirical graphs based on the most common salts present in 
J,:wulld\\ater. Conductivity values of this type are still sometimes given by the Geological 
~ur\l:y laboratory. This method, known as the dionic test, is accurate. For repeated 
tC"1\ of the;: same water, which are often done in respect of seasonal variations in wells and 
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boreholes used for boiler water, contaminated by sea-water and for Ihermal spring wate .. , 
il is a very sensitive and quick method, the whole lesl taking only a few minutes. 
Conductivity tests are now extensively used for delermining the quality of irrigation wate ... 
In older test apparalus, waler for a conductivity lest had to be reasonably clear, i.e. free from 
excess colloidal matter, to enable temperature adjustment to be made. Highly saline waters 
cannot be tested by conduclivity methods. 

Complete Analyses. During later years complete analyses have become routine procedure 
including. since the ycar 1953, the determination of fluorine (F). At presenl the results 
of water analyses carried out by the Government Chemist and the Geological Survey 
Department aTe given in parts per million. The Government Chemist, in addition, uses the 
following symbols. 

E.C.= Electrical Conductivi ty expressed in reciprocal microhrns or micromhos at a tempera· 
ture of 25°C. E.C. values aTC particularly userul in connection with irrigation waters. 
P. Alkalinily is phenolphthalein alkalinity expressed as CaCO,. M. Alkalinity is alkalinity 
by methylorange expressed as CaCO,. TH. or Total Hardness is expressed as CaCO,. 
Sodium Absorption Ratio or S.A.R. values may also be given for irrigation walers and 
calculaled according to the formula: 

S.A.R. = Na+ 

V Ca++ Mg++ 

2 

In this formula the contents of the elements are expressed in milligram equivalents per 
litre. which is parts per million divided by the equivalent weight. 

(iii) Potable JValer.-What constitutes potable water from a chemical point of view? 
The exacting standards laid down for more developed communities cannot be enrorced in 
general or adhered to under the conditions prevailing in Tanganyika. Most groundwatcr 
supplies must, thererore. be treated on their own individual merits and the standards adapted 
to the purposes for which the water is 10 be used. 

The indigenous rural populati9n and their livestock can and do, use water which is far 
more saline than the generally accepted standard. There is still a great deal of controversy 
as regards the influence or toxicity to the human and animal body or excessive concentrations 
of total soluble salts in water. ·Some authorities regard the osmotic pressure set up by the 
total amount of salts present in solution in the water as the main guide as to whether the 
water is harmful or not, for instance, to livestock. Others ass ign toxic properties to 
individual salts such as Na2S0 •• MgSO. and Na2CO" the latler salt occurring only in alkaline 
waters. NalS04 and MgS04 act as aperients and if present in excess (when sole "harmful" 
sail present maximum approximalely 1,000 p.p.m. for Na2S0.) may, in Ihe long run, be 
harmful to both human beings and animals. This also applies to sodium chloride (maximum 
approximately 1,400 p.p.m.). 

Water containing a concentration of 10,000 p.p.m. of the salts commonly present in 
Tanganyika groundwater have been used in Australia over short periods, both by man and 
beast, without harmful effects. In this territory trials were made in a very dry area or 
watering livestock every third day with an alkaline water containing 16,000 p.p.m . T.O.S. 
These tests failed as the cattle, in the long Tun, showed more and more reluctance to drink 
the water. No deaths were recorded. Cattle are, however, regularly using water whicb 
contains more than 4,000 p.p.m. T.O.S. rrom boreholes. Over short periods, water-holes 
in the Bahi Depression. where the water contains 9,400 p.p.m. (75 per cenl of T.D.S. NaCI) 
are used for domestic needs and 13,950 p.p.m. for livestock; it is probable that waters or 
even higher total salinity are used in Masailand. As a rule borehole water containi ng more 
than 3,500 p.p.m. of normal groundwaler salts without excess of sodium cbloride 
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(maximum appro.imately 1,400 p.p.m. NaCl) is considered unfit for human use, and 
in some areas it is recommended that any pumping installation from a borehole 
containing water of 3,300 p.p.m. should be of a temporary and experimental nature only. 
For small urban settlement supplies the potability limit is drawn at approximately 3,000 
p.p.m., provided sodium chloride does not constitute the major portion of the soluble salts, 
and that other unsuitable salts do not occur in the water. For toxic action of fluorine see 
under (b) General Considerations (ii). 

(b) GENERAL CONSlDERA TIO"S 

The type of salinity and the percentage proportion of the salts to total solids is directly 
influenced by the various superficial deposits and rock formations penetrated by rain-water. 
The total salinity, however, depends largely on the structural, general geological and 
topographical conditions which regulate groundwater movements. Free moving water in 
superficial deposits O( rock formations is seldom highly saline. On the other hand. where 
drainage is impeded and the water remains neJrly "iJg:13nt. or is collected in a drainage-less 
basin where the annual increment from surface run-off and percolation is removed only by 
evaporation from a high water·table ur the s.urface of seasonal lakes and <:wamps. highly 
saline groundwaters are developed and. occasionally. e\en brines. 

0) Saline Gro//f/c ... ·a ter Areas.-Large areas of saline ground water have been encountered 
in the Lake Rukwa. Wembere and Bahi Depressions. The outskirts of Lake Jipe also 
appears to be saline. The water in the Amboseli pan on the Kcn)a boundary is at least 
partly fresh around the Sinya wel\,. In many Rift Valle) lakes and pans the salinity is 
increased by the inRux of saline water from springs. 

Other smaller saline areas outside the drainage-Ie.:;s baSinS and at some distance from the 
coast have also been encountered during ground\,.'ater e'plorations. Such areas are the 
Dodoma and Singida townships. ''''sagalr and Gulwc In the Central Province.lhe Kingolwira 
area in the Eac;tern Province and Shin}anga in the \\ c .. tern Pro\ mce. In the Tanga Pro\'ince 
two main areas at some dbtance from the cnuc;t carry saline ground water . namely. Ngomcni 
and Wec;t Korog\\e. In the Southern Pro\mce the \la"3'" ar~a inland has pro\ed difficult 
in this respect. 

All these areas, with the exception of Shinyanga. are situated within granitic or Basement 
rocks. The reason for these small saline areas is, in 'iome cases, not clear. Oodoma. 
Msagali and Gulwe have in common a sluggish drainage. The groundwatcr at Msagali 
reached brine concentration. Singida township lies between two lake<; which are saline. 
and some of the groundwater may be contaminated by fissure ~ater derived from th~ lakes. 
The rocks of the Kingolwira area contain the mineral scapolltc which is chlorine-bearing. 
but it is also possible that a large fault exi'its below the Uluguru Mountains which may carry 
saline water. In one borchole at Tungi T.D.S. reached brine concentration. The Ngomeni 
saline area stretches 10 the nNth belo ...... the eastern end of the Usambara Mountains. Large 
fis5ures carryillg ,aline wat~r are known to e'(ist in thiS region. The Shinyansa area is 
partly invaded by \"imbcrlites. and the c;chist rormation ea"it of the stalion carriC'i saline 
groundwater. At ~lasasi. in (he Southern Province. fairly large quantities of saline ground
water have been struck in fissures in the Ba"iCn.1ent rock. but the origin of the salts 15 nOl clear. 

Apart from thec;e smaller saline areas, which are located in urban centres and near the 
railways and. therefore, have been more closely e'<plored for groundwater, many mbtlgas 
contain saline ground water which is unfit for consumption by live'itock. 

The coastal sedimentary rocks and unconsolidated sedimentary formations found near the 
coast vary to a large degree in te'(ture and structure. In consequence, water encountered in 
such formations may be highly saline. or potable, depending on the actual location, and 
often showing variation in amount of tOlal salts within a rew hundred yards. The danger of 
sea-water penetration is. howe .. -er, always present. Starting in the south, the Mtwara area 
at one time presented a problem as regards fresh groundwater. Potable water was eventually 
found just norelh of Mikindani at sea level in a coastal spring area; this water is artesia. 
The Lindi water supply. which was first obtained from wells in the township, was contami
nated by sea-water. and the present supply from springs in Eocene limestone, although 
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potable, has • high chlorine conlent. The groundwalers of Ihe Lindi Crock area are, .. 8 

rule, unpotable. The Kilwa peninsula is supplied by waler from sands and is salisfaclory 
as far as salinity is concerned. The Dar es Salaam supply, derived from estuarine sands in 
buried river-beds, has occasionally hoen contaminaled by sea-waler Ihrough over-pumping. 
The Pangani area varies; some boreholes have struck saline water, others fresh. Tanga 
tOWD derives its waler from Ihin pebble beds in old esluarine deposilS, and Ihe qualily is 
reasonably good. The Amboni area is largely occupied by Juras,ic limeslone and the qualily 
of the water varies. Further to the nonh, the Moa village area is polluted by sea·water, 
bUI reasonably fresh waler has hoen slruck soulh of Moo, one and a half miles from Ihe sea. 

1n general, sea-water will penetrate inland in any pervious formation unless forced back 
by fresh water under pressure. Fresh water occurs as a rule above the sea-water except 
under artesian or sub-artesian conditions. The delicate equilibrium between sea-water and 
fresh waler is governed by Hertzberg's theory based on Ihe specific gravily of sea and fresh 
water respectively. 

The water-level of many "ells along the shore-line rises and falls with the tides and 
contamination by salt water may abo vary from the same cause. 

North of Oar es Salaam il has been found thal Ihe clayey deposilS which prevail in Ihis 
area arc penetraled by sca-waler. A geophysical survey showed that salt waler can be 
ex peeled from aboul 150 n. deplh near the shore 10 300 fl. depth in the neighbourhood of Ihe 
Bagamoyo new road. The waler supply for Tanganyika Packers, Lld., was slruck in river 
sands and is fresh. 

(ii) F7uorine, F.-Dne of Ihe main problems in respecl of pOlabilily of groundwater 
found in Tanganyika is, however, not the occurrence of highly saline water in boreholes. 
wells or water-holes but the presence of fluorine in the form of sodium fiuoride, NaF, amongst 
Ihe dissolved sails in practically all groundwater. 

Ruorine, even quanlities as low as 1·5 p.p.m., (olher aUlhorities slate 2·5 p.p.m.) allacks 
the enamel of the teeth of children and, in larger amounts, the teeth of animals. In large 
quantities it leads to density in the bone structure of both man and beast. The toxic action 
of fluorine is cumulative; thus watering points with a high fluorine content which are used 
for, say, only six months of the year are less dangerous Ihan supplies used permanently. 
The question of total intake of fluorine also arises, as, apart from water, grass and presumably 
other vegetable matter in contaminated areas contain fluorine. The standard of nutrition 
also appears to be related to the effect of fluorine on man. All aspects comiidered, it is difficult 
to assess the danger of excessive fluorine intake from water, but before stating figures from 
other countries some facts relevant to the question from this territory should perhaps be set 
down. 

The Oulch Selllcmenl at Oldonyo Sambu, north of Arusha, was established in Ihe early 
part of the century and, as far as is known, families have Lived there and used the springs 
containing from 11 to 14 p.p.m. fluorine for at least two generations without disastrous 
results . 

The Masai in the Serengeti use water containing .50 to 60 p.p.m. for a short period every 
year. Another instance of water with a high fluorine content used by the Masai is the Ngare 
Nanyuki furrow, north of Mount Meru, which contains in places 25 p.p.m. fluorine. 

The danger of fluorine, particularly to the teeth of children, was not discovered until 1931. 
but since then research on this SUbject in the United Kingdom, the United States and other 
countries has been continuous. In one area in the United Kingdom where the water 
contained.5 p.p.m. fluorine, the teeth of 100 per cent of all children examined were affected 
and damage was serious in 20 per cent of these cao;;es. From Texas, U.S.A., a radiological 
survey revealed "an increased bone density not associated with functional impairment in 
11 per cent of those examined. The water supply used contained 8 p.p.m. fluorine. Examj· 
nation of a limited number of persons living in an area where the water contained 1-2 to 
3 p.p.m. revealed no evidence of fluorosis", 
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As regards cattle in Tanganyika, G. W. Walker, Research Chemist seconded to tbe 
Veterinary Department, in the course of a fluorine survey. came to the conclusion that, in 
the conditions prevailing in the area under examination. 18 p.p.m. was the maximum amount 
compalible wilh good husbandry of call le. bUI over tbis amount an abnormal increase of 
bone breakages and wear of the teeth was observed. 

The main areas in which fluorine occurs in excessive quantities are outlined on the 
Geological Map allached. The high Huorine content of Ihe waler in these areas is tbe result 
oftbe following geological and hydrological processes and conditions. 

I. Volcanic Activities. 
(a) Volcanic rock including kimberliles and carbonaliles, pyroclastics and ash and salt 

deposits. 

(b) Thermal springs silualed in, or ncar, deep fractures and fault zones and connected 
wilb deep-scaled magmas. 

2. C.oncentralion through evaporation in drainagcless areas of saline groundwaters and 
mix.ed juvenile waters. 

3. The presence of minerals such as fiuorile and apalite in rocks or lake deposits. 
The most important example of volcanic rocks, p),Toclastics and ash contributing to a 

high fluorine content of ground water in general is the east and south-east Meru area, including 
al leasl part oflhe San)'a Corridor belween Mount Meru and Mounl Kilimanjaro. Borebole 
water in the south Saoya Corridor has been found to contain up to 96 p.p.m. fluorine. 
Borehole waters furtber norlh show 4to 8 p.p.m. 

A region highly conlaminaled by fluorine is to be found west oflhe Ngorongoro "Crater" 
and the Lemagrut volcanic cone. The fluorine here is derived from springs, probably 
juvenile, in Ihe Serengeti plain, and possibly from ash-beds deposiled Ibere and in tbe 01 
Balbal Depression. Springs at Eremet in the Screngeti contam 40 p.p.m. fluorine; parui, 
120 p.p.m. and waler-holes in 01 Balbal up to 140 p.p.m. The asb-beds covering the 
Serengeti plain conlinue for at leasl 40 miles to the north of 01 Balbal into the lAlliondo 
District, and boreholes sunk north of the National Park boundary in Basement rocks have 
shown fluorine rales of 6 10 10 p.p.m. The high fluorine con lent of Ihese boreholes is 
probably due 10 waler percolaling asb-beds and finding its way inlo Ibe Basemenl rock. 

Another area where it is suspected that spring water or ash has contributed to the high 
fluorine content is the nortb-eastem Kondoa region, where borcholes show from 4 to 1 
p.p.m. and one borehole. in the Chubi mhuga, sunk in clays. marls and limestone deposits 
on Basement rock, contained 80 p.p.m.· The total solids found in the water from this 
borehole is 22,000 p.p.m. and concenlralion of sails Ihrough evaporalion is likely 10 have 
occurred. 

Water from boreholes in kimberlites in the Shinyanga area shows a fluorine content of 
11010250 p.p.m. and one borehole in alluvium al Seke, nortb of Shinyanga, 21 p.p.m.; 
the fluorine in Ihe latter probably also derived from a kimberlile. Olher boreholes in the 
same region show a higher fluorine content than is normal for granitic rocks. 

In the north-west Shinyanga area, known as the Isanga basin, a few boreholes show 
relatively high fluorine content. This has been attributed to the mineral fluorite which is 
known to occur in the younger granites of the Lake Province. 

One orthe largest areas known to be contaminated by fluorine is the Wembere Depression, 
covering an area of more than 4,800 square miles. This depression is filled. in general. to a 
depth of over 300 feet by lake deposits. calcareolls sandslone,limestoncs. marls and clays and 
sand occurs above bedrock. Five boreholes. sunk at widely-spaced distances in tbe 
depression, all yielded water which showed 8 fluorine content of from 25 to 40 p.p.m. TIle 
reason for this high fluorine concentration is not easily established. Auorine may have 
enlere<i the lake during its maximum stage in the Plio-Pleistoccne from volcanic emanations 
or B<;h. and it is possible that juycnile springs carrying fluorine are still issuing at depth below 
Ihe lake deposits. Springs near Shinyanga, at Ibadakuli in Ihe Wembcre drainage. contain 
7 p.p.m. fluorine, and a borehole sunk in the same area 36 p.p.m. The Wembere basin 
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drains into lake Eyasi, which itselrlacks visible drainage and, although only part or the area 
is subject to high groundwaler or surface evaporation during the rains, some concentration 
or salts has taken place and the groundwater is generally alkaline, which may contribute to 
the high fluorine content or the water. 

Similar conditions prevail in the Bahi Depression, which is over 400 square miles in 
extent and has no drainage, but in this case the spring areas 3rc known and "high salt concen~ 
trations, amounting to brine with up to 180 p.p.m. fluorine content, have been reached by 
evaporation from the water-table and swamps. The groundwater in the Bahi Depression is, 
however, contaminated beyond the area of lake deposits. Thus ground water struck in 
borcholes located iD Basement rocks and granite in the vicinity of Bahi show fluorine figures 
up to 34 p.p.m. 

Thermal springs in the north-western part of the territory. in Musoma District, also 
carry rairly large amounts or fluorine (25 p.p.m.), and in Mbulu District springs containing 
fluorine (maximum 99 p.p.m.) enter lake Balangida. Record figures ror fluorine, 330 
p .p.m· f have been obtained from thermal springs in the Lake Natron basin. 

(c) RESULTS OF WATER ANALYSES FROM BORE HOLES 

If water analyses from two or more bore holes are to be compared or averaged, the 
constituents should first be expressed in percentage of total solids in order to eliminate 
variability in concentration of salts. In the calculation of such percentages it has been found 
that considerable losses in total solids occur when evaporating. and particularly when 
drying, solid salts containing large amounts or bicarbonates. These losses will, therefore, 
affect the calculated percentages or the analyses or certain borehole waters. 

Up to date the number of water analyses that can be used for computing the maiD elements 
from boreholes waters or other ground waters in the territory is limited. However, the 
practical implications or a roreknowledge or the type or water that may reasonably be 
expected in certain rock formations cannot altogether be disregarded, and a number of 
analyses from the Basement and granite formations have, therefore, been computed as 
percentages or total solids. The results bave been tabulated in rrequency graphs. Tbe 
radicals and elements shown in these graphs are Cl, SO, Na, HCO" Ca and Mg. Ruorine 
has been subjected to special treatment as this element is tox.ic, and frequency graphs showing 
fluorine as p.p.m. have, therefore, been included for granite and Basement formations . 
Furthermore, it has become evident that there is a connection between the percentage of 
calcium, magnesium. sodium bicarbonate, carbonate and fluorine iD water, aod that all 
really high fluorine waters contain sodium bicarbonate and sometimes sodium carbonate. 
A low calcium-magnesium'content combined with a high bicarbonate or carbonate figure is 
the rule for a high nuorine content. This rule, however, cannot be applied in the reverse 
sense. 

To illustrate the interdependence or fluorine, Ca, Mg and HCO, two graphs have been 
plotted which show the limiting conditions. Fluorine is expressed as ~{, X 10; Ca, Mg and 
HCO, in per cent or total solids. The fluorine percentage rates ofT.D.S. are low iD brine but 
increase to maximum figures in very pure waters. It should be stated, however, that no 
definite conclusion can be drawn from the relationship between high bicarbonate, low calcium 
and magnesium and high fluorine content. The number or salts involved, the instability or 
CaHCOJ at various concentrations, pH values, temperatures and pressures, and the solubility 
and even ex.istence, of CaF2 in sodium bicarbonate and carbonate waters requires detailed 
and complicated investigation before the problem can be elucidated. 

(i) Ground .... ater derived from the Rocks of the Basement System.-As stated in Chapter 
Ill, this System includes a great variety or rocks, gneisses or different types, mica schists, 
granulites, amphibolites, Ijmestones, dolomites, quartzites, etc. These rocks are all 
metamorphic in varying degrees. 

The water found in them is, in general, a sodium-calcium~bicarbonate water with varying 
amounts of S04 aDd Cl. The most usual transition is from a sodium-bicarbonate to a 
sodium-bicarbooate-sulphate water, less frequently to a sodium~bicarboDate-chloride water. 
Water containing chlorides or sulphates only are not common. The frequency diagrams 
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(Table I) shown for waters derived from Basement rocks are based on some 84 complete 
water-analyses. The peaks on the frequency diagrams indicate that certain percentages of Ca 
and Mg as cations, and CO" 504 and Cl as anions, a re dominant, and that these peak 
frequencies give at least an indication of what may be considered as a "normal" or average 
percentage composition of the total dissolved solids in ground water from the Basement 
formation in various areas. 

The "normal" grouodwatcr from Basement rocks would thus contain 12 to 14 per cent 
calcium, 2 to 6 per cent magnesium, calculated on T.D.S. (84 analyses) and 16 to 20 per cent 

sodium (42 analyses only). 
The relationship of the anions, CO" SO, and Cl, are more complex. The HCO, 

frequen cy graph shows a peak, No. 1II , at percentages betwccn 70 and 80 per cent II
CO

, 
of T.D.S. This percentage of HCO" although calculated from the analyses, is too high; 
this is probably due to losses of H,O and CO, when total solids are determined by evaporation 
of high content bicarbonate waters. In a water containing only sodium bicarbonate the 
percentage of HCOJ cannot ('xceed 12·7 per cent unless rree C02 is present in the water. 
Under such circumstance~ it is morc likely that the peak would fall between 60 and 70 per cent 
and not between 70 aod 80 per cent. Waters of the 70 to 80 per cent cum 60 to 70 per cent 
type occur in the Eastern, Central and Tanga Provinces, and are the rule, except in the vicinity 
of Kongwa , where lower values of !O to 20 per ceot HCO, predominate. The Nachingwea 
area of the Southern Province shows a peak frequency at between 40 and 50 per cent HeOl 
(peak No. 11) and contributes with Kongwa to the high No. I peak at between 10 and 20 per 

cent. 
The S04 graph shows two main peaks. No. l represents borehole waters from the 

Nachingwea area alone, containing low S04 concentrations. Peak No. 11 at between 10 
and 15 per cent represents borehole waters from the remainder of the territory. From the 
SO" graph it is also clear that waters containing only SO" arc relatively rare. 

The chlorine graph is, on the whole, simple and the peak frequency betwccn 5 and 10 
per cent can be considered as representative for water from tbe Basement formation in 
general. \Vaters containing only chlorides are not common. 

The majority of groundwaters obtained from the Basement rocks are neutral to weakly 
alkaline and pH values lie between 7 and 8. Only in a few localities is sodium carbonate 
present in waters which must bc regarded as brines. and in such localities pH values rise to 
9 or 10. Nearly all waters from the Basement must be considered as hard or very hard. 
This can be deduced from the Ca and Mg frequenc), graph in conjunction with the average 
total sol ids. Fluorine "'alues lie between 0 and 2 p.p.m. in generaL The maximum fluorine 
content so far discovered is 80 p.p.m. and refers to a brine water from Kondoa District. 
Fluorine frequencies have not been plotted-for values in exc~s of 10 p.p.m. Phosphates are 
known from Kongwa borchole waters. Silica, Si02, occurs up to 7·7 per cent in borehole 
waters derived from Bao;emcnt rocks. 

The amount of tolal dissolvcd solids fluctuates widely for Basement waters from a 
maximum of 34,000 p.p.m. to 200 r.p.m. The majority of Basement waters fall within the 
wide group of 500 to 1,000 p.p.m. Areas yielding groundwaters of more than 2,000 p.p.m. 
occur in the Central Province near Gulwe and 19andu stations on the Central Railway line. 
Maximum saliniticc:. in thl !> region are 5,700 p.p.m. East of Kongwa, in the Pingalamc area, 
maximum salinity is 3,400 p.p.m., in the eastern Bahi Depression arca, up to 34,000 p.p.m.! 
while in Kondoa District, a brine of 22,000 p.p .m. occurs. In the Eastern Province the 
Kingolwira-Tungi region shows high salinities from 13,000 p.p.m. at Tungi to 7,000 p.p.m. 
in the Kingol\\ira area. In the Ngomeni area from Muheza nonh·east to the Sigi River 
and beyond, \\aters reaching 20.000 p.p.m. have been recorded. In the Korogwe region, 
salin ities of o\er 4,000 p.p.m. have been noted. In the Northern Province, one borehole in 
south.cast Mass; reached 4,000 p.p.m. In the Nachingwea area three boreholes out of 25 
for \\ hich analyses are available exceeded 3,000 p.p.m. The total solids shown for these 
three boreholes are 4,100,3,300 and 3,700 p.p.m., the first two are sulphate waters,the third 
I ~ a chlorine water. The total number of boreholes sunk by Government in Basement rocks 
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and which have struck excessively saline water unsuitable for stock or domestic use is not 
very high. About 12 boreholes out of 170, including failures of all kinds, could not be used, 
but 16 Government boreholes sunk in Basement rocks yield water of more than 3,000 p.p.m. 

(ii) Granitic Rocks.-AJl types of granite and granitic rocks have been included in this 
group, whether contaminated by inclusions or rafts of older rocks or belonging to the 
younger or sO-Gll1ed mobilized granites of the Lake Province or Lupa type. Borehole 
waters derived from these rocks show peak percentage frequencies for Cl and HCOJ similar 
to the main groups of the Basement rocks. The frequency diagrams are based on approxi
mately fift) analyses. 

The SO, graph shows a major pe:lk at low SO, percentage between 0 and 5 per cent and 
a secondary peak between 10 and 15 per cent. The Ca percentage values are lower and lie 
between 6 and 10 per cent. Mg show, onc peak frequency only. at between 2 and 4 per cent. 

The great majority of water!) struck in granitic rocks contain sodium bicarbonate, but a 
number of markedly chloride waters occur in the granite'), Sulphate-sodium-bicarbonate 
waters arc to be found in the BJhi D~rre'i5 ion. in the ltigi area and at Ulaya, Kilosa District. 
The average fluorine content is higher than In the Basement waters and lies between 1 and 3 
p.p.m. The maximum fluorine value so far encountered in waler from a borehole sunk in 
granitic rock by Government is II to 12 p.p.m. A borehole sunk by private enterprise 
north of Shinyanga in granitic rock showed 36 p.p.m. F. Total solids vary considerably from 
a maximum of 47.000 to 200 p.p.m. The average is slighlly lower than that for the Basement 
rock and lies approximately between 500 and 800 p.p. m. Only a very small number of 
boreholes show salinities exceeding 3,000 p.p.m. A number of boreholes have for years 
provided water for locomotive boilers on the Central Railway tine. In dry years, when other 
sources were not available, these supplies proved unsatisfactory and many tests and investiga
tions have bt.."en carried out in the past in an endeavour to find a solution to the problem. 

All grani te waters are neutral to slightly alkaline, with the exception of brines struck in 
granitic rock in the Bahi Depression with pH values as high as 9. 

(iii) N)'anzian Formalion.-This fonnation has so far not often been successfully explored 
by drilling, and very few analyses are therefore available. Analyses from the Ikoma area 
show high bicarbonate percentages and rclatively high fluorine values of more than 4 p.p.m. 
Analyses from boreholes in the Lake Victoria region conform more closely to granite waters. 
Total salinities vary from 1,000 to 2,600 p.p.m. with pH value 7·5. 

(iv) Karagwe-Allkoleon.- This formation has been explored by drilling in the Bukoba 
District only and shows water of low total salinity of 200 to 300 p.p.m. The type is a sodium 
bicarbonate or bicarbonate chlorine wate r, in some cases a predominantly ch lorine "-ater high 
in Ca. and low in S04 an~ very low in fluorine, except in the vicinity or tin-bearing granites. 
These are excellent soft waters, neutral to slightly alkaline. 

(v) Volcanic Rocks and Pyroc/aslic Deposits.-The larger of the two main areas of 
volcanic rocks in Tanganyika is situated in the Northern Province, covering 10,000 square 
miles; the much smaller area of 1,200 square mites is in the Southern Highlands Province. 
These areas show a grcat diffcrence in tbe amount of rainfall. The southern volcanic area, 
mainly situated in the Mbeya, Tukuy~ and Njombe .District, receives a relatively high annual 
rainfall and is very welt watered by five rs and runnmg streams. Only a few scattered areas 
are dry. In consequencc the Southern Highlands volcanic region has only been explored by 
onc borchole, at Mbcya yielding a very pure water. 

The groundwater struck by drilling in the Northern Province varies considerably, both in 
T.O.S. content and in the type of water struck. So far no brines or highly saline waters have 
been encountered. The highest total solids obtained from a Government borehole is 2,400 
p.p.m. rrom a boreholc at Dutch Corne r. A few are very low, almost comparable to 
rain-",-'3ter. The fluorine contenl of many boreholes. however, reaches values which make 
the water toxic. or at least un potable. The sm311 number of bore hole water analyses available 
indicates that the majority of the waters from volcanic rocks or deposits are sodium-bicar
bonate waters; in addition some contain appreciable amounts of Na2COJ. Most are. 
therefore, slightly alkaline to alkaline. No acid waters have been found so far. The Ca and Mg 
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percentage< or total solid, range rrom a trace only to 13 per cent Ca and 9-4 per cent Mg. 
Cl is high at about 29 per cent in the Sanya Plain, and at t I per cent in the Arusha township, 
a water which contains 160 p.p.m. orT.D.S. The highest SO, values are round in the Sany. 
borcholes. Fluorine varies from as much as 96 p.p.m. in (he south Sanya corridor to 1,2 
p.p.m. in the Essemingor area. The latter has the lowest fluorine content &0 far found in 
borehole waters derived from lavas. The ground"ater in the Arusha Chini area in 
pyroclastics is a sodium-bicarbonate water low in Ca, Mg and fluorine, with pH 7·9 and 
T.D.S. 534 p_p.m. 

(vi) Bllknban.--Qnly one borehole in this rormation has been successrul. This yielded 
pure water or bicarhonate type, T.O.S. 240 p.p.m. Fluorine is low, but iron and alumina 
In colloidal form arc prco;.ent; pH 7-5. 

(vII) A'arron.-This formation has been explored by drilling in three areas only; in the 
coa,tal helt north of Tanga. in the eastern MOTOgOro District and in the Songca District of 
the Southern Province. 

In the northern Tanga area, toward" the bOtlndaT) between the Karroa and the Basement 
and some dist2nce from the sea, .... ater~ high 111 tolal solids have been encountered, the 
amounts rJ.ngmg from 3.300 to 7.()(X) p.p.m. Thc'-)e waters are of the chlorine·bicarbonate 
type, high 111 Cl (50 to 60 per cent) and low in SO,. Towards the coast there is a reduction 
in the amount of to la 1 solids. but the type ofwJlcr remains the same. Without exception these 
are harJ or 'cry hard waters and some are unfit for human consumption. TIle fluorine 
content is low; pH 7 to 7·5. 

The Karroo formation close to Ngercngere. eastern Morogoro District, has only been 
explored in a few boreholes and the waters struck so far are sulphate-chlorine waters, one 
borehole ncar a major fault-line shows relatively high fluorine, 6 p.p.m. 

South of the Central Railway line in the large tracts of country covered by rocks of 
presumed Karroo age and known Karroo age, only two borcholes have been sunk in search of 
water. These are in the Likonde area or south-east Songea District. The quality of the 
water is satisfactory. with total solids about 600 p.p.m. This is a sodium-bicarbonate water 
and soft. 

Waters slruck during diamond.drilling in the coalfield area known as Ngaka, in Songea 
District, have been analysed. The results indicate that in this area great variations in the 
quality of the water mal' be expected. Total solids range rrom 108 to 1,258 p.p.m. The 
waters are of the bicarbonate type wllh low fluorine \'alues with varying amounts of S04, 
Ca and Mg. but these constituents arc not always present. H2S is present, presumably 
derived from pyrite in the coal formation. The wfllers appear to be potable unless the 
content of' 12S is high. 

(viii) Jurassic.- This formation has been explored by drilling in the Tanga area and, to a 
lesser degree, in the Kidugallo region in the eastern Morogoro District. No boreholes 
have been sunk for water in the Southern Province Jurassic area. 

Only a few analyses are available from the Tanga Jurassic. The total solids from the 
Pongwc-Pigoni area vary rrom 1.100 p.p.m. to 2,500 p.p .m. and the waters are or the 
chlClrine-hicarbonate t} pe. high in Ca and Mg as can be expected in water derived from 
exclusively calcareous scdimenls. Towards the coast at Maweni. the total solids fall to 
about 606 p.p.m. and within the less calcareous sediments in the north Tanga township area 
to 550 p.p.m., the type being the same, a bicarbonate·chlorine water with subordinate SO ... 
South ofNgomeni station, in the Kumburu area. very loy, salinities h.l\e been obtained from 
borehole waters, but to the north of this station salinities of 1.000 p.p.m. seem to be moref 
common. 

In the Kidugallo area the majority of the boreholes is situated within a few miles of 
Kidugallo station. Total solids obtained from these borehole waters range from 700 p.p.m. 
104.500 p.p.m. The type ofwalcr found is a chlorine·sulphate-bicarbonate water containing 
rairly large quantities orCa and Mg. Most orthe water.; arc hard or very hard. The quality 
of the water improves with the depth of drilling and also in the beds to the west of the old 
!lhallo~-water limestones. The waters are neutral to slightly alkaline. 
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(ix) CretaceouJ.-No samples of water from drfinitcly known Cretaceous rocks 3rc 
available, except a brine water from Lake Rukwa which is not representative. 

(x) Tertiary SedimenfJ and Rut"l Fluvialile MQr;n~ Deposits of the Coastal Region.-It 
is orten difficult to distinguish between Recent and Tertiary formations along the coast of 
Tanganyika, and a large amount of field work remains to be done before exact boundaries 
between these formations can be drawn on a map. To a lesser extent this applies to the lake 
deposits in the large inland depressions. The above grouping has, therefore, been adopt<:d 
as a convenient division of the post-Cretaceous coastal sediments and deposits. 

The groundwaters found in the formation described above vary considerably in type and 
salmity, and only a rough division can be drawn between the waters found in the true marine 
scdimenL~ and those encountered in fluviatile deposits. Both groups are liable to be polluted 
by sea-water. 

The t"-o largest towns of the territory, Oar cs Salaam and Tang., at present depend largely 
on water obtained from fluviatile deposits. \Vater from the old pumping installation at 
Tanga. a chlorine water. conlained 900 p.p.m. T.O.S. in 1940. A test in November, 1955, 
shOl .. d 1,168 p.p.m. The T.O.S. of the Oar cs Salaam water supply, which is derived from 
ftU\ iatile deposits or slorage water rrom similar areas, varies according to the source of 
supply, the time of the )ear and the rate of withdrawal by pumping. The Mtoni supply 
ranges between 203 and 483 p.p.m. A tweh'c months' average from Gereza"i borehole is 
1,832 p.p.m. T.O.S., of whicb 710 p.p.m. is Cl. In September, 1954, Msimbazi River 
showed 466 p.p.m. T.O.S. The first water supply for Mtwara was obtained through a 
pipe-line from Mikindani, and contained total solids of approximately 1.150 p.p.m. 
Mtw.r's new supply varies according to borehole and pumping rate; in September, 1955, 
tOlal solids were 1.436 p.p.m. and included iron and manganese. Other tests show J 000 
to 1,187 p.p.m. The ground water struck in wells and boreholes at Lindi varied considerably 
from more than 7,000 p.p.m. T.O.S. in a borehole to 1,800 p.p.m. in wells, with a temporary 
hardness of 43° (Oark'sl, and permanent hardness 32°; a very hard water. Lindi town 
supplies in 1955 showed 1,872 p.p.m. T.O.S., out of which 700 p.p.m. was Cl. 

1n the region south of Tang a a number of boreholcs have been sunk at or within five miles 
from the coast. At M"ambani, potable water has been encountered in the coral reef very 
cJoc;e 10 the sea. Further south. in the south Tanga and north Pangani districts, the coastal 
sediments have been explored by drilling. The lotal solids in these regions vary between 
1,000 and 11,200 p.p.m., the average for the area being approximately 1,400 p.p.m. The 
waters can be classified as a chlorine-bicarbonate type, very low to fairly low in S04. They 
show a neutral reaction and art::: very low in fluorine; this applie<;j to nearly all waters found 
along the coast. Hardness varies considerably with the amount ofT.D.S. but is, in general. 
medium to low. 

Outside the flu\'iatilc deposits, which are the source of the water supplies for Dar es Salaam 
township and the factory of Tanganyika Packers, Ltd., drilling at Kunduchi, Temeke, 
Ubongo and Ukonga indicates that the total solids content of the water varies widely, being 
highest in the Temeke area at 2,000 p.p.m., lowest at Ukonga, near Pugu, at 500 p.p.m., 
and medium at Kunduchi and Ubongo at 1.000 p.p.m. and 725 p.p.m. respectively. Salt 
water has been encountered in several boreholes close to the sea shore north of Oar es Salaam. 
To the south of Dar cs Salaam as far as the south Kilwa District there are no records of 
drilling. Springs and seepages on the Kilwa peninsula. however, yield reasonably good 
water with total solids of approximately 600 p.p.m. The area north of Lindi 10 the 
Mcmmkuru River has been explored by drilling. but groundwater was found to be very 
scarce and when struck in small quantities contained 3,500 p.p.m. T.O.S., mostly chlorides. 
Soulh of Lindi Bay, in the Oligocene sandstone formation, conditions change, and ground. 
water of fairly good quality containing total solids of 1,000 to 1,500 p.p.m. has been struck 
at depth. In the Sudi Bay area, 14 miles soulh of Kitunda. Iota I salinities vary from 750 
p.p.m. to 3.200 p.p.m. North of Mikindani a number of bore holes have yielded .water, and 
salinities of Just under 2,000 p.p.m. arc prevalent. The Sudl Bay and Mlkmdaru boreholes 
produce chlorine waters" ilh little S04' 



(xi) Laki' Bi'ds and Mbugas.-Large tracts of the drainagcless depressions in the interior 
of the territory arc covered by lake beds and much of the water found in such lake beds is 
saline. 

lVemb,re. In the West Wembere total solids found vary from 16,000 to 3,800 p.p.m. 
In the East Wembcre lower salinities are encountered ranging from 5,100 to 1,100 p.p.m. 
depending on the depth at which the water was struck. Water from 150 ft. depth on one 
borehole contained nearly five times the amount of total solids as in water struck at 
approximately 350 ft. The groundwaters in the Wembere are sodium-bicarbonate
carbonate-chloride waters, fairly high in SO" or chloride-bicarbonate waters. They are 
all<.aline and the fluorine content is high. In the western Wembcre fluorine shows a 
concentration of 34 to 40 p.p.m., to the east 26 to 27 p.p.m. Ca and Mg are low. 

n" Rukwo Depression. TI,is is probably the largest single area covered by lake beds in 
the territof). The shallow groundwater down to 25 or 30 ft. depth varies considerably in 
quality, as proved by scores of Banka boreholcs. the variation depending on the situation, 
but in general the waler is high in sodium chloride and ofleo unpotable. Deep drilling has 
so far. been carried out only at Ivuna salt pans for brine, so that no actual information is; 
available as lb the sa linity in general of the deeper ground water in this depression. Geophy
sical surveys in limited areas indicate that unpotable water may be expected at depth. 7'S 
p.p.m. fluorine has been encountered in one Banka borchole at lvumba Camp, Lake Rukwa 
area. 

77lt Afa11)'ara Drpression. The lake beds of the Manyara Depression have been ex:ptored 
by drilling only at the northern and southern ends. At Makuyuni, potable water was struck 
containing T.D.S. of 568 p.p.m. The type can be described as a bicarbonate water low in 
Cl and 504 , fairly high in Ca, Mg and Si02, with pH 8 to 8·5. SaUne water in 
small quantities was struck at 500 ft. depth 12 miles west of Makuyuni. The salinity of the 
water occurring in thc southern end of the depression is not known, but the shallow ground. 
water, judging by the fairly large number of water-holes used by the local population, is 
potable. Spring water from this area varies considerably, from 2,550 to 30,270 p.p.m. iD 
T.O.S. The watcr is a sodium·bicarbonate·carbonate-chlorine type, high in Si02, low in 
S04 and it contains no Ca or Mg. Fluorine has not been determined, but is probably high. 
Judging rrom samples taken in August , Lake Manyara water is not highly saline at certain 
times of the year-380 to 440 p.p.m.-but the only salt present appears to be Na2C03' 
A sample taken in October, 1952, shows T.D.S. 8,612 p.p.m., i.e., Na2C03 5,150 p.p .m., 
fluorine 1'8 p.p.m., pH 8'6 and no Ca or Mg preseDt. Water-holes at Kwakuchinja carry 
potable water; the fluorine content is 7 p.p.m .. A recent bore hole 6 miles south-west of 
Kwakuchinja in calcareous clays and sandy beds struck a sodium·bicarbonate water low in 
Ca and Mg, but containing 76 p_p.m. nuorine. 

The Bahi Depression. From the days of the early exploration of the territory. ground
waters of high salinities have been known to occur in the south Bahi region. Recently these 
have been investigated by the Geological Survey and show brines from boreholes with a salt 
content of from 3·8 to 6'2 per cent T.O.S. The fluorine content varies from 7 to 28 p.p.m. 
Water rrom shallow pils show salt concentrations up to 20'3 per cent T.O.S. with a fluorine 
content as great as J 80 p.p.m. The brines in the southern part of the depression contain 
sodIUm chloride and sulphate and are relatiyely low in NaHCOJ, although they do contain 
N32COJ. pH values are as high as 10. Calcium and magnesium are present in very small 
quanl1lies 

The Srrellgel; Lake Beds. The lake beds covering the eastern part of the Serengcli 
Plain have not )ct been explored by drilling. but springs, wells and water-holes yield saline 
"3ter with a high fluorine content. Particulars ofT.D.S. and the main salt content of some 
or them are given below. 

Ol-Balbal water-holes: T.D.S .. 2,400 p.p.m.; NaHC03, 81 per cent; Na,C03, 3 per cent; 
fluorine. 130 p.p.m.: low in 0, SO, and Mg; no Ca. . 

Wells at Lake Magad: A sodium-bicarbonate-carbonate water; T.D.S. 1,180 p.p.m.; 
fluorine, 12·5 p.p.m. Springs from the same area show a fluorine content of 9] p.p.m., 
"hilst springs from the Moro region show 50 to 70 p.p.m. F. 
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Spring-; at Eremet: T.D.S, 2,320 p.p.m.; NaH(CO,h, 73 per cent; Iowa, so., Ca 
and Mg; fluorine, 40 p.p.m. 

Potable water of a chlorine-bicarbonate type, T.D.S. 510 p.p.m. and 3 p.p.m. fluorine, is 
found in the south-east at the Laitoli springs. 

The Arllsha Chini-Pangan; RiYer Basin. Lake beds have been found widely distributed in 
this area, but no drilling appears to have been done in the true lake beds. It is possible that 
relatively high fluorine values may be encountered (sce under River \Vaters). 

Other Arras. In addition to the better-known lake ocd areas many of the block-faulted 
depressions in the lerritory have been filled by hmcIHonc, marls and clays. The largest so far 
encountered lies in south-casl Masailand. covering approximately 140 square miles, and was 
explored by pre-Masai peoples in two well-field, in Lake Makama and Ndedo. Water from 
Makami contains 300 p.p.m. T .n.S. and is a calcium-magne<i ium-bicarbonate-sulphate 
""ater, f,11T1y hard. Water from Ndedo conlain(" 230 p.p.m. 1.D.S.; a ca1cium-magnesium~ 
bicarhonate water, fairly hard. A large number of cattle arc watered at both these wcll~flelds. 

. To the north and north~east of Kongwa. other large areas covered by lake and mbllga 
deposits ha\c been explored by a number of borchole~. The water obtained from these, 
t"ually from the underlying Basement rocks, Ita, a high T.D.S. content of 1,200 to 5,000 
p .p.m., but in most instances it is potable for domestic use and livestock. Some of the 
"aters arc of the sulphate-bicarbonate type, high in Ca and Mg, and therefore very hard and, 
in most case",. unsuitable [or boiler·feed water. 

A number of smaller pans and mbugoJ have been explored in south-east Masailand and 
in the Central Province. At Lolbene. ncar the Ruvu Escarpment. the water struck was 
found to he unfit for cattle; T.D.S. 16,000 p.p.m., a sodium-bicarbonate water. In the 
Kitwc mbuga. further to the south but in the same region. potable water containing T.D.S. 
up to 2,300 p.p.m. was encountered; a sodium-chloride-bicarbonate type with 6 per cent 
Ca. In Oodoma District many mbugos contain potable water. A relatively high percentage 
of Si02 was noted in one at Goima, north of Oodoma, probably from diatomite beds. 
The Dodoma township water supply \\ hich, in Ihe dry sca<;on, is derived from boreholes in 
the Makatupora mbllga. contains approximately 700 p.p.m. T.D.S. This is a bicarbonate 
water with a low fluorine content of I (0 1·5 p.p.m. This water has been included under 
granite waters as it is struck in weathered granite. The Si02 content is relatively high, 
nearly 8 per cent of T.D.s. 

(xiii AlIlIvillm.- Alluvial deposits Rot connected with the coastal belt have frequently 
been explored by drilling. The most important single area is the Kilosa District. The 
salinity of the waters struck varies considerably. both within a small area and with the depth 
to which drilling has proceeded. The surface waters appear to contain more T.D.S., up 
to 1.700 p.p.m.; deeper "aters may have as liltle as 350 p.p.m. The surface waters also 
contain more S04. the difference amounting to as much as II per cent of T.D.S. There is 
also morc Mg than Ca in certain of the waters, which is unusual. In the deeper~seated 
groundwater, HeO] replaces S04' The waters are all nearly neutral and of the bicarbonate
sulphale type and those from depths of below approximately 100 ft. are of good quality and 
soft. Fluorine is low at 1 p.p.m., but one surface-well water carried 2 p.p.m. Scale-forming 
salts have been reported from cooling s),stfms using surface~water at Kimamba. 

(d) MtNE-WAnRS 

Included in Category I on page 50 are mine·waters. These are groundwaters which, in 
some C3"eo;;;, have absorbed elements and radicals from the minerals in the arc deposits 
worked in the mine. Some mining areas lack water suitable for the treatment of ores, and 
even for domestic use, and in consequence, mine-waters have been extensively used in the 
territory for many purposes, in some cases direct from the mine and in others from water 
shaflS sunk in the vicinity of mine workings. A few analyses from various mining areas 
in the territory have been given below. 

(i) Sourh"n Highlands Province.-North-east Lupa Goldfields; Shall No. I T.D.S., 
492 p.p.m.; a bicarbonate-sulphate water, tairly hard with liltle chlorine; fluorine, I p .p.m.; 
pH,8. 
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North-west Lupa Goldfield; T.O.S., 510 p.p.m.; an alkaline water high in Si02 ; low nl 
hard scale-rorming compounds, but high in temporary hardness. • 

(ii) Cenlral ProYince.-{Jeneral mine-water sample; Sekenke; T.O.S., 3,870 p.p.m.; 
a chlorine-sodium-bicarbonale-carbonate water, high in S04. causing pitting of boiler plates; 
a hard water rorming sort scale. The water in No. 6 shart contained less saIlS than the general 
mine-water sample; T .O.S. 1,200 p.p. m., but the type remained the same. No fluorine tests 
or the above walers were made. The general sample was highly alkaline and, judging rrom 
the situation in the Wembere, it must be assumed that the fluorine conlent is likely to be high. 

(jii) Lnke ProrinCl'.-Shinyanga area; mine water from a bore hole sunk in mine workings; 
T.D.S., 340 p.p.m.; a good "aler "ilh nearly equal quanlilies HCO), Cl, SO •• Mg and Ca; 
fluorine, 1'2 p.p.m. 

MUSOMA AREA, Mine water; T .O.S .. 400 p.p.m.: pH, 7'5; a calcium-magnesium
bicarbonate water with Si02.1ow in a and S04; fluorine, 1'6 p.p.m. 

(iv) Western PrOl'iIlCf.-Coal mine; this waler is or a peculiar Iype; T.O.S., 2,740 p.p.m.; 
8 sodium-calcium-magncsium-sulphate water with hardly any bicarbonate; a very hard 
water forming hard scale. 

(e) WELLS AND WAllR-IiOLES 

Scattered over the whole territory there is a great number of shallow wells and water-holes 
dug in alluvium, in river-bed sands and surface cements or similar formations. Few analyses 
are available from these. In general there is a wider variation in the T.n.S. content of 
surface water than in ground water from greater depth. This is due to a number of 
circumstances. For instance, wells close to the shore-line of the Indian Ocean vary in 
salinity with the tides. Surface waters inland, particularly those in the "dry" sandy 
river-beds, vary in salinity with the season and the position of the water points along the 
river-bed. The salinity increases steadily towards the end of the dry season and downstream, 
but only in exceptional cases does it become so high as to render the water unfit for domestic 
use. \Vclls and water-holes are not in general highly saline. A known case of very saline 
water being used for domestic purposes should be quoted: a water-hole in the Bahi Depression 
yielding water containing 9,700 T.O.S., of which 75 per cent consists of common salt, is 
used for human consumption over a short period in the dry season. 

The fluorine content of water from wells and waterholes has rarely been examined, but a 
recent survey of some 30 in the Central Province was undertaken by the District Medical 
Officer, Dodoma. The water samples from the Centra] Province were tested for fluorine in 
the Geological Survey laboratory and results showed that, in general. the fluorine content 
was below 1·5 p.p.m. Waler from a wen or 15 rl. deplh in Manyoni Dislricl showed 5'6 
p.p.m. and rrom onc wen in a river-bed al Handali. 3 p,p.m. 

(r) SPRING-WATERS 

The gcochemical aspects of waters of these types, particularly those from thermal springs, 
do not fall \.I, ithin the scope of this survey and are at present under investigation by Mr. 
T. C. lames of the Geological Survey Department. The thermal springs in most cases carry 
considerable amounts of fluorine, (the maximum so far found is 330 p.p.m. in the Lake 
Natron area), and such springs are , in many instances, the source of the contamination of 
ground water by this clement. This applies in particular to the Serengeti, Wembcre, Bahi 
and Shinyanga areas. One analysis from the Songwe River hot springs, Mbeya District. is 
included .. an «ample. (See page 69). 

(g) RIV[R-W ATERS 

A distinction must be drawn between a river~water sample taken during the rains and at 
the end of the dry season. In the dry season the river flow is supported to a large extent by 
groundwater seepage, often called base-flow as opposed to the o\erland run-ofT during the 
rains. Quite a number of river-v.aters have been analysed during recent years, but only a 
few are given here as a comparison with ground water analyses from more deep-seated 
sources. 
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(i) Northern Province.-Ruvu-Pangani River at the proposed dam-site at Nyumba ya 
~ungu, Same Oistrict; T.O.S., 506 p.p.m.; 28th March, 1956; pH, 9·5, containing 
bicarbonates or Na, Ca, Mg and Na,CO,; fluorine relatively high, 2 p.p.m. 

. Naisulu Stream, Arusha Oistrict ; pH, 7'5; T.O.S. 230; a sodium-bicarbonate water high 
111 fluonne, 11 ·2 p.p.m. 

Ngare Nanyuki; T.O.S., 300 p.p.m.; a sodium-bicarbonate water high in fluorine, 20 
p.p.m. 

The two Jailer ri\o'crs have a vcry low Ca content. 

(ii) Tango Province.-Sigi River; T.O.S., 360 p.p.m.; neutral to phenolphthalein; a 
sodium-bicarbonate water with no 504 ; Ca about 16 per cent, Mg 11 per cent. 

Mkulumuzi Stream; T.D.S., 1625 p.p.m.; neutral to phenolphthalein; a bicarbonate
chlorine waler high in Ca and containing 504. 

(iii) Central Pro.,ince.-M lyoma Stream, east of Kongwa; T.D.S., 450 p.p.m.; neutral 
to phenolphthalein; a and SO, present, higher in Mg than Ca ; considered suitable for 
boiler feed water. 

Idete Stream; Mpwapwa Oistrict; T.O.S., 164 p.p.m.; neutral to phenOlphthalein; a 
bicarbonate water; chlorine present; S0.4 abseot. 

Tambi River; T.O.S., 835 p.p.m.; a calcium-bicarbonate-sulphate water; very hard; 
unsuitable for boiler feed water. 

(jv) Southern Highlands Province.-Songwe River. Cbunya Oistrict; November, 1934; 
T.O.S. , approx.imately 200 p.p.m .; a calcium-bicarbonate water; a small amount of NalC03 
prescnt, no Cl or SO.; temporary hardness, 10'60 per 10'; no permanent hardness. The 
Songwe water was analysed beeause it is the nearest water supply to the Galula coal-field 
some 9 miles distant. 

Hagafiro River, Njombe District; T.O.S., 35 p.p.m.; contains only Na, Ca, bicarbonate; 
fluorine, 0·3 p.p.m. 

Great Ruaha River bridge, OOdoma-lringa road; T.O.S., 178 p.p.m.; a calcium-sodium
magncl>ium-bicarbonate water with I p.p.m. chlorine; no S04; I p.p.m., fluorine; pH, 7'S; 
29th February, 1956. 

(v) Eastern Province.-Great Ruaha River Gorge, Kilosa District; T.O.S., 190 p.p.m.; 
a sodium-calcium-bicarbonate water \tith little 504 or chlorine; relatively high in Si02; 
pH, 7'5; 27th August, 1954. 

Great Ruaha River, Mbuyuni. Kilosa District ; T.O.S., 145 p.p.m .; a calcium-sodium
magnesium-bicarbonate water; low in a and 504 ; Si02 relatively high. Date sample taken 
19th August, 1954. 

Rufiji River, Mbalinzo; T.O.S., 80 p.p.m.; a calcium-magnesium-sodium-bicarbonate 
~ ater with some chlorine but no sulphate; pH, 7'5; fluorine, 0·2 p.p.m. 

Rufiji River, Utete Ferry; T.O.S., 75 p.p.m. ; pH, 7'5; date unknown. 
(\i) Lake Prol'ince.-Waters from three rivers in the west Serengeti, the Seronera, 

Makungu and Orangi were tested ror T.O.S. Salts were qualitatively determined in Sep
tember, 1938. The T.O.S. were 2,900 p.p.m. (203 gr. p.g.), 1,800 p.p.m. (126 gr. p.g.) and 
1.057 p.p.m. (74 gr. p.g.) respectively. The first showed a sodium-carbonate-bicarbonate 
water with Cl and 504 and no Ca, but relatively high Mg. The second is a chlorine-sodium· 
bicarbonate water \\ ith no 0 or S04. but both Ca and Mg are present in equal quantities. 

Kagera River; June, 1955; T.O.S., 121 p.p.m.; low in Cl, no SO •. 
Seronera Stream, Serengeti; September. ~; T.O.s., 2,234 p.p.m. 
Grumeti River, Musoma Road; T.O.S., 285 p.p.m.; including colloidal clay; a calcium

magnesium-bicarbonate water; no 504 ; a trace only ora. 
Malagarasi River, at Uvinza; a sodium-caJcium-magnesium-bicarbonate water with a, 

low in SO,; temporary hardness, 18·850 per 100'000; pH over 8'5; a small amount or Na,co, 
is present. 
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(h) LAKE-WAn ... 

Lakes are replenished to a large extent by overland run-off during the rainy season, but 
the nafure of the rock formation in a lake catchment area does nevertheless inftuenct the 
type of salts found in lake-waters. Few analyses of lake-waters are available, but ~ome are 
given below:-

Lake Tanganyika. The water from this lake was first sampled in 1892 by E. C. Hore. 
Some more recent analyses are given below. 

Dr. Tomau, (Geological Survey, Berlin); samples taken in May, 191 1,300 metres off-shor. 
at Vjiji; reaction, weak alkaline; specific gravity, 0·9993 at 21'S degrees Centigrade; total 
residue at 100 degrees C, 0·0408 g; total residue at 180 degrees C, 0 '339 g. 

Tornau's sample May, 1911. 

100 cc. contained: 
CaSO. 
CaH,(COlh .. . 
MgH,(COlh .. . 
K,COl'" 
Na,CO, 
NaG 
I 

Mean quoted by Halbfass : 

G 
SO, 
COl 
Na 
K 
Ca 
Mg 
SiO. 

Total 

0·0019 grammes. 
0.0026 grammes. 
0·0276 grammes. 
0·0069 grammes. 
0·0126 grammes. 
0'0059 grammes. 

no trace. 

0'0575 grammes or 575 
p.p.m. 

---
37 mg. per litre. 
41 mg. per litre. 

180 mg. per litre. 
27 mg. per litr • . 
18 mg. per litre. 
37 mg. per litre. 
42 mg. per litre. 
2 mg. per litre. 

Total • 462 mg. per litre or 462 p.p.m. 

This total is given although the figures add up to 384 only, possibly due to a difference 
between T .D.S. determined by evaporation test and the total arrived at by the summation of 
the results of complete analysis of individual salts. 

Government Chemist, Dar cs Salaam, October, 1913. 
ignition 134 mg. ; German degree of hardness I I ,75 . 

Residue 408 mg. per litre; loss by 

Cl 
SiO, 
SOl 
CaO 
MgO 

33·7 mg. per litre. 
2·3 mg. per litre. 
1·8 mg. per litre. 

16'9 mg. per litre. 
72 ·6 mg. per Iitr •. 

Total 127'3 mg. per litre. 

Water samples taken by the Chief Engineer, w.w. Liemba, July, 1934. 
Analyst F. Dates, Geological Survey, Dodoma. 
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The water is markedly alkaline in reaction both towards litmus and phenOlphthalein. 
The water, therefore, contains alkaline carbonate in addition to Temporary Hardness. 
Temporary Hardness, 18o-J()'. 

Constituents 
Organic matter 
Si02 •.. 

Ferric Oxide Fe20, } 
AI,O, 

Ca 
Mg 
Na 
K 
CO, 
Cl 
SO, 

Total 

Grammes 
per litre 

0·0364 
0 ·0018 

0·0044 

0·0161 
0·0334 
0·0361 
0·0365 
0·2094 
0·0320 
0·0035 

0-4096 By directed determina
-- tion 0·4072 

Water samples of 32·0 cc. taken at: 
Lagosa, 6 p.m. 11/11 /34. 
Kasogi, noon 16/ 11 /34. 
Kibwega, 6 p.m. 10/11 /34. 
Kigoma, 9 a.m. 15/ 11 /35. 

These samples were mixed and give the following analysis: T.D.S. by evaporation and drying 
to constant weight at 110' e. and the residue analysed. Analyst F. Oates, Geological 
Survey, Dodoma. 

ComliluenlS 

Organic matter 
Si02 and insoluble 
Ferric Oxide and alumina 
Calcium 
Magnesium 
Sodium 
Potassium 
Carbonate 
Chlorine 
Sulphate 

Total 

Parts 
pl'r AIi1/ioll 

30·8 
2·8 
4·8 

11·3 
31·2 
54·5 
34·4 

212-4 
28·0 
9·0 

419· 2 Total solids by 
- - - experiment 410·2 

The water is markedly alkaline. 
Possible combination of Salts. 

Organic maller 30-8 
Silica and undissolved silicates 2·8 
FeO, A120, 4·8 
Caso, 12 ·7 
MgCO, 109-2 
NaCI ... 46·4 
Na2CO, 83·1 
K,CO,. .. 60-4 
Unaccounted for 50·0 
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The carbonates would most likely occur in the form of bicarbonates in solution before 
evaporating. 

From the above analyses of water samples from Lalo..e Tanganyika certain facts emerge 
which were originally pointed out by the late F. Oates. Chief Geologist, Tanganyika, such as 
t~e very high relative percentage of potassium and magnesium in the water. To this observa· 
lion it should be added that the ratio between calcium and magnesium is unusual, I to 2·7. 
pates also observed that the potassium is probably derived from the lavas in the Kivu area 
of ~he Belgian Congo which are known to contain minerals carrying potassium. ThennaJ 
'pungs, although their total volume is relatively small. may also have contributed their 
share. Analysis of water from all the major rivers entering the lake may solve the problem. 

Lake Vie/aria. Sample from Mu,oma Ba)' . Anal)st, Geological Survey laboratory. 

ConSlillJenfS 

Cl 
SO, 
F 
HCOl'" 
SiO, 
Ca 
Mg 
T.O.S. 

Parts 

per M"lion 
3·0 

Nil 
0·7 

Percentage 

3·7 

58 71 
Not determined. 

7 8'6 
2 2·5 

80 

The lotal absence or so .. should be noted . AnalY';;e5 of river-walen; entering Lake 
ViclOria may give an indication as to the fact that S04 has been entirely eliminated, but more 
water samples from the lake are, however, essential. 

Crater lAkes. Anal)'ses from two crater lakes, namely Lake Ouiuti, south of Mount 
Meru. and Lake 19wishi, north of Vrambo, showed the following results: 

Lake Duluti: T.O.S., 263 p.p.m.; neutral; a sodium-bicarbonate water containing 
no SO, and low in Cl; fluorine 2·6 p.p.m. 

Lake Igwishi: T.O.S., 876 p.p.m.; neutral to phenolphthalein; a magnesium-ca1cium
bicarbonate water with no 50,: low in NaCl (13 p.p.m.); relatively high in 5iO" with 
some NaHCO,. 

Sample from the Momela Pan, east of Mount Meru; pH approximately 10; T.O.S .• 4,770 
p.p.m.; a sodium-bicarbonate water high in SO .. ; subordinate Cl; but with an extremely high 
Huorine content. (170 p.p.m.). • 

(i) Variations in Salinity. Variations in salinit)' in waters from boreholes and wells have 
been investigated. As far as boreholes are concerned there is no definite evidence of any large 
differences, but such variations are not easily established as conditions in the immediate 
surroundings of the bore hole may be changed by the rates of pumping and withdrawal. A 
well in a river-bed at Bahi showed a variation in T.D.S. of approximately 1,200 p.p.m. 
between the minimum in the rainy seac;on and the maximum at the end of the dry season. 
Similar \ariations may be expected in all wells sunk near seasonal rivers, where the ground
water is diluted by o\-crland run-otT during the rains. Seasonal variations in salinity of 
river-water may be of major importance in respect of perennial streams and rivers intended 
for use by Irrigation and sampling and analyses of such waters are being carried out.. A 
table ba.:;ed on investigations undertaken by the Government Chemist for the East Afncan 
Railways of the monthly \ariations in a number of Railway water supplies is, Iher~r~re, of 
value and is shown on page 68. From this table it is clear that the season vanatlon in 
the T .D .S. content is very large, particularly in the case of such rivers as the Ngerengere. 
where the now at the end of the dry season is practically entirely groundwater or base-flow. 
It has already been mentioned that the salinity of groundwater varies according to .the 
position of the well or water-point in a river-bed or in a large catchmenl, more saline water 
being found downstream or in the lower regions of a catchment area. 
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VAJtlAnONS IN R1VlR AND WELLI 

PartJ per 100'000 (10') 

Gcrezani Kisarawe I Ruvu Mikese INi~rengerel MoroBoro 

,H Average 7·~ 7·2 

I 
7-6 8-6 

I 
7-7 I N Largest 8·~ 7-9 8·1 8·7 8-4 

It Smallest ... 6·6 6·7 6-9 7·3 6·7 
-
I I 

AlJtAJ. A"cragc N 4·1 ~·I ~9·~ 8-2 H 
Large<>1 11 '2 9·6 7-2 68-4 20·4 Jo2 
Smallest 4·6 H I 0·4 44·8 4·0 Jo2 

HAJlONtsS A\crage I 8·~ 204 

I 
4·) 26·7 19·2 1·7 

Largest 14·1 IN 7-3 36·~ 44·8 ... 
Smallest 4·9 0·7 , 2·0 14·3 2-4 0·7 

CL A\.crage -- I 11 · 1 1-) 

I 
O·~ )l· 1 7·0 0·4 

lar@est I 26·l 4-8 0·9 41 '7 44·2 0-9 
SmalleSI - , 4-J O·l 0·1 14·9 1·1 0·1 

---

I 
T.O. SoUDS A\crage 

I )9 ·1 27-0 10·9 104-8 )I·l 6·) 
Largest 69" 68-6 24·7 161·4 IlH 19-6 
Smallost 2)·9 7-3 6·2 125-9 9·2 I·~ 

Mo Averago 0·67 0·42 

I 
0·42 )·Il 0·89 0·4) 

Largest 1·27 l ·lO 0-87 )·17 4·10 I·~) 
Smallest 0-16 0·)0 0-12 1·)0 0·10 0·10 

' . 
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HOT SPRING-SONGWE VALLEY, MBEYA DISTRICT 

Total di<so1ved solids dried at 180'C. 
Total Hardness, as CaCO, ... 
Calcium, as Caco, ... 

ParIS 
per million 

Magnesium, as MgCO, ... ... ... 
Total Alkalinity, as Caco, (including that 

2,340 
82 
62 
20 

due 10 silicate) 
Sulphate .• < SO, 
Chloride, as 0 
Nitrate, as N ... 
fluoride, as F." 
Phosphate. as P,O, 
Silicate. 3S SIOl 
Sodium. as Na .. . 
Potaso;.ium. as K 
pH "Iue 

1.570 
163 
223 

0'3 
8·2 
0·2 

90 
835 
114 

(8-4) 

Corresponding to the following appro~in1aIC compositioc:

Parts 

NaCI 
Na,SO. 
NaHCO, 
NaF 
KO 
Ca(HCO,h 
Mg(HCO,h 
S,O, 
(X/5069-J. 4059) 

pcr million 
196 
241 

2,337 
18 

218 
100 
35 
90 

~~ b)' m/. 

Carbon dioxide ... 97'2 
H)drogen sulphide Not detected 
Carbon monoxide less than 0-) 
Oxygen .. . 0·7 
Hydrogen less than 0·1 
Hydrocarbons (as methane) ... less than 0·1 
Helium ... less than 0·01 
Nitrogen and other inert gases (by difference) 2·1 
(XI5069-1. 4058). 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

PROSPECTING fOR GROUNDWATER 

It should be clear from the chapter dealing with the hydrological properties or rocks 
that a general and detailed knowledge or the geology or all the main rock rormations and 
other deposits is a prerequisite fOT undertaking any other surveys in connection with ground
water. After the geology of an area has been a~ccrtained. the main scientific aid to finding 
water is a geophysical survey. Geophysics, liJ...e geology, comprises a very large number of 
branches and sub-branches. The gcc-physical methods used for finding water are limited in 
number, and out of these only two have, so far. been used in the territory. namely resistivity 
surveys and magnetic suncys . 

(a) RF.slSIIVITY SURV~YS 

Most hard rocks, sedimentary rocks. unconsolidalcd sedimcnls and other deposits show, 
\\hcn dry, a relatively high to fairly high rcsislancc to an electrical current passing through 
them. On the other hand. some ore minerals. particularly graphite, which is often met with 
in the terrilOry. are good conductors. The resistance of rocks in general, however. decreases 
markedly if any interstices which may be present in the rocks or deposits contain water. 
Pure water has a high resistance, but does not occur in nalure. Groundwater always 
contains sails in solution and it!ii re'iistivity decreases rapidly as the salt content increases, 
The resistivity of rocks and other depo'iits 10 an electric current finally depends on tbe 
amount of interstices present, the e"lent to \It hich these interstices are saturated with water 
and on the salinity of the \\ilter. These filets make it possIble to utilize the comparative 
resiqh it)' of rocks and other deposits to an electric current in prospecting for groundwatcr. 
and it is the basis on which such methods arc founded. The field procedure used in most 
resistivity surveys for ground water is relatively simple. but only the method generally used 
by the Geologist of the Tanganyika Water Development Department is referred to here, 

Four steel pegs are driven inlo the ground at equal distances in a straight line. This is 
known as the \Venner configuration. The two outer pegs are connected to the AC power 
unit and arc known as the current electrodes. The two inner ones are connected to the 
measuring unit and arc known as the potential electrodes. The resic;tance, R, between lhe 
potential electrodes i~ either read direct from the instrument or calculated according to 
Ohm's law, R = f. where V is the potential difference in volts and I is the strength of the 
current in amperes. If the formation investigated is homogeneous. (which in natu re is 
very rare) and has a rcsistivity or p. it can be mathematically proved that p equals 2 II a. 
f ohm/cm. (For the Wenner configuratio'n only). (a is the electrode separation expressed 
in centimetres). If the electrode separation is increased p should remain the same and if 
the quantity 2 I J a f is plolled against the electrode separation on a straight line should 
rcsult. If the formation is not homogeneous, but changes with depth, the current has to pass 
through layers of different resistivity. Assume that the resistivity of two layers, one H cm. 
thick with a resistivi ty of p], the other of infinite thickness and a resistivity of P2 and that P2 
is greater than PI' For electrode separations of much less than H the current will pass 
through layer Pt only and the resistance \\ill still be P,. but as the electrode separation 
increases. the current penetrates more deeply and more of the current will pass through the 
layer with the rc<;istance P2 so that the measured resistance will be somewhere between PI 
and P2. This is known as the "aveYl:;e" or apparent resistivity. Finally, at large electrode 
separations compared to H. (he quantity 2 II a f \I ill approach the value or p,. Ir (he 

values oblained for the quantity 2 J 1 a ~ be plotted against the electrode separation 
graphically, a curve will be obtained which shows that the ground is not homogeneous by 
the departure of the curve from the straight line. The curves thus plotted are known as 
apparent resistiVity curves or depth-probe curves otnd portray the relationship of apparent 
resistivity to electrode separation. 
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From a working point of view it i'i oftcn 3,,!;umcd that the electrode separation equals 
depth of current penetration, This is nol always lme, but for practical purposes and in 
using the Wcnner configuration where potential elcctrode 'icparation is one third of current 
elcctrode separation, the assumption appears to hold good in most cases. 

The Tanganyika Water Development Department has used three types of instruments; 
the Pa\'cr resistivity tester, which is the most accurate of the three. the geophysical megger and 
the A.B.E.M. earth tester. The two latter are direct reading instruments. The goophysical 
megger unit has been more generally used than either of the other two t)'pes. It is robust 
and ha!;, on the whole. stood up well to much rough treatment in the field. 

With the aho,",'c instruments two main types of ",urvc)'''i have been carried out:-

(i I B)' D('f,h·Prohrs .- Where the instrument remains stationary ami the electrode 
~eraralion is c'panded by 10 to 20 ft . after l'ach reading until a muimum separation of 
appro'\imalely 500 Ct. is reached y. hich, In mm.t cao;;eo;; , IS the limit of practical prospecting 
and al"o the limit of two of the above instrument!\. From the rcadingc; recordcd the apparent 
resistivity of the ground can thu'\ be said to have becll nplored at every IQ or 20 ft. to a 
total depth of 500 ft. below the surface. The result is a depth-probe curve or graph referred 
to abo\c. 

(ii) By Constant S~paratjon Trtnerscs.-During this type of survey the di'itance between 
t"lectrodes remains constant. and the: instrument is moved along a line in the field. The 
quantity 2 t 1 a ~ is plotted against the relcvant points on thc traverse line. The results 
obtained in a C.S.T. can be used for cross·scctionc; and equal or iso-resisthilY contour 
plans. The choice of electrode separation in a C.S.T. depends on a number of factors 
connected wilh geology, weathering, etc., but it is usually determined after several depth
probes have reen taken in the area under survey. If an area is to be explored fully aod 
completely a grid system of constant separation traverses is laid out and after the results 
have been plotted, depth.probes arc carried out in areas thus indicated as favourable_ 
This system was used by private firms prospecting geophysically for water in the Overseas 
Food Corporation development areas at Nachingwea and Urambo, particularly by 
Geophysical Surveys (Pty) Ltd. Such surveys are expensi\e and it took years and several 
teams to cm'er a relatively small area (perhaps 500 to 1,000 sCjuarc miles) at Nachingwea . 
If, howe\er. \\ater is urgently required for development within a given area it is the only 
reliable method of survey. The grid-plan type of survey has not. so far, been used by the 
geologio;;t of the \Valer Development Department, mainly due to lack of time and personnel. 
Large tracts of country have, however, been explored by more widely-spaced constant 
separation traverses in the follo\\ ing areas; the Isanga basin south of Smith South Lake 
Victoria region; the Chungai area of north-east Kondoa District; the Loji-Chipogoro area 
of Dodoma District; the Lossogonoi area of south-cast Masailand and in the neighbourhoods 
of Tabora and Dodoma townships. 

In connection with regional resisti,ity surveys it should be pointed out that wherever 
possible the area of such a survey should be limited by geological investigation, as any type 
of rco;;istivity survey is slow and the expenditure of time and money. in many cases, is not 
justified by the re,ults obtained. 

(iii) Results of Rl'sistivity SUn"l' ... vs. - The total number of depth-probes and constant 
'>cparation traverses (C.S .T.) carried out by the Geologif,l of the Water Development 
Department during the last nine to Len years has risen to several thousands. A direct 
resull of such a large number of resistivity surveys. which have entailed a great deal of labour 
in the field, is that considerabl~ experience has been gained in the most difficult part of such 
geophysical surveys, namely the Interpretation of the graphs. This interpretation can now 
be made '" ilh some confidence. 

(iv) Interpretatirlfl of apparent Rl's;slh'ity Graphs or Cun·(,J . Correct interpretation or 
Tef,istivity graphs does, apart from fundamental kno\\ledge of most branches of geology, 
also require a great deal of experience. New areas, in which no boreholes have been 
previously sunk and in which no comparison can be made between deplh-probe curves 
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and boring logs, as a rule present the most difficult problems. Once a number of boreholes 
and the respective depth-probes are available, the geologisl is on firmer ground. It must, 
however, be staled lhal among lhe many resistivity graphs compuled from surveys in lhe 
lerrilory only a very small number direclly indicate lhe presence of water. The greal majorily 
show on1y that a formation is either favourable or unfavourable or is a border-line case. 
In hard rock formations which yield fissure-water, the salinity of such water cannot always 
be forecast, neither can Ihe yield of a bore hole be estimaled beforehand wilh any certainty. 
When interpreting resistivity graphs or curves two major aspects of these are most carefully 
scrutinised : 

I. The general geometrical shape of the curve, i.e. any change in shape or direction. 
2. The actual apparent resistivity values of the various parts of the graph. 
The inlerprela.tion of curves by using theoretical considerations and mathematically 

computed graphs appertaining to the two or three layer problems has, so far. only been done 
on a small scale, and this subject cannot be referred to in this paper. 

Before discussing a number of field or apparent resistivity curves it should be made 
clear that the depth-probe curves ShOYdl in the (abies attached are more ofLen than not 
carried out at points determined by constant separation traverses, i.e., in localities which 
have been indicated as morc favourable than the rest of the area under investigation. An 
example is given on allached, Graph No. 24. The graphs or curves shown in lhe lables do 
nOl, therefore, always give a true picture of the general conditions of the whole region or 
formation under survey, but only of onc small, very limited , area in which a borehole has 
been sunk. The graphs selected are numbered from 0 to 97 and are direct copies from the 
results obtained in the field, and which are often plotted during the survey itself. Many 
sharp jerks and kinks are due to bad contacts or instrumental errors and the idiosyncracies 
of the instrument and the rest of the equipment. Most of these equipment errors are known 
to the operators and are disregarded when the curve is interpreted. 

The horizontal axis of the various curves gives the apparent resistivity in 1000 ohm~cm. 
or kilo~ohm-cm. The vertical axis indicates electrode separation in feet. Depth to water 
struck and lotal depth of borehole sunk on the site of the deplh-probe are shown and yields 
in gallons per hour are stated. Borehole numbers are marked thus; 17/53 means borehole 
17 in Ihe year 1953. A brier description of each graph follows :-

Basemetrl Rocks, Northefll Prm·;nce. Six apparent resistivity graphs Nos. I to 6 inclusive 
compiled from borehole sites in the Loliondo area are shown. The rocks encountered 
when drilling these siles were quartzite with bands or biotite gneisses. No boreholes had 
previOUSly been sunk ill' this area. The first borehole 20/54, GRAPH No. 5, was a failure. 
Graph No. 5 showed no excessive apparent resistivity values and from 255 to 290 ft. electrode 
separation a tendency to remain at 3 kilo~ohm~cm. This also applied to greater depthS. 
The borehole was completely dry and the quartzile rock sort and weathered 10451 ft.,lhe 
full deplh of lhe hole. eS.T. Iraverses in the surrounding area showed only very high 
apparent resistivity values. The second borehole sunk was at the site of No. 2 GRAPH, 
55 miles 10 lhe soulh. The occurrence of low values al Ihe lOp of Graph No. 2 are due 10 
a heavy over-burden of volcanic ash and clays. Water was struck at 290 ft. where the 
general direction of the slope of the graph flattens out, or at the point where weathered is 
replaced by unweathered rock. The rock was quartzite with layers of biotite gneiss. 
Kyanite occurs in the area. 

GRAPH No. I is or a type similar in many respects to No. 2 but was drilled much later, 
and possibly lacks the distinct change in slope of No. 2. Apparent resistivity values are 
relati vely low. Only 60 gallons of water per hour were oblained al lhe full depth of Ihe 
borehole. 

GRAPHS Nos. 3, 4 AND 6 from the West LoIiondo area, have a flatter trend and high 
apparent resistivity values than graphs Nos. 1 and 2. The only general conclusion which 
could be drawn rrom Nos. 3, 4 and 6 is that the water· bearing zone evidently falls within 
the apparent resistivity values of between 3 to 4·5 kilo-ohm-cm. The quartzite in which 
the water was struck is folded, striking 115 degrees and pitching to the west at a fairly low 
angle. 
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Graphs Nos. 7 to 12 inclusive represent a s,eJoction obtained on Basement rocks, Nos. 7 
aDd 8 from Ihe Lake Manyam region, Nos. 9 10 12 from soulh-easl Masailand. GRAPH 
No. 7 indicates a definite zone of weathering between 200 and 250 ft. electrode separation. 
'Water "a.c; struck in this zone above harder banded gncisses. 

GRAPH No. 8 shows deep wealhering 10 400 fl. due 10 inlense fracluring connecled with 
Ihe EaSI M.nyara faull zone. SlighUy saline waler was slruck al Ihe bouom of Ihe hole. 
Low apparent resistivity values which can be attributed to rock weathering without a definite 
rise at deeper levels is, in general, an unfavourable indication. The rock at No. 8 is fractured 
gneiss with pcgrnatile intrusions. 

Graphs Nos. 9 and 10 are of siles 5 10 6 miles apan. No. 9 GRAPH indicaled a layer of 
reiati,,'c1y lower apparent rcsic,ti\ity bct\l,een 260 and 330 n. Water was struck in weathered 
banded gneiss in this zone but n01 at deeper levels. 

GRAPH No. 10 is similar in trend. but the break in slope is more definite between 160 
and 220 et. and higher resistivity conditions exist at les$cr depths. The rock is a banded 
biotite gneiss with a flat dip. 

Graphs Nos. 11, 12 and] 3 were taken in the Pangani co;carpmcnl region and the boreholes 
sunk on these graphs were all failures. GRAPH No. II the borehole sunk on this graph is 
reponed 10 ha\e penetrated marls and limestones to 257 fl. and then to have gone into 
weathered Basement rock. 

GRAPH No. 12 site showed, when drilled. limestone. marls and rock rubble to 49 ft., 
and then a banded pegmatitic gneiss weathered to about 300 ft. A definite rise in apparent 
resistivity indicates more solid rock. Theoretically the graph showed good promise of 
slriking waler al 220 10 300 fl. 

GRAPH No. 13 shows far higher apparent resist ivity values from the surface downwards, 
bUI a definile drop belween 400 and 450 fl. The rock, a banded gneiss, is definitely hard at 
460 ft. al Ihe bOllom of Ihe hole. 

The reason for Ihe failure of Ihe siles of Nos. 11, 12 and 13 is considered 10 be due 10 

fracturing and consequent under·ground drainage to the Pangani Yalley to the east. 
Graphs Nos. 14, 15 and 16 were obtained in the southern-most part of Masailand on the 

boundaries of Kondoa District. Nos. 14 and 15 were successful, No. 16 unsuccessful. 
No. 14 shows a definite steepening at between 200 and 245 ft. electrode separation where, 
in fact, waler was obtained. 

GRAPlI No. 15 shows no indication of water at a depth where the main supply was struck, 
and apparent resistivity values are relatively high above 15 kilo-ohm-cm. in the waler
bearing zone. 

GRAPH No. 16 which. judged by shape and apparent resistivity values. is favourable, 
proved unsuccessful. The reason for this, found by drilling. is that weathering ha~ proceeded 
too far. 

Some 80 miles east of Loliondo, where depth-probes Nos. I and 6 were obtained, but 
separaled from Ihe Loliondo area by Ihe Lake Nalron rift valley, is a dry Iracl of counlry 
known as the Longido area, from the 8,600 ft. high mountain of this name. Graphc; Nos . 17 
and 18 were obtained in this area. 

GRAPH No. 17 shows relatively low apparent rCSi ':ilh'ity values. but a borehole sunk on 
the site gave only 100 gallons per hour at a slight steepening of the curve which mayor may 
not be coincidence. The rock encountered in the borehole is a granulilic gneiss with some 
biOlite: 

GRAPH No. 18 indicates that the rock has weathered to the full depth of the survey, and, 
therefore, that the- rock may contain water. The graph, ill general, is featureless. 

Grarh~ Nos. 19 to 23 have been selected a'\ examples of curves obtained in a certain type 
or mb/lga in south-cast and south-west Masailand. 

GRAPH No. 20 is from the extreme south-eastern corner of Masailand. The site, when 
drilled, showed a rClali\'ely thin covcring of solid limestone from 0 to 40 f1. gradually turning 
into sandy limestone and with somc marl. Basement bedrock followed at 97 ft. and was 
wealhered 10 Ihe full deplh of Ihe hole. 
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GRAPII No. 19 represents a type of mbuga with a deep covering of limestones, clays and 
marls to approximately 205 ft., followed by heavily weathered Basement rock of biotitc 
amphibolite gneiss which continues to the full depth of the hole. 

GIl4ell No. 21 represents a very shallow type of mbl/go: only 33 ft. of limestone with 
marls were struck in borehole 6/52, followed by a granitrc gneiss. Water was struck just 
inside the hardening gneiss rock. This hardening of the rock is clearly indicated by the high 
apparent resistivity values on graph No. 21. 

GRAJ'II No. 22 was obtained in the same mbuga as No. 21. The limestone covering is, 
ho\\c\cr. ~andy and limoni tic. and no marls are prC'Scnt. This deposit is followed at llO ft. 
hy weathered biotite gneiss to the full depth of the borehole. The water was struck on the 
biotile gncl5.s rock. 

GR.\l'1I No. 23 is an example of a fair!) common type of resistivity curve often obtained 
10 ",bllgm and pans where clays and marly deposits underlie a relatively even covering of 
Il1ncstonc "prarent resistivity \-31\1cs arc Uliually 10\\, from 800 10 1,000 ohm..cm. or lower 
when marls and days ha\e hcclI rc.:lchcd. Thc lower part of such graphs oftcn shows a 
vertical Irend, with little change in rC~i'ilivily even when sal ine waler occurs, as in the case of 
borchole 25/50 which was drilled at the site of graph No. 23. 

PI.AN No. 24 AND GRAPll No. 24A. are an example ofa survey where iso-rcsistivitycontours 
were drawn from constant separation traHrses; such traverses, as a rule, proceed most 
depth-probes. I t is also an example of a sun·ey where everything went according to plan, 
a rare occurrence. Borehole 1/52 struck water in weathered gneiss above unweathered rock 
of the same type. Depth-probe graph No. 24 finally determined the drilling site. 

Graph No. 25. The site was explored by borehole 15 /52, which struck water at the 
relati.cJy great depth of 360 ft. abo.·e harder rock of Basement type. Marls and clay. 
'"' hich are 75 ft. thick account for the low apparent resis tivity values to this depth. 

GRAPH No. 26. The site was drilled and waler was struck in weathered basic bands 
in a banded gneiss and where this rock finally becomes solid and unweathered. The top 
75 ft. consist of mlmga limestone. mar Is and clays which is well indicated by apparent 
resistiqlic<i In the graph. 

GRAPII No. 27. This graph, situated in an area of Basement rocks , indicated that the 
rock is highly weathered tp the full depth of 500 ft. of the resistivity survey. The apparent 
resisli\ilY values 2·5 to 5 kilo·ohm·cm., however, also show that the formation is not clay 
or marls. Drilling would not normally have been Iried on a graph of this type, but water 
wa" urgently reCJuired for a Native Authority school already being built. 

GRAPH No. 28. This graph shows lower values than No. 27. Bedrock epidote gneiss 
"a..", in fact , first struck at a depth of 221 ft. below superficial deposits of clays and marls. 
The rock is highly weathered to 286 ft. and weathered to 420 ft. 

GRAPH No. 29 shows a similar trend to No. 28 but the geological formation on which it is 
sited is different. consisting of a quartz chlorite schist of Nyanzian type. The schist was 
first ,truck in a highly.weathered condition at appro<imateJy 240 ft. depth, but rock
v.cathering persist" to the full depth of the borehole, 420 ft. 

Graphs Nos. 30 and 31 are two similar graphs obtained al points 10 miles apart. TilE 
ROCK IN No. ]0 walii encountered close to the surface and consisted of a Basemect gneiss 
intruded by a dolcrite dyke; a relatively large supply of saline water was struck a.t 85 ft. 
The apparent resisli, it)' values fall sharply from this point to the bottom of the borehole. 
No. 31 WAS SITED on an alluvial fan deposit. Basement rock was struck at 150 ft., but no 
waler was found. The presence of rock at 150 ft. can be forecast from the graph. 

GR"PIJ No. 32 shows a curve which is fairly common in granitic gneiss or granite areas 
and only a slight change in the otherwise straight course of the graph indicates the possible 
presence of harder or softer rock. In some cases a ruler is laid along the curve and lines are 
drawn to ascertain the angle between the two limbs of the curve. 
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ORAPH No. 33 shows a curve which i. also common in !lasemeHt tocks antl only irtdicalej 
o gradual hardening of lhe rock towards depth. The apparent resistivity "alues indicale, 
however, that weathering persisls to about J SO ft. and that water may be found above thij 
depth. . 

GRAPH No. 34. This graph was taken on an mbuga covering amphibolites. The upper 
part reflects the clays and marl!, the centre part weathered amphibolite and the lower part 
more solid amphibolite. 

GRAPH No. 35. The main supply of water wa'i struck in weathered Basement rock just 
above solid rocks of the same type. The water is of medium salinity but potable. 

GRAPH No. 36 was taken on an alluvial fan deposit 140 fl. thick which is renected in high 
surface values. \Vcathered Basement rock was encountered from 140 ft. to 200 rt.: betow 
this is solid Basement rock. 

GRAPH No. 37. This graph was taken on mbuga deposits, marls, clays and limestone 
rubble, to 90 fl. At 95 ft. weathered granite gneiss was encountered on which the 
groundwater was found. 

GraphS Nos. 38 to 44 were all derived from a particularly difficult area of Basement rocks 
in east Kondoa District, and deserve close scrutiny. An area of deep superficial deposits 
followed by weathered and fissured rock combined in creating abnormal groundwater 
conditions. Three failures and three successes are depicted on graphs 38 to 40. The reasoru 
for the failures arc not immediately apparent and must be considered in relationship to the 
successful boreholes. 

GRAP", No. 39. The formation drilled was superficial clays, sands and rock rubble to 
300 ft. and weathered to fresh granite gneiss and biotite gneiss to the full depth of 515 ft. 
No really hard rock was encountered and no water was struck in the rock. 

GRAPH No. 40. This graph was taken in an mbuga. Superficial deposits are clays, 
lime rubble and marls to 306 ft.; then weathered biotite gneiss to the full depth of 370 ft. 
A small amount of water was struck in pcgmatitic material at 315 and 358 ft. 
When compared with the drilling logs the graph does indicate the break between superficial! 
and bedrock, but this could not have been interpreted beforehand as the low apparent 
resistivity of the top layer masks the higher apparent resistivity of the bedrock, the apparent 
resistance of which has not reached a 2 kilo-oh m-cm. at 4QO n. electrode separation. The 
trend of the curve deviates from the general type of Basement rock curves. 

GRAPH No. 38, \\ hich is similar in general direction to curve No. 39, shows clays and 
sands to 110 n. From 110 ft. to the bottom of the hole the borehole samples indicate fresh 
or weathered rock, depending on whether a band of acidic or basic banded gneiss has beeD 
intersected. Water was obtained in weathered biotite gneiss. The drop in apparent 
resistivity is maintained over five consecutive electrode separations between 320 and 370 ft. 
Water was struck in this zone. 

GRAPH No. 41. The site was explored by borehole 24/56. which encountered clays and 
sandy clays to 190 ft., pegmatitic weathered granite from 190 to 260 ft.; unweathered granite 
gneiss from 260 ft. to 290 fL; end weathered biotite gneiss. in which water was obtained, 
from to 290320 ft.; weathering continues to 365 ft. Fractures occur at betwccn 375 and 
38S ft., but the rock has hardened. 

GRAPH No. 42 when drilled showed clays, marls and clayey sands to \30 ft., then banded 
gneiss to 190 ft.; from 190 to 250 fL the banded gneiss was fractured and unfractured basic 
granite gneiss from 250 to 300 fL The vertical trend over nearly eight consecutive electrode 
separations coincides with the fractured and slightly-weathered rock which is the water
bearing zone. 

GRAPH No. 43. Gays and heavily oxidised clayey sands were encountered to 88 n., 
in which a small supply of water was struck. From 88 ft., banded gneisses fresh.'to slightly" 
weathered continued to 510 ft. From the borehole samples there appears to be no reason for 
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the ~teady drop in apparent rcsic;;ti'vit) hctwccn 100 n. and 160 rt. electrode separation. 
Only one thin layer of oxidi"icd rock wac; litruck between 188 and 200 rt. Lateral interference 
may account for the deviation of the curve, but this is unlikely as tests for such interference 
are routine measures in surveys of this type. 

GRAPH No. 44. The superficial depo,its extend to approximately 360 ft. and water in 
small quantities was struck from 185 ft. downwards, the main supply occurring between 
450 and 500 fl. in weathered biotite gneiss. 

GRAPHS Nos. 45 and 47 represent resistivity CUT'v'CS carried out over a body of quartzite 
which is strongly fractured. The superficial dcposit"i at the two sites varies, but the 
occurrence of water in fractured rock in the boreholcs coincides with a vcry strong deflection 
of the apparent re~istivity graph. 

GRAPH No. 46. This graph cannot be accurately inlcrpreted by itself, but in conjunction 
with the re!i>ults of drilling at the site of (jr~lrh'i Nos. 45 and 47, situated 5 and 10 miles to 
the nonh of Graph No. 46. and 3noli1cr horcholc 4 miles to the ~outh, the site was selecttd 
for drilling with good result.;;. \Valer W<I'i .;;truck in hrcken quart7ite. 

Graphs Nos. 48 to 50 are c'<.Jmplcs of mbflga resistiv ity tests from the Central Province 
where varying thicknesses of limestone \\.cre encountered, In a borehole sunk on the site of 
GRAPH No, 48 no bedrock was encountered In borehole 24151, GRAPH No, 49, diatomites 
were struck under marls from 90 to 100 n., but bedrock was not reached. 

At the site of GRAPH No. 50 a weathered biotite granite was encountered at 160 n, and 
water was first struck at 170 n. 

GRAPH No. 53 is also an example of an mbllga curve. Clays and marls were struck to 
an approximate depth of 200. From 200 to 228 fl. weathered granite was encountered and 
below this to 246 ft. less weathered granite. All formations below 155 ft. are saturated witb 
water of a salinity, T.O.S. 500-600 p.p.m. The borehole is now used for tbe Oodoma 
township supply. 

The Graphs Nos. 48. 50 and 53 have a common characteristic in that from none of these 
curves is it possible to determine the exact depth to bedrock from the graph. This is due 
to the fact that if, in a two layer system, the top layer has very low resistivity compared to tbo 
bottom layer, the current will flow nearly exclusively in the top layer and not penetrate into 
the layer with higher resistivity. The apparent resisti,ity will, therefore, only change very 
gradually from a relatively low value to higher values with the expanding electrode separation. 
In such cases, which arc common in the Central Province, knowledge of geology is essential 
to be able to judge the depth to which drilling should proceed. 

GraphS Nos. 53A to 68 is a selection of resistivity graphs from granitic areas induding 
bore holes of the Nyanzian formation. 

GRAPH No. 53A. A borehole sunk on this site struck calcareous cement to 45 ft., 
\\cathered granite to 105 ft. and solid granite to 110 ft. 

GRAPII No. 54. This site is an example of an inlier of biotitc·granite gneiss in the central 
granile shield. The borehoie Jog shows a rock cement and quartz rubble to 75 ft., below this 
an inlicr of biolitc·garnet gneiss intruded by pcgmatitc and quartz. This rock hardens at 
154 ft. 

GRAPH No. 55-0 to 68 ft. rubble of quartz; weathered hornblende granite to 110 ft . 
and less weathered to the full depth of the hole. 

GRAPH No, 56. This graph is of interest as a borchole sunk at the site encountered 
3,000 gallons pcr hour of potable water badly needed for the Oodoma township in a drought 
year. The graph does noL indicate the large fault 70ne encountered between 300 and 370 ft. 
llnd was not comidered particularly favourable before drilling. The relatively low apparent 
resistivity values to a fair depth were the main reasons for sinking a borehole on the site, 
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The fault zone itself is filled by a chlorito-epidote limestone rock of hydrothermal origin 
which has been refractured after its formation. Technical difficulties prevented the hole 
from being drilled to greater depths. The dip and strike of the fault zone could not be 
accurately ascertained by variometer surveys or geological means. Weathered granite 
with epidote was encountered from 45 to 300 ft. 

GRAPH No. 57 has been selected to show how difficult it is to forecast formation from tbe 
resistivity curvcs, even if the bedrock of the area is known to be granite. The boreholc at 
the site penetrated rubble, clayey sands and gravels to the full depth. 

GRAPH No. 58. The site was drilled and rock cement encountered to lOO ft. depth, 
below followed d.composed granite 10 130 ft. and then hard granite to the full depth of the 
hole. 

GRAPH No. 59 was obtained many years after the boreholc was drilled and shows no 
indication whatsoc\cr of water. or conditions favourable for water. The borehole penetrated 
a rock cement to 166 ft. and then went 2 rl. into granite. Compare with Graph No. 58, 
The borcholc was sunk on geological grounds and the waler struck was of relatively low 
salinity. 

GRAPII No. 60 shows the result of a resistivity survey of a granite gneiss , A borehole 
sunk on the site was a complete failure. Apparent resistivity values are relatively low, 
and were reOected by fairly sof~ weathered granite gneiss to 170 ft. depth. The trend of 
the curve, so far as granite curves go, is favourable. Epidote occurs in many orthe borehole 
samples. for funher details see under Weathering. 

GRAPHS Nos. 61 A""'D 62 show the advantage of resistivity surveys in a granitic area. 
A borehole was drilled at the site of Graph No. 62 many years before resistivity measurements 
became general practice. The borehole was abandoned in hard granite at 40 ft. No. 61 
site was drilled in weathered or semi-weathered granite from 15 to 252 ft. The two sites 
are in the same valley and about a mile apart. 

GRAPH No, 63 is of similar trend to Graph No. 57 with lower apparent r~istivity values. 
The borchole at this site encountered a pink aplilic rock from 20 to 110 ft. From 110 to 
255 ft. unweathered granite was struck. The reason for the failure at this site is not clear. 
The shape of the graph and apparent resistivity ,alues are ravourable and water was expected 
at ISO ft. It is possible that the presence of the pink aplitic rock has some bearing on the 
lower resistivities. 

GRAPII No. 64. The horehole drilled at this site shows the following log. Granitic 
sands and sandy clays to 65 ft.: 65 to 70 ft. weathered granite; 70 to 75 ft. fresh granite; 
75 to 135 ft. weathered granite. fractured; 135 to 145ft. aplitic granite, fractured; 145 to 160 ft. 
aplitic granite, fairly hard and solid; 160 to 168 ft. fresh hard granite. The fractured granite 
of the sea)Od aquifer is clearly indicated by the drop in apparent resistivity. 

GRAPH No. 65. The bore hole drilled at this site struck water of relatively high salinity, 
but potable. at the junction of weathered granite and fairly frc<h granite. The surface 
\\atcr was less saline. The salinity of the water, in this case, is indicated by a distinct drop 
in arparent resistivity. 

GRAPH No. 66. The rormation tested is an example of alluvium on granitic rock. 
Dry sands and gravels were encountered to 85 rt., then two aqUlrers close together. one in 
alluvium and one in granitic rock were struck at approximately 100 fl. 

GRAPH No. 67. See below. 

GRAPH No. 68, The bore hole sunk in 1948 on the sile of this graph '1r'3'i the first indication 
that quantities of water were available in the Makutopora mhuga and was the main reason 
for further exploratory work. At present the locality yield, 200.000 gallons per day and is 
part of the Dodoma township supply. The bo,"holes struck clays and marls and, deeper 
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down, mbllga limestone was encountered to 240 to 250 ft. From 250 to 300 ft. weathered 
granile is known to occur. Solid granite has not been reached so far at Makutopora. 
The graph shows low apparent resistivity values. Sce also Graphs Nos. 48 to 50 and 
Graph No. 53. 

Older LA"'Qs. 

GRAPH No. 67. This graph depicts apparent rcsisti\,jlics obtained in the lava series of 
the Nyanzian formation of the Musoma District. The type of graph is common. The lava 
is weathered to approximately 120 ft. and the groundwater is apparently held up by 
unwcathcred la\'3. 

ruuIIger unas Gild P]roclastics. 

GRAPH No. 69. The resistivity sun-ey depicted in this graph was carried out in an area 
where la\'3 was known (0 overlie Basement rocks. The re'iuit of the drilling showed lava 
to approximately ISO ft., then pyrocia"ics to 255 ft. From 255 ft. weathered Basement 
which was strongly fractured ,~as encountered to the full depth of the hole. The fractures 
drain all potential water supplies. The graph agrees well with the formation encountered. 
It was not known that p),roclastic deposits existed in the area, hence the curve was interpreted 
8S solid lava but potentially water-bearing from 220 to 255 ft.. where the Basement was 
expected. 

GRAPH No. 70. The boreholc drilled on the site of this graph shows lava for 15 ft. 
then pyroclastie rocks to the full depth of the borehole. The nature of the formation which 
holds up the water is not known, but it is probably a lava or agglomerate bed. 

GRAPH No. 71. The borehole drilled at this point showed ash and pyroc1astics to 51 ft.; 
from 51 to 157 ft. solid lava in which water was struck; from 157 ft. to the full depth of the 
hole "'csicular lava, apparently not water-bearing was encountered. 

GRAPH No. 88 from a site only a few miles away to the west of the site of Graph No. 71 
is shown for comparison. In the borehole sunk: at this sile solid Java was encountered with 
the exception of the top 20 ft. This lava was oxidised or fresh. A 20 ft . zone of oxidised 
lava was found at the bottom of the hole, indicating that at this stage volcanic activities 
had been quicscent for some time. The relatively high apparcnt resistivity values indicate 
the possible nature of lhe volcanic formation. 

GRAPH No. 72 was obtained in an area where groundwalcr is abundant. The formation 
from surface downwards consists of lake beds 30 ft. thick, below which are pyroclastic 
deposits or possibly alluvial fan deposits, waterbcaring.. to at least 412 ft. 

GRAPHS Nos. 73 and 74 "cre ohtained in lava formation. There is no indication of any 
water-bearing layer in either of these curves to appro\imately 100 ft. Water was struck 
at the surface but, unfortunately. it is contaminated by Ouorine. 

GRAPH No. 75 was obtained in a crater and the siting of the borchole was mainly based 
on geological observations. The water-bearing Z(lnc is in ash and claycy-ash beds. 

Basement Areas ",ni"~y in Fault-Zones in the Pare-Usnmhara Region. 

GRAPH No. 76. This shows a curve taken in an area where fracturing combined with 
weathering contrihutes to the creation of conditions favourable to accumulation of 
groundwater. Thc graph shows a vertical trend from about 140 to 160 ft. in which zone 
the water was encountered in weathered and rractured Basement rock. 

GRAPH No. 77. The site was chosen for geological TC<L'iOns in an area where two large 
faults or fracture systems were likely to intersect. The borehole was drilled in Basement 
Tocks intruded by quanz veins and pegmatites and large open dry fractures were encountered 
before the water-yielding fault-zones were intersected. The graph gives no indication of 
these fracture wnes. 
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GRAPHS Nos. 78 to 81. See below. 
GRAPH No. 82. The graph depicts resistivity conditions connected with the occurrence 

of large quantities of saline water in a fracture in Ba>cment rocks. The area is situated to 
the east of the Usambara Mountains where saline waters arc known to occur in fractured 
rock. The sudden drop in apparent resistivity values, which had reached relatively high 
figures, gives an indication of the quality of the groundwater that could be expected. 
Coastal Sedim~nl. 

GRAPH No. 78. This graph shows an example of salt· water penetration within the coastal 
unconsoljdat~d sedimcnts and coral reef formation. Such graphs must be closely studied. 
The borehole in question was stopped at 75 ft. immediately after fresh water had been struck. 
Salt·water can be expected only a few feet deeper. Apparent resistivity figures in the coastal 
c1a),s penetrated b)' salt·water show often sudden drops to very small values. 

GRAPHS Nos. 79 AND 80 arc morc or less typical of the apparent resistivity conditions of 
the solid Jurassic limestone found in the area west of Tanga in which water only occurs in 
solution channels or in joint systems. No indication of a water~carrying zone can be deduced 
from these graphs. The curves continue in the same general direction to at least 350 ft. 
electrode separation. 

GRAPH No. 81 is from the same area but to the south·west. The sedimentary conditions 
arc, however, very different. Clayey marls, marls and beds of solid oolitic limestone were 
struck within the compass of the resistivity graph below calcareous shales occurred. Tbe 
borehole was sunk to a depth of 900 ft. and must be considered as a failure. 

GRAPHS Nos. 83 TO 85 inclusive were obtained in a lurassic oolitic limestone within a 
relatively limited area. Only the bor.hole logs for Graph No. 85 are available; these show 
limestone and oxidised clays to 99 ft.; from 99 to 204 rt. blue shales followed by limestone 
from 204 to 215 ft.; shale from 215 to 235 ft. and limestone to the full depth of the hole. 
It should be pointed out that water in this hole was struck above the shales, which show 
lower apparent resistivity than the limestones. The graph would be very difficult to interpret 
without the borehole logs. This borehole was drilled in 1935 berore resistivity surveys were 
introduced. There are no reliable records of borehole samples from the two private 
boreholes (GraphS Nos. 83 and 84), but both arc reported to have struck limestone from 
a few feet below surface to the total depth of the holes. The resistivity surveys were carried 
out during check surveys of boreholes already drilled in the area. 

GRAPHS Nos. 86 AND 87 are examples of re"iSlivity surveys in the Karroo area north 
and north·west of Tanga. They were taken on black Karroo shales probably overlying 
the bottom conglomerate of the Karroo. The borehole at site 86 struck saline unpotable 
water. The higher salinity of the water is reflected in the lower apparent resistivities of 
Graph No. 86. Site No. 87 wo< drilled and the sal in it)' of the water struck is just above the 
upper limit of p0lability. 3,300 p.p.m .. but it can be used. Other resistivity surveys from tbe 
same t}pe of rock show similar curves. The main water-supplies were struck where the 
boreholes enter unwC3thered shale. There is also a change of trend towards higher 
rcsistivities at this point. 

GRAPH No. 88. Sce above. 
Alluvium. An alluvial area explored by drilling occurs in the Kilosa-Kimamba region 

of the Eastern Province. The Kimamba arca presents certain aspects in regard to resistivity 
surveys which will be discussed under Graphs Nos. 89 to 94 inclusive. The main fealures 
of the geology of this area is the occurrence of twO main aquifers consisting of sands. gravels 
or even cobbles, interbedded by clays and sandy or calcareous sedimcnts. As far as 
groundwater is concerned there appears to be no direct connection between the higher 
aquifer occurring at a depth from 20 to 50 ft., if the quality or the water, which 
varies considerably. is taken as a criterion of a connection between these beds. The lower 
aquifer occurs in general below 100 ft. and appears to be continuous and to contain water 
in large quantities and of good quality. There is a possibility that a third aquifer occurs 
below 185 ft. or 250 ft. Technical difficulties in the form of running sands in the second 
aquifer have so far prevented exrloration of deeper strata. Graphs Nos. 89 to 94 inclusive 
were obtained within a radius 0 two miles. 
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GRAPH No. 89. The borehole logs at the site of this graph show the following formation; 
o to 54 ft., sandy clays; 54 to 84 ft., coarse sands and quartz pebbles (aquifer No. I); 84 to 131 
ft., sandy days and days; 131 to 135 ft. sand, gravel and cobbles (aquifer No. 2). The graph 
reflects changes in formation, but it would not have been possible to forecast aeeura~ly 
wbat these changes mean as regards alluvial materi.l. The difference between apparent 
resistivity of a possibly dry sandy clay and a water-bearing sand is not large enough for 
definite identification. 

GRAPH No. 90. The borehole sunk on this grapb also inter.;ccts two aquifer.;, the fir.;t 
between 25 and 49 ft. and the second between 108 and 116 ft. The changes in apparent 
resistivity could not, as in Graph No. 89, have been interpreted with cenainty. 

GRAPH No. 91. The borehole drilled on this graph intersected the following strata; 
o to 35 ft., sandy days; 35 to 110 ft., sands and gravel (first aquifer); 110 to 135 ft., sandy 
days; 135 to 157 ft ., sands and gravels, possibly a second aqUifer. The graph shows falling 
apparent resistivity values covering aquifer No. I and more or less stable values for the lower 
clay beds and aquifer No. 2, which mayor may not be saturated with water. 

GRAPH No. 92 was obtained dose to borehole 10/57, but may not accurately depict the 
rannation struck in this borehole. The geological conditions are substantially the same 8S 

at site No. 91. Aquifer No. I extends from 75 to 110 ft. , but it seems probable that aquifer 
No. 2 is situated below 185 ft., as the bulk of the water was not obtained until an airlift 
pump had been installed; the pump reduced the head of water and enabled it to break 
through into tbe borehole. Drilling conditions in both holes were difficult due to the sands 
and waler in aquifer No. 1. 

GRAPHS Nos. 93 AND 94. These sites show similar conditions. Two aquifers of sandy 
clay layers were intersected in the boreholes, but at site No. 93 a calcareous clay layer was 
struck below the second aquifer at 150 ft. The positions of the two aquifer.; are as follows: 
No. 93 site, first, 48 to 81 ft.; second, 115 to 150 ft.; No. 94 site, fir.;t aquifer 35 to 85 ft .; 
second 105 ft ., bottom not reached. 

Kilosa Alluvium. The general geological conditions differ considerably from those 
prevailing at Kimamba. Kilosa is situated below a fault escarpment, but the exact position 
of the fault line is not known, neither is the amount of throw. The Mukendockwa valley 
debouches on the plains not far from the boreholc sites. 

GRAPH No. 95. The formation struck in the borehole at this site shows the following 
section: 30 to 40 ft ., sandy clays with some water; clay from 40 to 53 ft ., below which water 
was struck in coarse sands. The second aquifer is present between 65 and 70 ft., below 
thick clays and sandy clays are encountered to the full depth of the borehole. 

GRAPH No. 96. The borehole sunk at this point ~as tested at 13,500 gallons per hour, 
the highest yield so far obtained in an inland alluvial deposit. The upper section of the 
borchole samples does not give the impression of a weU-sorted alluvium and the samples 
show sandy clays, very dark-coloured, from 78 to 82 ft. Most of the water was presumably 
struck at between 103 and 110 ft., where blocks of amphibolite and dyke rocks were found, 
pOSSibly resting on a sandy bedrock cement. The borehole is situated approximately 500 
yards from the river. Neither graph No. 95 or No. 96 gives any indications as to the existing 
sub-surface conditions. Solid bedrock may reasonably be expected at 230 and 200 ft. 
respectively. 

GRAPH No. 97 . This graph has been included on account of its position in an area so 
far not explored for ground water. and on account of the large yields struck in a strongly
fractured Basement gneiss. The borehole log shows soil from 0 to 30 ft. and from this 
depth to 108 ft. a chloritic granite gneiss invaded by pegmatitic material. Only a few feet 
of non-fractured rock occurs in a complete section from 30 to 108 ft. The section 74 to 
84 ft. is heavily "eathered and traces of an altered dyke rock are found. The graph definitely 
indicates the hydrological conditions found in the borehole. The water was found to be 
high in sodium sulphate, but not of excessively high salinity. 
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(v) Us~fulneSJ o[ Resisli~';')' SuryC!)',S.-The successes and railures in finding water, and 
particularly potable water, in the territory by resistivity surveys are directly connected witb 
the geological formations which are subject to exploration during such surveys. This fact 
is a direct consequence of the resistivity method itself, but should, nevertheless, be stressed. 

The usefulness of resistivity surveys when all geological information obtainable ha! been 
collected, can be roughly classified by formations according to the following schedule. 
As geological knowledge and the number of borcholes increases the proportion of successes 
is likely to rise, but the validity of the classification will probably still obtain unless different 
geophysical methods. not entirel), connected with resisti\'ily are applied. 
MOll Use fill In: 

1. Granitic areas. 

2. Coao;;tal sedimentary rocks and unconliolidated sediment where salt·walcr penetration 
is liable 10 occur. 

3. Tracing sandy alluvium under clays. 

Use/ul in: 
1. Basement rocks. 
2. Nyanzian schists. 
3. Certain mbuga deposits. 
4. Sedimentary rocks of known stratigraphy. 

LrJS Useful in: 

I. Nyanzian bandcd ironstone formation and older volcanic series. 
2. Sedimentary rocks of unknown stratigraphy. 

Problemalic or even doubt/ul in: 
I. Younger lava series. 

2. Karagwe-Ankolean rocks, unless preceded by a very careful geological survey. 
Most Useful or less useful dl!pending on the material which makes up such deposits: 

1. In alluvial and lake deposits of many kinds. 
Most Useflll: 

1. In granitic areas two major geological facts can be ascertained by resistivity surveys. 
Constant separation traverses will c')tablish the presence or non·presence of weathered 

basins and/or inliers of older rocks and also outline "hardrock" granite areas within a region. 
Depth·probes will establish depth of wCIlthered granite and the thickness of other deposits 

above the weathered granite. Resistivity lows should be checked with a magnetic survey 
to ascertain type of deposit. The presence of water is, however, very rarely directly indicated 
by depth·probe graphs on granite unless it is highly saline. In some cases major fracture 
zones containing water show up in the shape of low resistivity areas or basins, orientated 
along directional lines. 

2. Coastal sedimentary rocks and unconsolidated sedimenls are often penetrated by 
sC'a·water. The sca·water horizon, particularly in clays. is usually distinctly indicated on 
the rcsisti\jty graphs. and the boundary between fresh and salt-water can be determined. 

3. The location of river beds and estuary deposits along the coast hidden by clayey 
deposits is greatly facilitated by constant sepa.ration traverse and depth·probes. 
Vuful: 

l. Basement rocks, as a whole. are better aquifers than granites. but also require closer 
geological exploration berofe resistivity surveys are carried out. \Veathered areas or layers, 
in general. show up well in constant separation surveys and hard rock areas can, as in 
granites, be e;-:cluded. In many cases, however. the depth-probe graphs are difficult to 
interpret; so·called lateral interference is common and must be checked by changing the 
direction of the depth-prObe layout or by magnetic survey. Salt-water in fractures Dot 
always discernible in depth·probe graphs in Basement rocks. In general. areas not previously 
explored by drilling cannot with certainty be assessed as to water prospects from depth
probes. 
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2. Nyanzian Schist. This formation when known to occur within a granite area to a 
certain extent lends itself to upJoration by resistivity surveys in so far as weathered zones 
and depth of weathering ean be detected. This has been particularly noticeable in the 
Singida District. 

3. Mbuga deposits of limestone mar! type such as are encountered in the Central Province 
at Kongwa. Loji and Makulopora, often in block-faulled areas, can be explored for maximum 
depth of the block·fault and greatest development of limestone. This has particularly 
been proved useful at Kongwa. Groundw3tcr is. as a rule, present in this type of formation. 
Vertical graphs 3re common in mhuga deposits and not al .... ays ea~y to interpret. 

4. Sedimentary rocks of known stratigraphy. Examples of these are rare in the territory. 

uss Use!"I: 
I. The banded ironstone series of the NY3rt.7ian does not lend itself to rco;istivity sun:eys, 

and It is doubtful whether the volcanic rock seneo; which occur in this formation would 
show any better rco; ulls. The basic \'olcanic rocks of the Nyanzian show definitely the depth 
10 hard rock on resistivity graphs. 

2. In sedimentary rocks of unknown stratigraphy curves can seldom be accurately 
interpreted heforchand. This has been the case in the Tanga limestone which is often 
interbedded with shales or mudstones. The same conditions apply to the Makonde plateau 
where drilling showed formations which "ere not e1tpccled from the results of the resistivity 
surveys. 
Problematic or dcwblful: 

I. Younger volcanics. The resulL of resi'iti\'it)' surveys and subsequent drilling in the 
younger volcanics of the Northern Province has. up to dale, been poor. There IS so far no 
known instance where water. or even favourable conditions for striking water, could 
accurately have been forecast from such surveys. The above conditions also appear to be 
applicable to the schist and quartzite formation of the Karagwe Ankolean. Drilling in the 
Karagwe Ankolean formation has, howe\'er, been reasonably successful as bore holes in this 
formation can be sited with the aid of geological surveys. The geology of the younger 
la\'a areas is, on the other hand, in most cases unknown. 
Mosl useful or I~ss useful: 

1. Sandy alluvium and lake limestone depo<;;ils. if of fair lhid.ness, can be discovered 
under. or interbedded with, clays. marls , etc., by rC'iisti",ilY tra\erses. In many cases, however, 
the difference in the apparent resistivity of an aquifer and a non-aquifer is not large enough 
for accurate forecasting of geological conditions. Similar circumstances arise whenever 
two different formations with similar, or nearl}' similar, apparent reSistivity occur io 
juxtaposition. 

(b) MAGNETIC SURVEYS 

The variation of the vertical component of the earth's magnetic field has been used for 
hundreds of years in the search for magnetic iron ores, and from this early beginning more 
and more sensiti"e instruments have been evolved to assist in distinguishing between rock 
types, and in searching for mineral deposits. 

As far as the search for ground water in Tanganyika jo; concerned magnetic SUT\'cys have 
been used for finding dykes, kimbcrlites and la\'as. and to distinguish different rock types 
of the Basement system where the overburden is heavy. Low resistivity areas or basins 
found by resistivity surveys have also been checked by magnetic surveys 10 ascertain whether 
weathered basins or inliers of older rocks were the cause of these resistivity lows. Magnetic 
surveys have. however, been used to a very limited e:\tent compared to resistivity surveys, 
and ha\'e not, on the whole. been found to be of very great practical help in the location of 
water in the territory. There is also a great lack of information in respect of the magnitude 
and variations of Lhe vertical component of the magnetic field from north to south in this 
territory. as no exact determination of the induced field has so far been made. 
All determinalions of the vertical variation of the field have. therefore, only been made in 
relationship to an arbitrary station chosen within the area of survey, such as a bare granite 
outcrop in Tabora, Oodoma or Njombe, or an outcrop of Basement rock in Masailand. 
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The instruments in use by the \Vater Development and Irrigation Department arc 
variomelers built by \Vatts and fitted with three auxiliary magnets, Major surveys have 
been carried out in the Isanga basin south of Lake Victoria; to determine the outlines and 
boundaries of the banded ironstone formation; at Tabora in an investigation of the trend and 
oc<:urrence or basic dykes. Within the Central Province kimberlite bodies and dykes have 
been sUr'rcyed. In other localities, such as Kondoa District, Iringa District and Masalland. 
less extensive surveys have been made, mostly to determine the contacts between various 
rock formations in the Basement. 

(c) OnlrR MITIIODS 

Ne"" scientific methods and in<itrumcnts used in pro ... pccting for water are continuously 
being developed in many countries. The cost of these is often high and not always 
commC""UralC \\ Ilh the rec;uits achieved. There is, however, one important aid in 
prospccllng for "ater which is readily at hand and \IIhich should be mentioned. namely. 
the use of air photographs. Appro\imatcly thrce·quarters of. Tanganyika ha,s now been 
covered by air photographs and these should be made available for use In the field 
by geologists and engineers concerned with waler exploration. At present this is not possible 
because or the high initial cost or a complete set or photographs or the territory. A great 
deal of inrormalion on fault lines, folding, the nature of rock formations, soils and vegetation 
etc., can be obtained from air photographs. This information is at present laboriously 
collected in the field. 
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CHAPTER NINE 

BOREHOLE STATISTICS 

The main groundw31er areas so far explored by driUing within the territory can most 
conveniently be grouped under the eight provinces constituting administrative and, from 
a Government development point of view, financial units. The three coastal provinces, 
Tanga, Eastern and Southern, in which the bulk of the sisal plantations and the two main 
towns of the territory are situated, contain within their boundaries the largest groups of 
consumers of underground water. The Northern and Southern Highlands Provinces carry. 
apan from a large nalive population, the greater pan of the European community setlled on 
the land. The Central, Western and Lake Provinces and the Masailand districts of the 
Northern Province are almost exclusively occupied by a rural African population practising 
agriculture and cattle-raising. 

The borehole statistics ha"e, therefore, been arranged on a provincial basis, grouped 
under the main geological formations occurring in each province. 

"''hen perusing these statistics it should be remembered that most statistics which are 
based on too small a number arc miskading and, therefore, must be read with discrimination. 
Included in the statistics arc also a number of borehole sites which were drilled in the early 
thirties, from 1931 onwards, when knowledge of the geology of the country was incomplete, 
and geophysical methods were not in use. Moreover, conclusions from a comparison 
between failures and successes cannot be drawn, as in some cases purely explorative driUiDg 
was undertaken in previously unexplored regions. while in others drirting in ~eologically-k.oown 
areas and under known conditions was carried out. 

The statistics do, however, reHeet the difference between the general possibilities of 
striking water and the average yield of borehales in the various formations and areas of the 
territory. and also give an indication of the ever present hazards from many causes when 
drilling. It is known that a number of boreholes. estimated at approximately 300. have been 
sunk in the territory and of which the detailed records are not available or have been lost. 
These could, thererore, not be included in the statistics. The total number of boreholes 
for which records are readily available is approximately 860, and the statistics presented 
have been prepared from these'records. Certain of the main headings under which the 
stalistics are given possibly require more detailed explanation, which is therefore given below. 

Geological Formations. This heading refers to the main rormation struck in a borehole, 
but it should be pointed out that, in many cases, the boreholes have intersected soils, super. 
ficials or evcn lake beds and mbuga deposits before entering hard rocks, and that water was 
not necessarily obtained from such hard rocks. In the case of sedimentary rocks, soils and 
unconsolidated sediments may have been encountered before the sedimentary rock was 
struck. It was, however, found impracticable to include all such information. 

A~'cr~~e depth from surface to which water rises. The level to which water rises in 
a borehole depends on the hydrostatic pressure prevailing in the area surrounding the 
borehole during drilling operations, but this level should remain more or less constant when 
the borehole is not pumped, or at least if depth to water-level is measured and compared 
during the same period of the year. 

Artesian Boreholes. The tcrm is used here in the case of a borehole in which the 
hydrostatic pressure is large enough to raise the water-level when water is first struck to just 
above the surface of the ground or higher. 

Tested Yield. This means, as far as boreholes sunk by Government are concerned, 
the maximum yield obtainable after 8 or 12 hours pumping. The capacity of the test pump 
(;onstitutes, however, an upper limit varying between 2,500 aDd 4,800 gallons per hour, 
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depending on pumps and drilling equipment. Private drilling contractors carry out similar 
tests but also estimate yields above the capacity of the pump based on drawdown of the 
water-level during pumpiog.(I) 

Technical Failures include a variety of drilling hazards such as loss of tools, running sands, 
steeply dipping rocks and casing difficulties. etc. 

Boreholes reported containing saline water. This heading was introduced for the simple 
reason that many privately drilled borchole records only indicate quality of water in such 
general terms such as slightly salt. brackish, salty. or salt. Borehole waters reponed as 
brackish. salty or salt have, therefore, been classified as borchol~s reported containing saline 
\\ater. As (ar as Government boreholcs arc concerned, practically all borehole waters iD 
the past and all at the present time are subjected to routine tests or chemical analyses. A 
Government boreholc is. therefore, in the statistics, classified as saline if it cannot be used 
for the purpose for which it was drilled. 

Borl'holes with a ) 'it'ld considered to be loo low to be useful. The interpretation of this 
hcading is. by its very wording. flexible. The yield of a borchole sunk for supplying a sisal 
decorticating plant may be too low even at 1,000 gallons per hour, but a borehole in the arid 
Central Province sunk for the rural Native Authorities can be used with a yield below 100 
gallons per hour, provided the depth to water is within the reach of a hand·pump. As rar as 
the statistics are concerned no borehole yielding 300 gallons per hour or over has been 
dassified under the above heading. 

TANGA PkOVlNCE BOkEHOLE STATISTICS 
"':':'::':':':':""'_-,---

Sedimenlary rocks and I Basement roch or In 
unconso hdated sedj· I GeolOgical Formation 

Drilled By 

Basement rock areas 
menU • ____ ~---

Govern~ 

ment ment Enterpnse 

-----------------------1-----
Total number of boreholes 

I 
Private 

Enterprise 
Govern- I Priva~ 
4.~~ I Aggregate footage 

Average dtlpth of borehole in feet 
Maximum d~pth of borehol~ in feet 
A\erage depth 10 ..... ater struck in feel 
Muimum deplh to waler struck in feel 
Averolg~ depth from surface to which water rises in feet 
No. of Artesian boreboles 
Aggregate le~ted yield in gallons per hour 
Average tesled yidd in gallons per hour 
Muimum yi~Jd in gallons per hour 
No. of boreholes r~porled containing saline water . 
Number of dry holes . 
Technkal failures 
No. of boreholcs with a yield too low to be considered 

useful 
Total number of failures from all causes 
Number or successful boreholes 
Percentage successful boreho les 

55 
12.450 

226 
900 
164 
800 

57 
4 

136.2tO 
2.900 

t5.000 
6 
6 
2 

1 
t5 
40 
73%' 

39 
8.6t2 

221 
550 
t44 
310 
82 

Nil 
67.660 

1.829 
).600 

8 
2 
? 

t72 
370 
9t 

255 
48 

t 
60.660 

2,41S 
to.OOO 

5 
4 , 

Nil 
t 

t; I~ 1 

24 t7 ! 
64 ~" ___ S8% 

43 
to.54Q 

245 
430 
t53 
410 

56 

76.880 
2.107 
6.000 

9 
7 
? 

3 
t9 
24 
~6~ 

The number of boreholes sunk in Tanga Province for which records are available is 166, but man)' morc 
.arc ~nown to ha'·e been drilled; the tot31 probably exceeds 200. 

TanJ!a Pro~·;nce. Tanga Province is the smaUcst of all the provinces and covers 13,803 
square miles. It is known that more than 120 boreholes have been sunk in the sedimentary 
rocks and unconsolidated sediments in this region. Drilling difficulties and dry boreholes 
are mainly confmed to the Jurassic limestone and the underlying calc:are~us mudsto.nes, 
particularly in the KwaKembe and Pongwe areas. Salt·watcr penetration IS most senous 

(I)S(JJ~ )'j~/d. The sare yield of a borehole which it is intended to pump for 24 hours a day 
continuou.sl), is estimated to be approximately 15 per cent of the tested yield obtained during ~he 
Government type of I~t pumping. The tested yiold of a borehole can, however. in most cases be malO· 
tained if .. boreholc is pumped for 10 hours out of 24. ID arid 8reas a few instances have been recorded 
in which there has been SI drop in yield compared to tbe test pump. This docreasc occurred al the cod 
of a su or seven month dry season. 
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in sandy depesi" in the Moa area close to the sea. At Tanga il5elf the coral reef and clays 
at Ra7..ka7one also yield sca·water. South of Tanga in the Maweni area conditions improve . 
In the region of the Pangani estuary sea-water penetration is unpredictable unless resistivity 
surveys are carried out. The Basement rocks at the foot of the North and South Pare 
and Usambara Mountains have been explored by more than fifty boreholes, which show 
a high average yield of 2,200 gallons per hour. To the east and south~t of the Usambara 
MoullIains fissure water of high salinity can be expected (sec under Geochcmistry of Ground· 
water) . Away from the main fault-lines and the cross-faults drilling results have been poor 
and show a large proportion of failures. There seems to be reasonably good prospects of 
dcveloring undergroLnd water on the north-cast flanks of the Pare and Usambara mountains 
sh('luld this region re'1uire water supplies in the future. The Handeni District, on the other 
hand. may he difficult to develop. In this district the crystalline limestone series of (he 
Balicmcnt should , in the first place. be explored. as large quantities of potable water may be 
encou nte red in these rocks and in the interbedded schislS. Saline water in fissures can be 
e>.pcctcd in the Ba",eOlcnt rocks cast of the foothills of the Usambara Mountains. The 
Karroo shale.;; inland and to the north of Tang a are also liable to carr) saline water. 

EA5rEAN PAOV INCE BOJUHOLE SlATlSnCS 

I 
Unconsotidal.ed sedi· c.'o.~"o~... I Sedimentary nxks Basemen! rocks rnent or alluvium 

Govern- I Private I Go"em- Private Govem- I Private Drilled by men! Enterprise ment I Enterprise ment Enterprise 

To tal No of horehotes 23 17 18 12 16 A number 
A~f:rega!e footage 6,4()3 5,226 1.J4S 2.471 drilled but 
Ma:\;rnulll depth of borehole in DO records 

reet 727 270 494 522 243 vailable. 
A .. ela!le depth 10 water struck in 

roet 147 t09 162 123 89 
Maximum depth to water struck in 

foet 388 t56 440 206 190 
A .. erage depth from surface to 

which water ri5eS in feet 43 55 71 21 89 
No. of Artesian boreholes ... 1 1 Nil Nil 1 
Aggre!!a letesled yield in callons 

per hour .. I 16,907 5,74() 18.868 19.180 37,200 
A \trage tested) ield in Callons per 

hour ... ... ... .. 889 718 1,109 1,743 2,800 
Maximum) ield in gallons per hour I t,900 t,800 4,000 3,600 8,000 
No. of boreholes reponed con-

taining saline .... aler 
I 

Nil 2 4 3 Nil 
Number of drY holes 6 1 1 Nil 
Technical fail~rC5 ... . ... ! Nil 3 
No. of borehoJes \o\ilh a yield too I 

3 3 Nil 10' 10 be con,;d ... d useful . I 
To::~s~~m~r of ~~~Iures . :.rom ~~I 

4 9 8 4 3 
Number of ~ ucce~~ful boreho!cs 19 8 to I 8 13 
PerCt nt3~e \ucce~~rul boreho!c:s ... 82 % 47% ~~_; ___ 67 % 81 Y. 

Eastern Pf(H·illce. The Eastern Province is approximately 42,094 square miles in extent. 
Very little is known about the underground water conditions in the province outside the Oar 
es Sal:lam area and a narrow st rip on both sides of the Central Railway line as far as Kilosa. 
In addition a relatively small area north of Kilosa has also been explored . In the Dar cs 
Salaam region it can be said that water in useful quantities is only to be found in river-beds 
of the prc<;cnt geological epoch or in old river-beds and fluviatile deposits hidden by clays, 
coral reefs or other unconsolidated deposits. A large number of borcholes have been sunk 
in this area with varying success from before 1914 up 10 the present time. In addition to 
the rh er-beds and the flu\iatile deposits. the coral reef encountered at about 100 ft. depth 
from Temcke to , at least, as far as Ubongo. may yield small but useful quantities of water. 
The salinity of the water obtained from the coral reef will increase towards the sea. 
The Pugu kaolin sandstone is known to hold fresh water, but the kaolin clays which enter 
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the boreholes wilh the water are nol easily removed. The unconsolidated sands and clays 
west of Pugu in the Soga area yield some water, but running sands and clays make the 
extraction difficult. West of the Ruvu Rh:er large tracts of country suitable for cattle grazing 
exist. but the underlying formations, most I) sandy clays. have shown little promise as far as 
ground water is concerned. From west of Msua Jurassic silt·stoncs are to be found, and one 
borehole in these yielded only 50 gallons per hour. The hole was 700 ft. deep. The waler 
was struck in the top 50 rt. of the silt-stones which were weathered. From Kidugallo and 
as far as Ngerengere groundwater conditions improve in the shallow-water limestones. 
Large yields. however, cannot be expected unless fault lines are encountered. 

Bawmeflf Ror/..J. The Basement rocks are rirst met with a few hundred yarJs "est of 
Ngcrcngere slation. To the north of this stalion tbese rocks. on the whole. appear to carry 
slightly brad, ish ""aler. To the south of Ngcrengerc conditions improve, both as regards 
quantity and quality The Morogoro region ha";, in general. shown little promise as regards 
groundwaler. Low yiclds and high salinilie') In Ihe Kingolwira area have resulted in many 
failureo;. ('onditiono; in the Basement rocks south of Kilol\J. are favourable and a recent 
bOlchole drilled in fractured Bascment quart7itc gave a yield of more than 10,000 gallons 
per hour. It seems. therefore. possible Ihal an area below the Usagara escarpmenl south of 
Kilosa is \\cll-faulted and fractured and that groundwater conditione; here may be similar to 
the favourable drilling areas below the Usambara Mountain. 

AlIlll'iflm. This type of formation occurs in Ihe vicinity of old river-beds in the Mkala 
plains and in the Kimamba-Kilosa-Kidete triangle and has, so far, proved favourable. 
At Kimamba and Kilosa, at least two aquifers occur and yields of more than 2,000 gallons 
per hour can be expected. In the Kidete-Rudewa area and at certain points near Kimamba 
running sands containing water under high pressure have been encountered and some 
boreholes hJ\e had (0 be abandoned because of these. 

Other very large areas of alluvium and possibly lake deposits exist in the Rufiji basin in 
the Kilombero valley and in the Ruvu valley. Except for successful wells sunk by the Ruvu 
Sio;al Estate in an old oxbow of the Ruvu River, nothing is known about water-bearing 
properties of the formations in these areas. 

SOUTHERN PR,OVINC[ B ORE-HOLF STATISTICS 

IScdlment2ry rock-;;nd-I-
: unconsolidated I Ba~ment rocks 

sed imenlS 
Geological Fonnation 

- - -
Drilled by 

Total number of boreholes 
Aggregate fOOlllge 
A\cragc depth of boreho le in feel 
Maximum depth of borehole in (eel 
A· .. eragc depth to \uter struck in feet 
Maximum depth to waler struck in foet 
A \crage depth from su rface to which waler rises in feCi 
No. of Artc!>j~n bo~holes 
Aggre"atc lesled yield in gallons ~r hour 
A .... erage lc~led yield in 8<1110ns per hour ... 
Maximum yield in gallons per hour 
No_ of boreholcs reponed conlaining saline: water 
Number of dry holes ... 
Technical failures 

.1 
I 

No. of boreholes with a yield too low to be considered 

useful '''1 

Govern-
ment 

41 
8,891 

219 
~~2 

90 
238 
~6 
4 

69,632 
2.240 
6,600 

10 
9 
I 

4 

I 
- - -------

Prjvllte I Govern-
Enlerpri~e I ment OF.C.· 

---
6 6 75 

1,494 639 16,249 
249 106 290 
400 214 480 
104 2~ 1t8 
129 86 280 
63 13 88 

Nil Nil 
7,300 3,800 30,132 
1,820 9~O 1~3 

3,000 2,400 2.000 
2 3 

2 I 19 
Nil 4 

2 S 
below 

200 

I g.p.g. 
Total number of failures rrom all causes ." ... 24 I 2 !5 31 
Number of SUC('CSliruJ boreholes ..! n 4 t 44 
Percentage successrul bo~hoJes 41 ~; 66 ~,~I !_6Y. !58 Y. 

-From O.F.C. records Failures and successes cakulated on 7S t other statistics refer to 67 boreholes 
only. 
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Southern PrOl'ince.-The Southern Province is the second largest in the territory. 
extending over 55,200 sguare miles of land area. Drilling in this large and partly unexplored 
province has, so far. been concentrated in two main regions only. namely, in the sedimentary 
formations along the coast and in the broad corridor, in which Basement rocks 3re exposed. 
situated immediately to the west of the sedimentary coastal strip. 

The Sed;mentary Coastal Strip. The most northerly borchole sunk in the provincc in 
the sedimentary strips was located near the old military road from Kilwa to Lindi. It was 
sunk in the 1914- 1918 War by the Royal Engineers to a depth or 325 ft. and wa' pumped 
at 30,000 gallons pcr day. The rormation pierced i, probably of Cretaceous age. South 
of the Mbcmkuru River from MJ..oc Sisal Plantation to Undi a number of barcholes was 
sunk to a depth not exceeding 300 n. These borcholes struck clays and were unsuccessful. 
Deep drilling in this area in the Eoccne limestones may produce beller results. but this is 
uncertain. The Mbemkuru valley allu\lum, unless entirely clayey in nature. should be 
a favourable drilling area. At Lindi it,e1f all attempts to find water or reasonably low 
salmity hy drilling have faikd and groundwater in the area west of Lindi Bay is, 
in all probability, saline too. Kitunda sandstone outcropping south of Lindi Bay is a good, 
but somewhat erratiC, aquifer. Groundwater conditions in this sandstone also seem to 
deteriorate inland. South of Kitunda in the Sudi Bay area calcareous sandstone yielded 
water at less than 300 ft depth. The Mikindani·Pemba Mwila area has been explored by 
a number of boreholes and it is fairly certain that this area at some stage in its geological 
history was occupied by a river estuary. The sandy sediments first deposited were covered 
by coral limestones or clays during a later transgression of the sea. The width of the estuary 
was probably two to three miles. Several boreholes struck fresh artesian water below 
-sea·leveJ. From the south of Mikindani tov.oship and in the Mtwara harbour area drilling 
results were disappointing. Both the younger sandy sediments and the coral limestone 
contained water polluted by sea·water. The Mtwara township, first supplied by water from 
Mi~indani. is now served by boreholes sunk in allU\ium to the south of Mtwara creek. 
This supply is liable to contamination by sca·water if pressure levels in the borehole are made 
to drop too low by over·pumping. 

Till' Basemenl Corridor. - AII attempts to find potable water in Ba~ement rock at Masasi 
failed. One borchole, which ga\c more than 2,400 gallons per hour, was very saline and 
others only struck surface water after much unfissured hard rock of the Basement was 
encountered and had to be abandoned. This also applies to Chilongula station on the 
railway line. Of far greater importance to the knowledge of water supplies in the Basement 
rock in the corridor is the large-scale drilling programmc carried out by the Overseas Food 
Corporation in Nachingwea District. More than 75 boreholes were sunk and the result 
can be considered as an example of what can reasonably be expected to be achieved when 
drilling in these rocks. A complete and thorough geophysical survey by resistivity probes 
preceded the drilling programme and the results were comparatively good. From a geolo
gical angle It is stated by the geophysical company, Geophysical Survey (Pty) Ltd., tbat when 
minor faults or fractures coincide in direction with the strike or sChistosity of the Basement 
rocks the result in the yield of boreholes drilled therein improves. It is also stated that the 
cryst:llline limestone did not appear to be a good aquifer. AI Songca Boma onc borchole 
was ~ucccssful1y sunk in weathered Basement rocks by Government. The Karroo formation 
at Likonde. 30 miles south·\\cst of Songea, was explored by two borcholes. Both struck 
water at shallow depth and of good quality. but loose sandy strata were encountered in onc 
which had to be abandoned. 
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NoantD.N PJtOVlNCf BmI.EHOLf: STA nmCl 

Geological FOITnBtiOO 

Drilled By 

I Basc:meot rock or in 
Basement rock areas -r ~:Sla~~~' 

Govern· 1- p-n-·v-'-'.-+-G-o-v-.-rn-.
4 

Pri .... ate 

menl Enterprise ment Enterprise 

------------------
Total number of boreholcs 
Aggregate footage 
A .. c:rage depth of borehole in fcct 
MaximuOl depth of borehole in feet 
A\erage depth to .... ater struck in rut 
Ma~inlum dcrth to water struck in feet 
A\elaJ;c dcrth fr.om ~urface to which ..... ater rise~ in feet 
No. of Artctiiln borchole,o; 
Aru:regale 1C'~lcd }it"ld in 8aIJons per hour 
A\crage t~tcd pej,j in gallon.., per hour 
Maximum yield in gallons per hour 
No. of borcholes re:rortcd containing saline Wilier or 

flu llrine abC'\e 5 p.p.m (F. refs. to la"'il~ and pyroc. only) 
y..;uOlbcr of dry holes 

Technic.;!1 failurt.s 
No_ of horeholes .... jIh a yield too low to be considered 

u~eful 

31 ~. 39 2 
10,~0~ 7,992 11,000 No records. 

339 
1,063 

188 
900 
160 
Nil 

19,1~8 
1.271 
3.600 

3 
IJ 

21~ 
610 
II~ 
460 
161 
Nil 

41,470 
1,974 
~,OOO 

7 
4 

No. 
known 

282 
~69 
221 
>O~ 
187 
Nil 

26.000 
963 

3,300 
Saline 

2 
8 

2 

3 I 3 
20 12 I~ 
11 13 24 

.. 
Total numher of failures from all causes 
Number (If $u("cessful boreholes 
PercentapC' !.ucce5sful borC'holes __ 35 y-__ S2 %.~, __ .::6:.1 ·"X,-",,_.'!.._ 

-Includes Arusha Chini boreholes. 

Northern PrOl'illcl'. Land area 33,165 square miles.. The Northern Province contains 
within its houndaries only t\l,O major rock fom1ations, the volcanics and the Basemenl rocks. 
Uncon<;olidated deposits are represented by the lakc·bcds in the Manyara-Natron.Serengeti 
and Ruvu River areas and in ~outh--east Masailand. The nature of the unconsolidated 
deposit, found north of Kilimanjaro are uncertain. The pyroclastic and alluvial deposits 
of the Arusha Chini area also partly lie within the boundaries of the province. 

~'tore concentrated drilling ha'> only taken place within the following areas; the volcanics 
and pyroclastics of the Mashi and Arusha districts, the Basement areas of sauth--east 
Ma<;aiiand. Longido and the Loliondo District. In the Babati area and around Es<:.emingor 
Mountains and in Kitumbeine-Gclei area borcholc locations are widely scattered . Drilling 
in the vokanics at Moshi has, in many instances, been successful, but some deep holes to 
over 600 ft. have proved to be failures. The salinity and fluorine content in the south-cast 
Moshi area is not high. The area to the west of Kilimanjaro, the so..called Sanya corridor, 
has been the scene of many disappointments. TIle fluorine content of the water has proved 
to be high, increasing towards MOllnt Meru and has, in one boreholc, reached the high figure 
of 96 p.p.m. Large concentrations of fluorine are also known to occur in the rivers ri'iing 
on north-cast Meru. Conditions improve in the io"er Sanya plain and towards the Usa 
River. The south Sanya plains carry good water supplies of fair salinity but west of the U~ 
Ri\er conditions become more difficull and the pyroclastics south of the old Moshi/Arusha 
road) icld only small ,upplies orwhich many are only ora temporary nature. 

We.-..t of Nduruma Chini stream boreholes failed to stnke water. This also applies to all 
horl!holc~ drillcd in the Loljoro farm lands, except one which struck water al approximately 
900 fl. Similar condili(ln~ seem to c\ist west of the Aruc;ha aerodrome at Musa and Monduli 
and in the c;(1uthcrn part orthe Ardai plam. To the wcc;t of Arusha township itselfa number 
of bOfCholc-; ~truck good ",atcr supplies. but in some the fluorine content is as high as 9 p.p.m. 
Borchoh!s north of Oldonyo·Sambu sunk in la\'as failed 10 get water at 400 ft. depth. 
The B:tscrnent area of south·e..1st Masailand has heen e"plored by a number of boreholes. 
The ~r~at majorit), have struck water. but two highly saline supplies are recorded from the 
Amboscli pan. The Kitwei calcareous beds of the nwuga·typc all yielded water, but in onc 
case lhi~ was slightly saline. The Longido area has already been referred to under the 
heading of Fault,. and a relatively large proportion of the boreholl's sunk in this area have 
been railures. 



--

The Loliondo District, which onl), recently has been explored ror ground water , is occupied 
by quartzites and drilling cond itions have, on the whole, been favourable there. The fluorine 
content of the groundwatcr is. however, high, 10 p.p.m, towards the south where t he Serengcti 
ash-beds occur. Other widely scatlered areas in the Northern Province have been explored 
by a number of boreholes. The Essemingor volcanic mountain area yielded water only to 
the south. To the east and nonh-east boreholes were dry. At Babati a successful borehol. 
was sunk in a subsidiary crater north-west of the Ufiume volcanic cone. A borehole failure 
is recorded in the volcanic rocks to the south-west of the Ngorongoro caldera. Large tracts 
of lake-beds and unconsolidated sedimemary deposits which exist in the Northern Province 
have. so fa r, only been explored b)' a relatively small number of boreholes. The great 
majority of these are situated at the Arusha Chini sugar plantation. These were sunk in 
pyroclastics pac;sing through presumed lake-beds at the surface, and were all successful both 
from the point of view of quantity and quality. In the Manyara depression two boreholes 
were sunk at the northern end, onc in lake-beds, the other in what appears to be a mix.ture of 
clays and pyroclastics. The borchole in the lake-beds was successful. One private boreholc 
is bclic\ed to have been sunk in the southern t:nd of the Manyara basin. The Lake Natron 
rifl valley has not been explored nor hl1s the large tract of lake-beds and unconsolidated 
sediment. probably ash beds. to the west of the Ngorongoro Highlands in the Serengeti . 
The latLer area is. however. known to carry saline spring-and surface-water, high in 
fluorine . (Sec under Geochemistry of Ground",ater). 

CEI'oTRAl. PROVINCE BOR[HOl.E STATlSTlCS 

Geological Fonnation - \ Basement rocks. including NY3nzian Iype 
rocks in Oodoma District 

District 

Drilled by 

T ('IIa1 number of borcholes 
Agg.rcg3te footage 
AH'rage depth of boreholo in fOCl 
Maximum depth of borehole in feCI 
A\'erdge dl:!plh to water struck in feet 
Ma~imum depth to wa ler struck in fcct 
A\cra!!(' depth (,om !.urface to \\ hich wOlt.er ric;cs in (eet 
No. of Anc;.ian borehole.s 
Ag~rt'g:lIt' tc§ted yield in gallons per hour 
Average tC~lod yield in gallons per hour ... 
M:u.imllm yield in gallon5 per hour 
No . of I:>orehole." reported con tai ning saline wale'r 
Number of dry holes .. 
Technical f.lilures ._. 

I 

No. of bo reh olcs wilh a yield too low to be considered 
mcful 

Total numhcr of f,lilures fr om all cau\eS 
Number of !ouccclsful boreholes 
PeruntaFe $uccessfui borcholes 

... I 

----

Oodoma 

---
Govern-
ment 

26 
S.790 

214 
420 
162 
<os 
110 

None 
29.670 

1,185 
3.300 

t 
I 
2 

, 
I 

·Overseas Food COIporation. 

90 

Kondoa 

Govern-
menl 

29 
8. 170 

28t 
SSO 
21S 
406 
138 

None 
3S,8 10 

1.705 
3.000 

I 
7 

2 
It 
18 
62% 

Kongwa and 
Mpwapwa 

I Govern-

I ment O.F.e.-

44 I S6? 
13. 142 ! 10.435 

29 t 186 
S62 ? 
27S I tsO 
428 I 349 
192 I I)) 

None None 
29.S30 36.24(1 

922 t.340 
3,000 S.800 

3 ? 
to 2S 

t 

3 4 
16 30 
28 26 
63% 46% 
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CfNnAL PaOVINCZ BORl!1JOLl STATlSTICI 
~-

Granitic rocks Granitic raclo. 
Geological Formation and Mbuga on Nyanziao schislS 

Gn.nite and I..a.kt: Beds 

District Oodoma 
Singida and 

Manyoru 

Drilled By Government Government 

Total number of boreholes ... ... ... ... lOo 28 
Aggregate footage .. . ... ... -- . '-- 6,094 6,SS7 
A ... erage depth of borehole in fOCI ... ... -- . .-- 20l 2lS 
Maximum depth of borehole in fee l ... ... .. ... -- . 466 SOD 
Average d('pth 10 water struck in fee l --. ... ... . .. 127 ISO 
Ma,(jmum depth 10 ",ater struck in feel ." .-- 290 419 
Average derl11 from .. urface 10 which water rises in feet 66 82 
Number of Artesian boreholes ... ... None None 
Aggre-g.uc tested yield in gallons per hour ... ... . .. 19,594 25,lSJ 
A\erage 1e<;led yield in gallons per hour ... ... ... I,ISO 1,014 
Ma'(lmunl yield in gallons per hour .. ... ... S,SOO l,OOO 
Numher of borehol~ reponed comaining saline water ... I 2 
Number of dry holes ... ... . -- ... .. . 9 3 
Teclmical failures ... ... ... ... I None 
No. of boreholcs with a yield 100 low to be considered useful ... 6 4 
T mal number of failures from aU causes ... ... ... .. . 17 9 
Number of successfu l boreholes ... ... ... ... . .. Il 17 
Percentage successfu l horeholes ... .. ... 40% 60% 

- - - - - - -
·Only three boreholcs out of 15 sunk at M aku lopora have been mcluded. 

Central Province. This province covers approximately 36,410 square miles, and is the 
province in which the greate'it number of boreholes has been drilled for the rural Native 
Authorities. The number of boreholcs sunk in the various districts is, in consequence, 
regarded as large enough for the statistics to be treated on a district basis. Taking into 
consideration the dlfficuhies met with in finding water in the granitic rock areas, the results 
have been encouraging. and except for certain limited localities it has been possible to provide 
water for the large cattle population of tbi~ province even in drought years. The quality of 
the water has. with a fcw exceptions. been found suitable for watering livestock and also for 
the slightly higher standard required for human consumption. The Basement rock areas 
have proved 10 be more favourable than the granitic areas, and drilling successes in the 
Basement comiderably higher. Conccntrated drilling has taken place in the Kongwa and 
north·east Kondoa districts and a fairly la:ge number of boreholes has been sunk within a 
radiu'i of 30 mile'i from Dodoma township. In the Kongwa District both the Government 
and the former Overseas Food Corporation have, by providing boreholes and pumps, 
con5iderably incrcao;ed potential grazing and cultivation areas. In Kondoa District over 
a thousand people who, wilh Iheir livestock, have had to be moved from the badly-eroded 
highland areas to the plains below, have successfully been provided with water under a 
Go\crnmcm developmem rlan. Approximately 90 pumping installations are maintained 
by the Government on behalf of the Native Authori ties within the Central Province. 
F·urthermorc. the DCldoma township at the height of the dry season can be supplied with 
200,000 gallons per diem from boreholes at Makutopora. This pumping installation is 
opera led by the Public Works Deparlmenl. Singida is also supplied with water from 
bore holes. 

QI 
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SollTlli!AN HJOHLANDS PROVINce BOIU!HOLE Sn.nsTlO 

GeologicaJ Formation 

Total number of boreholcs 
Aggr~gat~ footage 

Drilled By 

A\'eragc depth of borehole in feet 
Ma'(imum depth of borehole in feet " 
A\crage depth to water struck m feet 
Ma:lllmum depth to water struck in foet 
Average depth from surface to which water rises in fect 
Number of Artesian boreholes 
Aggregate tested yield in gallons per hour 
Average tested yield in gaUoru per hour 
Maximum yield in gallons per hour ... 
Number of bOleholes reported containing saline water 
Number of dry holes 
Technical failures ... 
Number of boreboles with a yield too low to be considered useful 
Total number of failures from all caU5C$ 
Number of successfu l boreholes 
Percentage successful boreholes 

Granites and Basement rocla 

Government 

IS 
2,7S6 

IB) 
)IS 
110 
260 

SS 
2 

14,620 
1,100 
2,800 

Nil 
2 
2 
I 
S 

10 
66% 

Private 
Enterprise 

I) 

3,194 
246 
490 
22S 
)7S 

BO 
Nil 

9,7B7 
BIS 

4,000 
Nil 

I 
? 
4 
S 
B 

62% 

Southern Highlands Province. Land area 45,470 square miles. Within the province DO 

less than nine major geological formations are met with, but only rour have been explored 
ror ground water up to the present. Drilling has been concentrated in two main areas on1y. 

The Iringa Area. This area encompasses a tract of country within 35 miles radius from 
Iringa lownship, Basement rocks bave been drilled with varying success 10 the north and 
east oflringa and in granitic rocks closer to tbe town itself. The results obtained in Basement 
rocks are more or lesc; normal. Fractures may be of importance. The successrul boreholes 
in granitic rocks depend, as in most cases elsewhere, on the presence of weathered granite 
or over-lying pervious superficials, Fraclures apparently do not play a major part in the 
occurrence of groundwater within the area. 

The Lupa Gold Fields. During Ihe period of active gold-mining in the Lupa a number of 
boreholes were sunk. Groundwater, in general, is not, bowe1r'er, deep-seated and few shafts 
were sunk to 100 ft. without encountering water. Some granitic and dioritic areas are 
unwcathered and carry liule water but, in general, the Lupa area is not unfavourable from 
a drilling point of view, except in the neighbourhood of the main rift valleys. Fracture lines 
are of major importance. 

Olher Boreholcs. Only one borehole has, so far, been sunk in the lava formations of 
the Soulhern Highlands, This hole was sunk on the Mbeya aerodrome and struck good 
water in pyroclastic deposits and lavas. Two boreholes have been drilled for brine in a 
sandstone which is believed to belong to the Cretaceous. Three boreholes were sunk in 
alluvium and Basement rocks Dear Mbosi; difficulties arose from kaolin clays entering the 
boreholes, but were finally overcome. Two of the boreholcs were artesian. 

Potellliat DrillinG Areas. The Southern Highlands arc , on the whole, well watered by 
perennial streams, but such regions as the Ubcna Plains and the flat tract of country 
immediately east of Mbeya may have to be explored for groundwater in the future. For 
obscrvalions on the Ubena Plain sec under Weathering. The present waterless volcanic 
are east of Mbeya may provide groundwater if continuous lava-beds stretch across from the 
volcanoes in the soulh 10 the rift faull in the north al the foot of the Mbeya range, Th. 
geology can besl be seen in the easl in the steep Usango escarpment. In addition to tbe 
hard rocks, sedimentary deposits and volcanic rocks, large tracts of the Southern Highlands 
are covered by lake-beds and alluvium. These are to be found in the Rukwa depression and 
the Ruaha basin, particularly the Bubora "Hats". Many Banka-drilled holes have been 
sunk in the Rukwa depression and, as often as not, these struck saline water or slightly :saline 
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water. The Ruaha ba"in has not been e'tplorcd by drilling. One fact j" however, known; 
during the dry sea'lon the Ruaha R,\ocr recei\cc; liltle or no effluent seepage in the rcach from 
the Ruaha Bridge on the Iringa-Dodoma road to apprm .. imatcly 30 miles upstream. 

WESTERN PROVINCE DOREIiOLE STAnsncs 

I 
Nyanzian 

WemberCl Geological Formalion Granitic rock Iype of 
Lake beds rocks - - -----

I Go\ern· 1 Go\ern· Go .. ern-
Drilled by menl I O.Fc" ment menl 

I 
Total number of boreholes ... ... ... 27 497 IJ 4 
Asgrelf31e fOOlage ... ... ... ... ... 4.66 1 9.555 2,948 1.274 
A,erage depth of l1urehole in feel ... .. . 166 194 226 318 
Ma:..imum depth of ('orehnle in feel ... ... ... 550 260 445 490 
A\er .lge deplh 10 water "'truck in feel ... ... 80 81 165 134 
Muimum deplh 10 \\aler SI ruck in feel ... ... ... 228 2461 335 250 
Average d<,pth from surface to ~hich .... ater rises in feet 47 45 68 85 
No. of ArlCl~ian boreholes .. ' ... ... ... .. . Nit Nil Nil Nit 
Aggregate lested Yield in gallons per hour ... ... 4,]95 11.073 5,284 2,700 
Average tested yield in gallons per hour ... ... .. . 292 335 400 615 
Maximum yield in gallons per hour ... .. . ... 600 I,SOO 2,600 1,100 
No. of boreholes reported containing saline .... aler or nUD-

nno above 18 p .p.m. ... ... ... ... ... Nil Nil Nil l 
Number of dry borell(lles ... ... ... ... ... 11 16 1 Nil 
Technica l failures ... ... ... ... ... .. . Nil 1 Nit Nit 
No. of boreholes .... ith a yield too low to be considcred 

useful ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 5 101 5 Nil 
Tolal number of failurcs frolll all causClS ... ... ... 16 261 6 l 
Number of successful bore holes ... ... ... ... 11 231 7 1 
Percentage successful boreholes ... ... ... ., 44% 46~ S3% 25 

Y. 
·Overseas Food Corporat10n. 

Western Pro .. ince. The Western Province is the largest of all the provinces with 78,400 
~quare miles of land area and it also includes the pari of Lake Tanganyika which falls within 
the territorial boundary. Drilling has, on the whole, been centred in two relatively small 
areas, namely, in the vicinity of Tabora and in the region formerly occupied by the Overseas 
Food Corporation at Urambo. Practically all the drilling has been carried out in granitic 
rocks or in the Nyanzian type of rock frequently found in the neighbourhood of Tabora and 
Kahama. Many inliers of Basement rock have also been encountered. Groundwater is, 
in general, very scarce in all these formations, but when struck is of relatively good quality. 
Both at Tabora and Urambo extensive resistivity surveys were carried out before siting 
8 number of boreholes. The drilling results at Urambo indicate Ihat even after a careful 
and competent survey (by Geophy'ical Survey (Pty) Ltd.) the chances of striking water 
supplies in the region of 1,000 gallons per hour are small. At Tabora it is clear that within 
a radius of 10 to 12 miles no underground water·supplies exist which are large enough to 
supply a township the size of Tabora. Conditions similar to those met with at Tabora and 
Urambo can therefore in all probability, be expected in all the granitic areas of the province 
lying within the Congo basin drainage. The large area of Bac;cmenl rock within the province 
is almost completely unexplored as far as groundwater is concerned. This also applies to 
the Bukoban rocks. Lake-beds and unconsolidated scdiments have been explored in the 
LoJke Rukwa and Wembere deprcs"ion with little real success, due to the high salinity of 
thc ground water. Furthermore, in the Wembere. high fluorine content complicates matters. 
The Malagarac;i basin has so far only been surveyed for water in the lower regions of the 
19ombc, or Ngombc River, which rises north of Tabora. This exploration was carried out 
by the Over.;eas Food Corporation during the period of development at Urambo. 
The Igombe River is reported to be perennial between UYo\V3 and Luagwa Lake and the 
water is potable. The Malagarasi basin is possibly one of the major development areas of 
the \\'cstern Province and ground water exploration is, sooner or later, bound to take place 
within this basin. At present little information is available on the subject. In general, as far 
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a. ground water in the province is concerned, smaller supplics between 150 and 300 gallon, 
per hour ate not unobtainable and many mInor trading settlements or similar concentrations 
of population can, In the future, be expecled to be supplied by boreholes of this capacity, 

LAK.! PRO\'INC£ BOREHOU: STATI.STICI 

Granitic rocks and KaragwCl Geological Formation granitic areas Nyanzian Ankolean -

Drilled by Govern- Private Go,,'cm- I Private Govern- Privata 
ment Enterprise ment Enterprise ment Enterprise 

No' iotal No. of boreholcs ... . .. II Min. 30 18 2 9 known 
No 

Agfrc:gatCl footage .. . '" 6,003 records 3,743 540 2,398 A\crage depth of barehele In feet 193 207 266 MaAimum depth of borchole in 
r"", .. . .. . 503 506 450 A\cr:lge depth to water struck in 
fect ... ... '" ... 97 175 138 Ma'llmum depth to water struck 
in feel ... ... ... 250 450 205 A\eragc depth from surface '0 
which water rises ... ... 70 66 84 No. of Anesilln boreholes . .. Nil Nil Nil 

Aggregate tested yield in gaUolL'i 
per hour .. . .. ... ... 25,542 4,846 6,620 A\'erage tested yield ;n gallons 
per hour . .. ... ... .. . 982 538 752 Ma",irnum yield ;n gallons P" 
hour ... ... ... 3,400 1,400 2,000 No. of boreholes reported con-
taining saline water ... ... N; J Nil 

Number of dry bortho lC's ... 5 8 2 Nil 
Tochnic..11 falures ... ... . .. Nil Nil Nil 
No. of boreholes with a yield loO 

low to be considered useful ... 3 4 3 
Tolal number of failures from all 

causes ... ... ... ... 8 13 J 
Number of successful boreholes 23 S 6 
Pen:entnge successful boreholes 74% 28% 66% 

Lake Pro)';nce. Thi'i province covers approximately 39, J 30 square mites of land area 
and, including Lake Vicloria to latitude 10 south, 52,548 square milcs. 

Drilling in the province. has so far taken place in widely-scattered areas. Only at 
Shinyanga and Ukiruguru have more than four boreholes been sunk within a relatively 
small tract of country, 

The main formations drilled are the granitic rocks, the Nyanzian rocks and tbe Karagwe 
Ankolean metamorphic sedimentary rocks. 

The Nyanzian rocks have proved to be poor aquifers and failures have been frequent. 
Only in the Musoma District have the basic volcanic rocks of this formation been found to be 
reasonably good aquifers, 

The granites covered by alluvium and othei' superficial deposits have shown far higher 
yields. in general, than the same type of rocks in the \Vestem Province. The geological 
reason for this is not known with certainty. but it may be suggested that the Nile drainage 
has a different geological history during, at least. the Miocene-Pleistocene period, to that 
of the Congo drainage basin. and that the occurrence of thicker superficial deposits in the 
Nile basin and of patches of deeper weathering may have conlribuled to Ihe better yields 
of boreholes sunk in granitic areas of the Lake Province, 

The Karagwe Ankolean rocks of the Lake Province situated in the Bukoba District 
h3\e only in the last few years been explored by drilling and the resUlts, as rar as quality of 
water struck, have been ,"cry satisfactory. Until tccenlly only quartziles appeared to 
be good aqUifers, but it would seem that the schist fonnalion, where Dot excessively 
weathered, may show fair yields. 
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